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1. Introduction  

The need for faster information transfer and data processing continues to grow every year, 

which pushes towards innovations that would go around the currently faced problems with 

miniaturization and heat effects. The implementation of photonic devices is one of the possible 

solutions to these emerging problems, because they are ideally all-optical, meaning their speed 

of operation is limited by the optical processes present in the circuit, omitting electronic 

components. All-optical integrated photonics (IO) is the equivalent of currently prevalent 

integrated electronics; however, every process is solely optical. The key building blocks of 

photonic devices are nonlinear optical (NLO) materials which possess properties that can 

modify light propagation, or can store optical information. Photonic devices have started to take 

their hold in diverse fields such as optical communication, data processing and storage, 

holography, quantum computing, etc., and the possibilities to make them even more easily 

accessible and widespread are highly researched. One of the most challenging components of 

this research is finding or developing materials that possess optimal NLO properties for 

applicational purposes. Several materials are currently being tested for all-optical operations 

[1–4], however, many of them are yet to be implemented in application. The application of 

biomaterials with π-conjugated electron systems has also been recently considered, since 

opposed to many other materials in development, they are readily available. Chromoproteins 

are one class of these materials. Various organisms contain chromoproteins functioning as light 

detectors and energy converters, and have been perfected for these purposes through millions 

of years of evolution – making them in theory an ideal candidate for a similar filled purpose in 

IO. However, before photonic application, we need to consider the material’s mechanical 

stability or the NLO properties which change corresponding with their environment. This 

makes a full NLO characterization and optimization unavoidable.  

In the past, the protein bacteriorhodopsin (bR) has been extensively investigated for IO 

purposes [5–15], and it has proved to be a good candidate for future IO applications; however, 

utilizing bR also comes with some disadvantages originating from the fact that it only maintains 

its original structure and functions while embedded in the cell membrane. This makes the 

technical applicability of the bR limited, and prompts the investigation of other light-sensitive 

proteins. The photoactive yellow protein (PYP) is a promising candidate for IO. PYP’s IO 

characterization and possible application serves as the topic of this PhD thesis and will be 

further detailed in the next chapters. 
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1.1. Photoactive Yellow Protein  

The photoactive yellow protein (PYP) is a relatively small (molecular weight of 14 kDa; 

consists of 125 amino acids), water soluble protein found in purple sulfur bacteria. First found 

in Halorhodospira halophila in 1985, PYP has a major role in bacterial phototaxis, as it makes 

bacteria avoid blue light [16–18]. PYP belongs to the Per–Arnt–Sim (PAS-) domain 

superfamily, which is a signal transduction α/β pathway structure, commonly found in 

prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms. PAS domains serve as building blocks of sensory and 

signaling proteins and play an integral part in protein-protein interactions taking place during 

signaling. Based on structural investigations, PYP displays the same α/β fold structure, with a 

central β-sheet with five strands and helical connectors on both sides, which can be seen in 

Figure 1 [19]. Additionally, on either side of the β-sheet, the protein has two hydrophobic cores 

– the larger one of the two has the chromophore binding pocket, while the smaller one contains 

the N-terminus [18,20–22]. PYP serves as the structural prototype of the PAS domain superfamily 

[23]. 

 
Figure 1. Structure of the PYP. Image created on RCSB Protein Data Bank 

(https://www.rcsb.org) of PDB ID ID7E  [24]. 

The protein’s distinct color comes from the p-coumaric acid chromophore, which is 

deprotonated in the ground state and lies in trans configuration [22,25]. During light-excitation, 

the chromophore goes into reversible trans-cis isomerization around its thiol-ester bound 

attached to the cysteine-69 [22,26,27], which is also responsible for the negative phototaxis 

detected in PYP-containing bacteria [21]. After this trans-cis isomerization, PYP goes through 

https://www.rcsb.org/
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several quasi-stable intermediates before re-isomerization, and return to the ground state. This 

reaction scheme is also called the protein’s photocycle [16,28], and is a main factor when 

considering PYP for IO applications. Generally, the photocycle consists of three main 

intermediates which differ spectrally – the dark state or ground state (pG) of PYP has an 

absorption maximum at 445 nm, which when excited, transitions first into a red-shifted 

intermediate (pR), followed by a blue-shifted one (pB). However, these intermediates can be 

further classified into multiple substates (pR1, pR2, pB1, pB2) via spectrally “silent” transitions. 

Recently, additional fast-rising intermediates have been also detected at the beginning of the 

photocycle (pR0) [29]. Furthermore, the photocycle of the protein can also be influenced by 

numerous factors, such as pH, humidity, or even the excitation wavelength used [30–32].  

The processes taking place during light absorption of PYP correspond to the classic 

scheme of photoexcitable disordered systems, where energy absorption is followed by thermal 

relaxation [33–35] - in the case of PYP light absorption and light-induced conformational 

change is followed by the protein’s relaxation back to its pG ground state. The primary reaction 

occurring between atoms and molecules when light excitation is present is described by a rate 

constant. The rate constant is proportional to the light intensity applied (I) and the reaction’s 

efficiency factor (σ), which includes the absorption cross sections and the quantum efficiencies. 

Thermal relaxation processes are generally light-independent [7,33–35]. The PYP’s photocycle 

can be seen in Scheme 1A, where the arrows correspond to the transitions between 

intermediates, however, for the purposes of the detailed experiments the full photocycle can be 

simplified to that of Scheme 1B.  

 
 

 Scheme 1. The full (A) and simplified (B) schematic diagram of the PYP’s photocycle.  
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For the simplified photocycle case, the differential equation system describing the 

kinetics of the concentrations of the photocycle intermediates can be written as such: 

𝑑[𝑝𝐺]

𝑑𝑡
= −𝐼 ∙ 𝜎𝑝𝐺 ∙ [𝑝𝐺] + 𝐼 ∙ 𝜎𝑝𝑅 ∙ [𝑝𝑅] + (𝐼 ∙ 𝜎𝑝𝐵 + 𝑘𝑝𝐵) ∙ [𝑝𝐵] (1a) 

𝑑[𝐸𝑆]

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐼 ∙ 𝜎𝑝𝐺 ∙ [𝑝𝐺] − 𝑘𝐸𝑆 ∙ [𝐸𝑆] (1b) 

𝑑[𝑝𝑅]

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝐸𝑆 ∙ [𝐸𝑆] − (𝐼 ∙ 𝜎𝑝𝑅 + 𝑘𝑝𝑅) ∙ [𝑝𝑅] (1c) 

𝑑[𝑝𝐵]

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑝𝑅 ∙ [𝑝𝑅] − (𝐼 ∙ 𝜎𝑝𝐵 + 𝑘𝑝𝐵) ∙ [𝑝𝐵] (1d) 

Using chromoproteins in film form are more convenient for practical implementation, 

and also because generally in dried films the light-induced refractive index changes are orders 

of magnitude larger than in solutions, where the refractive index of water dominates over that 

of the protein’s [36]. However, certain negative drawbacks also need to be considered, such as 

the PYP’s dependence on the environment. Generally, in high relative humidity (RH, ~80-

90%), photocycles are close to the native ones, but as RH drops to moderate values (30-50% to 

80%), transitions that follow large conformational changes are held back due to the decreased 

conformational flexibility, thus slowing down the photocycle [32]. At even lower RH, the 

photocycle of PYP does not take place [30]. Additionally, applicability is also highly dependent 

on the NLO material’s light-induced refractive index change. Humidity has an impact on 

refractive index change (Δn) of proteins, thus previously done experiments implementing bR 

used high to moderate RH environment to maximize Δn but still maintain fast photocycle 

kinetics [37,38]. While the photocycle does slow down, PYP does have fast intermediates at 

the beginning of its photocycle when in crystalline form [39–41] which, theoretically the same 

way as it is for bR [42], are unaffected by humidity. Additionally, the intermediates are also 

light-sensitive, and are known to be able to transition back to pG by light excitation without 

going through the entirety of the photocycle, effectively shortcutting it [43]. 

Due to its size and water-solubility, PYP is a promising biomaterial for IO applications, 

since it can be more conveniently combined with passive IO components than the more robust, 

membrane-bound bR [16,17,44], however, for application purposes, the refractive index 

changes accompanying the absorption changes of intermediates is the most important factor. 

The refractive index change in function of wavelength can be calculated using the Kramers-
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Kronig relations. The complex refractive index is defined as the sum of the real part of the 

refractive index (n) and the extinction coefficient (κ): 

𝑛, = 𝑛 + 𝑖κ. (2) 

A material’s extinction coefficient is related to its absorption coefficient (α(ω)) in such way: 

𝛼(𝜔) =
4𝜋

𝜆0
κ(𝜔), (3) 

where λ0 is the applied light’s wavelength. One of the Kramers-Kronig relations defines that a 

material’s real part of the refractive index is determined by the extinction coefficient at all 

frequencies [45,46]: 

𝑛(𝜔) − 1 =
𝑐

𝜋
𝑃 ∫

κ(𝜔′)

𝜔′2 − 𝜔2
𝑑𝜔

∞

0

, (4) 

in which P is the integral’s principal value. The absorption and refractive index changes in the 

function of λ can be seen in Figure 2 from the data provided in [47] and [48] for PYP in solution. 

Applying Equations 2-4, the data displayed in Figure 2B can be calculated from Figure 2A. 

 
Figure 2. (A) Absorption difference spectra of the pR (red line) and pB (blue line) 

intermediates compared to the pG ground state of PYP. (B) Refractive index change of the 

pR (red line) and pB (blue line) intermediates compared to the pG ground state of PYP. 

1.2. Z-scan 

The single-beam Z-scan technique, first employed in [49], is a popular way to characterise the 

nonlinear optical properties of both organic and inorganic materials, due to the setup’s 

simplicity. During Z-scan measurement, the investigated sample is moved along the optical axis 

through the focus of a Gaussian laser beam, while the transmitted power or energy in function 

of sample position (z) is measured through an aperture placed behind the focus in the far field. 
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The Z-scan can either be done with open or closed aperture (OA and CA, respectively) – 

an OA measurement gives us information of the nonlinear absorption coefficients, while a 

closed, or small aperture trace yields the sign and magnitude of the nonlinear refractive index 

n2. The form of the CA Z-scan trace is signature of the technique, and can be explained as the 

following. The measurement is started while the sample is far away from the focus when the 

irradiance is low on the sample, and nonlinearity does not occur. If at this point the sample is 

moved towards the focus, the irradiance will increase, and self-lensing will occur. In case of 

positive self-lensing, the sample prior to the focus will de-focus the beam, which will lead to a 

decrease of transmittance measured at the detector due to the beam expanding at the CA, and 

most of it being cut off. If the sample is moved further along the optical axis, there is a null-

point at the focus where the transmittance is equal to the transmittance measure in the far-field. 

Passing the focal plane, the measured transmittance will increase because of the collimation of 

the beam after the sample, which also makes the beam narrower at the CA. The scan ends when 

the sample is moved away from the focal plane to the far field, where irradiance is low again 

and transmittance becomes linear. The entirety of the measurement will yield first a decrease 

(or valley) in the transmittance trace, followed by an increase (peak), which is the characteristic 

of a sample with positive n2 value. In case of a peak forming first, followed by a valley in 

transmittance, we are dealing with a sample with negative nonlinear refractivity. This is a clear 

and simple indicator of the sample’s n2 before even analysis of the measured data. If there is no 

nonlinear absorption present in the sample (such as multiphoton or saturable absorption), the 

peak’s and valley’s transmittance are the same magnitude. The difference between magnitudes 

can be attributed to the nonlinear absorption happening in the sample, which can be measured 

by removing the aperture and performing an OA scan. By performing both CA and OA scans, 

the sample’s nonlinear optical properties can be thoroughly investigated. 

To characterize the nonlinear refractive index of PYP films, Z-scan technique was applied 

in both CW and pulsed laser beams with various wavelengths, average- and peak intensities. 

The Z-scan technique requires the knowledge of the material’s linear refractive index, thus, to 

gain this information for the analysis of Z-scan measurements, optical waveguide lightmode 

spectroscopy (OWLS) was also performed on a selected wavelength. 

1.3. Broadband Vibrational Sum-Frequency Generation Spectroscopy 

Vibrational sum-frequency generation (VSFG) spectroscopy is a second-order laser 

spectroscopic method. It is a powerful surface-sensitive tool for the study of orientation, 
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structure and dynamics of molecules located on interfaces between two centrosymmetric or 

random-oriented media. A VSFG setup consists of a narrow-bandwidth visible (VIS) pulse and 

a narrow-bandwidth infrared (IR) pulse which spatially and temporally overlap on the sample, 

and through second-order nonlinear process interact and produce an SFG signal with at the sum 

frequency (𝜔𝑆𝐹𝐺 = 𝜔𝑉𝐼𝑆 + 𝜔𝐼𝑅). The generated signal’s electric field is dependent on the 

incoming laser beams’ electric fields and the second-order susceptibility tensor (𝜒(2)) through 

𝐸𝑆𝐹𝐺
𝑖 ∝ ∑ 𝜒

𝑖𝑗𝑘

(2)
⨂𝐸𝑉𝐼𝑆

𝑗
𝐸𝐼𝑅

𝑘

𝑗𝑘

 (5) 

where 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 are Cartesian coordinate directions of the electrical field components of the visible 

(𝐸𝑉𝐼𝑆
 ) and infrared (𝐸𝐼𝑅

 ) pulses, while 𝜒𝑖𝑗𝑘
(2)

 is an element of 𝜒(2). The intensity of the sum-

frequency signal (𝐼𝑆𝐹𝐺) is the square of Equation (5), and thus also proportional to the incident 

electric fields (𝐼𝑉𝐼𝑆 and 𝐼𝐼𝑅):  

𝐼𝑆𝐹𝐺 ∝ |𝜒
𝑒𝑓𝑓

(2)
| 𝐼𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐼𝐼𝑅 , (6) 

𝜒𝑒𝑓𝑓
(2)

 is the linear combination of 𝜒𝑖𝑗𝑘
(2)

 second-order susceptibility tensor elements. 

𝜒(2) is only non-zero when the investigated sample is not centrosymmetric - which is the 

case for interfaces - and can be further broken down into non-resonant (𝜒𝑁𝑅
(2)

) and resonant 

factors (∑ 𝜒𝑞
(2)

𝑞 ) as so [50]: 

𝜒(2) = 𝜒
𝑁𝑅

(2)
+ ∑ 𝜒𝑞

(2)

𝑞

= 𝜒
𝑁𝑅

(2)
+ ∑

𝐴𝑞

𝜔𝐼𝑅 − 𝜔𝑞 + 𝑖𝛤𝑞
.

𝑞

 (7) 

In the above equation 𝐴𝑞 is the amplitude, 𝜔𝑞 is the resonant frequency of the 𝑞th 

vibrational mode and 𝛤𝑞 is the damping factor. The IR pulse 𝜔𝐼𝑅 is tuned so it is resonant with 

the vibrational transition of the molecules located on the investigated surface, while the VIS 

pulse is used to upconvert this signal into the visible region. The signal is enhanced when 𝜔𝐼𝑅 =

𝜔𝑞. From Equation (7) we can see that the measured VSFG signal provides information of the 

amplitude and spectral width of certain molecular vibrations, and from this we can determine 

the molecules’ orientation on the investigated surface. By implementing tunable femtosecond 

IR laser pulses, the technique transitions into Broadband VSFG (BB-VSFG), where whole 

vibrational regions can be measured with single-shot acquisition, while also improving the 

stability of the measurements by using a higher repetition rate laser system [51]. Additionally, 

BB-VSFG - opposed to scanning VSFG - can also give us the opportunity to conduct ultrafast 
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time-resolved vibrational studies. Measurements are done by changing the polarization of the 

incident beams and the detected signals. Generally, the IR and VIS pulses are linearly S or P 

polarized, while the VSFG signal is also detected through polarization filters, which overall 

enables eight polarization combinations – 5 achiral (PPP, SSP, PSS, SPS, SSS) and 3 chiral 

(SPP, PSP and PPS). In the abbreviations for the polarization combinations, the first 

polarization belongs to the VSFG signal, the second to the VIS, while the third to the IR. 

Measuring in either achiral or chiral polarization combination yields different information of 

the sample. From measuring in achiral polarization-combinations we can investigate the 

surface’s achiral properties - such as the water structure -, while with chiral polarizations-

combinations we can reveal the secondary structures present on the surface [52]. VSFG 

spectroscopy previously has been used to study biomolecules on interfaces, as the technique 

can cover a wide range resonance wavelengths. The main spectrum of interest ranges from 

1600− 1700 cm−1, which covers the vibrational amide I modes of protein backbones, 2800-3800 

cm−1 for C-H, O-H, and N-H stretching modes, as well as the Amide A and B vibrational modes 

above 3000 cm-1 [52–54]. By investigating the amide I region in unison with the N-H stretch 

region, we can get information of the protein’s secondary structures. With applying chiral 

VSFG in the 3100-3500 cm-1 region we can get an idea of the N-H stretch vibrations coming 

from the H-bonds from the protein’s backbone while distinguishing it more from any signal 

coming from achiral O-H stretching modes surrounding it [54]. By combining the chiral amide 

I and N-H stretching vibrational modes, it’s possible to establish signature vibrations for 

specific secondary structures of proteins, as both of these signals are highly specific to certain 

structures [52,55]. The amide is a C=O stretching vibration mode, which specifically refers to 

the peptide bond. If it is not in a peptide bond, it is found above 1690 cm-1. Similarly to this, N-

H is also different if it is in a peptide bond, however, if a H-bridge is formed with the peptide 

bond then we are talking about a secondary structure. The typical vibrational resonances 

obtained for various secondary structural motifs are summarized in Table 1, based in Figure 10 

of [52] . 
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secondary structure 

Chiral vibrational resonance at the air/water interface 

(cm-1) 

amide I N-H stretch 

α-helix, e.g., rhodopsin ─ 3282 

parallel β-sheet, e.g., human 

islet amyloid peptide 
1622, 1660 ─ 

antiparallel β-sheet, 

e.g.,tachyplesin I 

1634 3175, 3274 

disordered, random coil ─ ─ 

Table 1. Characteristic vibrational wavenumbers of the amide I and N-H stretching modes 

of different model peptides’ and protein’s secondary structures in chiral, PSP polarization 

scheme [52]. 

Polyelectrolyte multilayers were created by layer-by-layer method, and PYP monolayer 

was created on the topmost differently charged layers via surface adsorption. VSFG 

spectroscopy were applied in various polarization combinations to characterize the 

homogeneity and the orientation of the protein film. IO requires for the structures to be of 

optical quality and as small and compact as possible. VSFG spectroscopy gives us the 

opportunity to easily verify the structure and homogeneity of these layers, and their readiness 

to apply in further IO measurements, such as all-optical switching.  

1.4.Optical switching 

All-optical switching utilizes a material’s light-induced refractive index change to modify 

another light’s signal. All-optical switching can be performed many ways, however, in the 

current thesis, two interferometric methods were used to demonstrate the optical switching 

capabilities of PYP.  

1.4.1. Integrated optical interferometric light modulation 

Interferometric light-modulation can be achieved, e.g., by implementing a Mach-Zehnder 

interferometer (MZI) as an IO passive device. The MZI is one of the simplest IO passive 

devices, and consists of bifurcated linear IO waveguide structure with two arms. If a transparent 

NLO material is adsorbed on one (or both) arms, it alters the effective refractive index of the 

structure, and it creates a phase difference at the output of the device. The phase difference 
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manifests as intensity change at the output, and the momentarily measured intensity (𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡) 

corresponds to equation (8): 

𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝐼1 + 𝐼2 + 2√𝐼1𝐼2 cos(∆𝜑). (8) 

In the above equation 𝐼1 and 𝐼2 are intensities of light propagating through the arms of the 

MZI, while ∆𝜑 is the phase difference between the two beams.  

The IO switching experiment was based on the principle of using PYP as an adlayer on 

the both arms of the MZI, and thus making it an active IO structure. By utilizing the PYP’s 

refractive index change during its photocycle, excitation of the different intermediates leads to 

different phase shifts in the arms, resulting a change in the output intensity. With this, either 

constructive or destructive interference can be achieved.  

1.4.2. Ultrafast all-optical switching using transient grating spectroscopy 

Transient grating (TG) spectroscopy is a time-resolved four-wave mixing technique, where 

ultrashort laser pulses with the same frequency are spatially and temporarily intersected on a 

sample. This creates a sinusoidal distribution of excited states - an interference pattern - in the 

active material, which then acts as a Bragg diffraction grating. This grating is then probed by a 

third ultrashort pulse, which arrives at a specific incident angle on the sample. The measured 

intensity corresponds to the diffraction the pulse undergoes, while the time dependence of it 

gives information about the dynamic changes happening in the sample [56–58]. We can use the 

principle of TG spectroscopy to demonstrate optical switching in the sense that if there is no 

diffraction grating present in the sample, the optical switch is in OFF position, however, if there 

is a grating present the switch is in ON position. 

TG spectroscopy can be applied on PYP films based on the refractive index and 

absorption change of the protein during its photocycle. A Bragg grating in the sample can be 

achieved due to the protein entering its photocycle where the interference maxima are present, 

but staying in ground state where there’s an interference minimum.  
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2. Aims of this work  

In this work, the structure and NLO properties of PYP films were investigated in consideration 

if the protein could be used as an IO active component in the future. Preliminary experiments 

were also done to demonstrate the switching capabilities of glycerol-doped PYP (GL-PYP) 

films under various circumstances. The thesis constitutes of four sections detailing the different 

properties, and preliminary switching application of PYP: 

 

1. First, to investigate the possibility of utilizing protein films in IO, my aim was to study 

certain photocycle intermediates of PYP. Therefore, the photo-induced changes of PYP 

films were monitored at different RH, to find the optimal environment. To counteract the 

possible negative effects of humidity on the photocycle, the kinetics of doped PYP films 

were also investigated. 

 

2. After characterizing the kinetics of the photocycle of PYP, the linear and non-linear 

refractive index of GL-PYP films had to be determined. The NLO refractive index of PYP 

films was investigated with the Z-scan technique as a function of excitation laser pulse 

parameters, i.e., average and peak intensities, and repetition rate of the pulses. 

 

3. To investigate the potential miniaturization of PYP films, along with their adsorption to 

solid substrates, the structure of PYP monolayers on top of a single and multilayers of 

polyelectrolytes was planned to be investigated by applying vibrational sum-frequency 

generation spectroscopy at different RH environments, in order to create homogeneous 

protein monolayers for further IO applications. 

 

4. After studying the structural, kinetic, and material properties of PYP films, the final goal 

was to demonstrate IO switching utilizing the PYP’s slow intermediate states by using a 

Mach- Zehnder interferometer with GL- PYP on the MZI’s arms. Then, employing the fast, 

sub-10 ps, transitions at the beginning of the photocycle of PYP, the aim was to demonstrate 

ultrafast all-optical switching on GL-PYP samples with a transient grating setup.  
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3. Materials and Methods  

3.1. Film preparation 

During measurements two different types of films were implemented. For the experiments 

involving the measurement of the proteins’ photocycle kinetics and nonlinear refractive index, 

glycerol was added as a doping material, while for the vibrational spectroscopy measurements, 

the used multilayer structure was built by the layer-by-layer deposition technique.  

One of the major requirements for the optimization of protein films for IO applications is 

that the films need to have a high optical quality. Due to crack formation when drying the PYP 

films, glycerol was added, which helped to maintain the homogeneity of the films while also 

stabilizing the relative humidity inside the samples. This approach maintains the relative 

humidity inside the sample at around 80-85% (which was estimated based on OWLS 

experiments conducted on bR), enabling the PYP’s photocycle to take place, which is not 

possible at low-humidity environments. To create the samples, the PYP suspensions were 

mixed with an 87% glycerol solution so as the glycerol constituted 2% of the mixture. The 

mixtures were sonicated for 1-2 minutes, pipetted onto the surface of interest depending on the 

conducted measurement, then left to dry for at least 12 hours under an extractor fume hood. For 

the Z-scan and fast optical switching measurements, the films were sandwiched between two 

200µm-thick microscope cover slips, with a 200µm-thick spacer used between the glass slabs, 

maintaining the film thickness at 200 µm. For the OWLS, absorption kinetics experiments and 

the optical switching demonstrated on PYP by CW lasers, the protein-glycerol mixtures were 

prepared the same way, however, sandwiching was not applied. The environment’s relative 

humidity was kept at 33% during each experiment, while the temperature was kept at 23°C. 

For the VSFG measurements, the PYP monolayer was adsorbed on top of a 

polyelectrolyte multilayer which was prepared by the spray-assisted layer-by-layer (LbL) 

assembly technique. The polyelectrolyte multilayer was an important prerequisite to achieve a 

homogenous sample surface to which the PYP can adsorb on. The chosen polyelectrolytes were 

the positively charged Polyethylenimine (PEI, branched type) and Poly-L-lysine (PLL); and the 

negatively charged Poly-L-glutamic acid (PGA), which were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 

and have a molecular weight of 600,000-1,000,000 (branched PEI solution, concentration of 

~50% in H2O), 50,000-100,000 (PGA sodim salt), and >30,000 (PLL hydrochlorid). The 

prepared PEI stock solution had a concentration of 5 mg/ml, while the PGA and PLL solutions’ 

concentration was 1 mg/ml. Measurements were done on six different kinds of surfaces - PEI 
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and PEI+PGA ‘monolayer’ surfaces, a multilayer finishing off with a PGA surface 

(PEI+(PGA+PLL)6.5), and all of these surfaces with and PYP adsorbed on top. A schematic of 

the sample preparation procedure can be seen on Figure 3.  

 
Figure 3. Schematic illustration of LbL assembly on CaF2 substrate using oppositely 

charged Polyethylenimine (PEI), Poly-L-glutamic acid (PGA), and Poly-L-lysine (PLL). 

The stock solutions were sprayed on CaF2 windows – first PEI was applied to the entirety 

of the window to provide a basis for the subsequent layers. The PEI solution was left to set for 

a minute then the residue was washed away with distilled water. This was followed by spraying 

PGA, which was left to set for 20 seconds followed by washing of the residue. The PLL was 

then layered on top of the PGA with the same method, and the layer building continued with 

layering PGA and PLL on top of each other for up to six and a half pairs of layers, ending with 

a PGA layer. The PYP stock solution of 0.28 mM was then evenly distributed on top of the 

final layer of PEI or PGA and left to dry for 5 minutes before washing the residue away. The 

schematic representation of the polyelectrolyte multilayer preparation can be seen on Figure 3. 

Measurements were done on polyelectrolyte multilayers finished off with PGA layers to ensure 

a homogeneous base for the PYP, as created surfaces are more homogenic with higher layer 

counts [59,60]. Measurements on PYP were done at high (~80%) RH values, however, 

additional measurements were done at 3% and 100% in the amide region to monitor structural 

change on the surface due to shift in humidity. In case of sample reuse, the samples were put in 

a 100% relative humidity environment for an hour before measurements to ensure proper 

hydration. 
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3.2. Kinetic absorption spectroscopy 

To consider the PYP for integrated optical applications, information about the protein’s 

photocycle is essential. The photocycle kinetics of PYP in solution has already been 

investigated (overview in[18]), however, the information we have of PYP films is scarce, and 

GL-PYP films have not yet been investigated previously in the literature. For this purpose, we 

have conducted measurements with optical multichannel analyzer on PYP films without 

glycerin in both low and high humidity environments to map the photocycle of the pure protein 

in film form, however, due to cracking of the protein films, this thesis focuses more on the 

kinetics of the GL-PYP film. To investigate this, one-wavelength measurements were done on 

doped films to monitor how the photocycle changes in the presence of added glycerol. 

Time-resolved absorption spectra were measured with a home-built pump-probe 

apparatus. The timescale was from milliseconds to seconds to investigate the accumulating 

intermediates and their decay during the proteins’ photocycle. The applied pump source was 

Surelite II Nd:YAG laser with an OPO extension (Continuum, USA) with a wavelength of 445 

nm for the excitation of the initial state of PYP. The pulse energy was 2.80 mJ. The probe light 

was an unpolarized beam from a 35-W high-pressure Xenon lamp (Hamamatsu, Japan), which 

was filtered by narrow-band interference filters at specifically chosen wavelengths to monitor 

certain photocycle intermediates. The pump and probe beams spatially overlapped on the 

sample. The transmitted probe beam was sent to Hamamatsu PMT through a HR-320 

monochromator (ISA Jobin–Yvon, France). A repetition rate of 0.1 Hz was used to ensure that 

both proteins return to the ground state before the next excitation. The output signals of the 

PMT were observed with a homemade current-voltage converter and recorded by a National 

Instruments oscilloscope card. Ten traces were averaged in total. 

To measure the difference spectrum of the formed protein state after excitation, light-

excitation experiments were carried out with illuminating the samples with a CW laser for an 

extended amount of time. We have used the same experimental setup as for the absorption 

kinetics measurements in the previous paragraph, however, the probe light’s intensity was 

filtered by neutral density (ND) filters before reaching the sample. An iStar gated ICCD 

detector (Andor Technology, United Kingdom) was equipped to the measuring spectrograph. 

A 410-nm 40mW laser diode was used for the PYP film, which was illuminated for 10 seconds 

before the start of each measurement. Ten spectra were averaged. 
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3.3. OWLS measurements 

For the experiments, grating-coupled Si(Ti)O2 slab waveguides created on a glass substrate 

(𝑛𝑠 = 1.53) were used with a grating width of 1 mm, line density of 2400 mm-1, and refractive 

index between 1.78-1.80 (𝑛𝑓, MicroVacuum Ltd.). The waveguides were put on a rotational 

table (DPS, Ealing Electro Optics). The applied probe beam was from a 543-nm He-Ne laser 

(𝜆0, Melles Griot) and the angle of incidence of it on the sample was measured with high 

precision and with an accuracy of 10-4. The intensity of the coupled light was measured by a 

photomultiplier tube (PMT, Hamamatsu, Japan) at the end of the waveguide, then amplified by 

a voltage converter and recoded by a digital oscilloscope (LeCroy 9310-L). During this 

measurement, only two discrete modes of electromagnetic waves (adhering to highly selective 

resonance conditions) can propagate inside the guiding layer - the transversal electric, “TE” and 

transversal magnetic, “TM”, modes. By measuring the incidence angles’ peak positions and by 

using the mode equations of the three-layer waveguide (Equations (9) from [61]), the adlayer’s 

refractive index (𝑛𝑎) can be calculated:  
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In Equation (9), 𝑑𝑓 is the thickness of the guiding layer, 𝑁𝑇𝐸 and 𝑁𝑇𝑀 are the effective 

refractive indices of the TE and TM guiding modes, respectively. 

3.4. Z-scan 

For the pulsed Z-scan measurement, the setup described in [62] was used by applying laser 

pulses in the visible spectral range (cf. Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4. Schematics of the pulsed-mode Z-scan setup. 
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The utilized laser source was a commercial Yb:KGd(WO4)2 laser oscillator-amplifier 

system operating at a central wavelength of 1028 nm with adjustable laser repetition rates up to 

100 kHz. After frequency-doubling the fundamental pulses, the sample was probed by linearly 

polarized 82-fs, 514-nm pulses. To reduce the peak power of the pulses reaching the sample, 

the pulses were reflected off an uncoated wedge, sent through neutral density filters, a half-

wave plate and a thin film polarizer. After attenuation, an f = 500-mm singlet lens was used to 

focus the pulses onto the sample. The used Gaussian beam radius was measured to be 37 µm, 

while the measured M2 values were ≤1.1 both in the horizontal and vertical planes. The pulsed 

Z-scan setup was additionally used for the CW measurements done at 405 nm using single 

longitudinal mode, TEM00-spatial-mode, temperature-stabilized diode laser. In this case, the 

Gaussian beam waist radius was measured to be 36.6 µm. All measurements were detected 

using a beam profiling camera, and instead of using apertures usually applied in classic Z-scan 

setups, the OA and CA Z-scan traces were extracted from the measured beam profiles using 

image processing. The OA traces were determined by adding the signal counts of all pixels of 

the camera, while the CA traces were obtained by adding the signal counts in a predefined 2D 

pixel area centered on the center of gravity of the beam profile. 

To remove the effect of absorptive nonlinearities present in the pulsed Z-scan 

measurement, at each z position a 2D Gaussian spatial distribution was fitted on the obtained 

beam profiles in order to extract the position dependent beam waists, wx(z) and wy(z), and 

amplitudes, A(z). This was followed by the correction of amplitudes, assuming that the 

background-subtracted total signal count (E, energy) remains constant, i.e., independent of the 

sample position z. E is defined at a position where the nonlinear absorption is negligible, 

𝐸 = 𝐴(|𝑧| ≫ 𝑧0)
𝑤𝑥((|𝑧| ≫ 𝑧0)𝑤𝑦((|𝑧| ≫ 𝑧0)𝜋

2
= 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡. (10) 

The corrected amplitudes constitute the corrected CA trace with an infinitesimally small 

aperture, and which can be fitted with the expression valid for negligible nonlinear absorption, 

cubic nonlinearity, thin-samples, and a peak on-axis phase shifts below π, defined in [49]: 

𝑇(𝑥, 〈∆𝜙0〉) = 1 −
[4𝑥〈∆𝜙0〉]

[(𝑥2 + 9)(𝑥2 + 1)]
. (11) 

In equation 11, 𝑥 =
𝑧

𝑧0
 is the sample position z normalized by the Rayleigh range z0, and 

〈∆𝜙0
〉 is the time-averaged, peak, on-axis phase shift. The nonlinear refractive index, n2, is 

calculated from 
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𝑛2 ≅
〈∆𝜙0〉(𝐹𝜆𝑤0

2)

𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑃
, (12) 

where λ is the center wavelength, w0 is the Gaussian beam waist, 𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓 = (1 − 𝑒−𝛼𝐿)/𝛼 is the 

effective sample thickness, and α is the linear absorption coefficient, while L is the sample 

thickness. F is √2/4 or 1/4 and P=Ep/1.064∙τP, or P=E∙Trep for peak or average power, 

respectively, in the case of temporally Gaussian pulses (𝜏𝑃 is the pulse duration at full width of 

half-maximum, and Trep is the laser repetition period). 〈∆𝜙0〉 can be obtained when fitting 

Equation (11) on the measured CA traces, and it is the time-averaged peak on-axis phase shift. 

The sample holder was made of BK7, which while being empty was measured to have a 

nonlinear refractive index value of n2=~3 ∙ 10−16 cm2/W at 514 nm, which is congruent with 

that of previously published in the literature [63–65]. 

3.5. Broadband Vibrational Sum-Frequency Generation Spectroscopy 

The BB-VSFG measurements were done at Dr. Zsuzsanna Heiner’s laboratory at the Humboldt 

University of Berlin. A detailed account of the whole home-built laser setup can be found in 

[51,66,67], however, a brief overview will be given here of the experimental setup. The used 

pump laser source was a Yb:KGd(WO4)2 laser oscillator-amplifier system with a center 

wavelength of 1028 nm, repetition rate of 100 kHz and a maximum output power of 6 W. The 

pulses were split into two – one beam was used to generate the tunable MIR via optical 

parametric amplification either in the 2725-3825 cm-1 or in the 1400-1700 cm-1 spectral range; 

while the second beam was used to generate the quasi-monochromatic VIS pulses with a center 

wavelength of 514 nm. A home-made purging system was used along the MIR beam’s path to 

minimize the absorption by atmospheric water vapor and CO2. The applied VIS laser pulses’ 

energy was at 4 µJ, while for the MIR at 1267, 2980, and 3455 cm-1 had been 0.2, 0.7, and 0.7 

µJ respectively, which was measured incident on the sample. An f=300 mm singlet lens was 

used to focus the VIS pulses on the target, while f = 50 mm singlet lens was applied to focus 

the MIR pulses and temporally and spatially overlap them with the VIS pulses on the sample. 

The angles of incidence for the pulses were 68° and 57°, respectively for the VIS and MIR 

pulses. The VSFG spectra were collected by an imaging spectrometer with a Peltier-cooled 

CCD (Horiba, Ltd., Japan). The spectral resolution was ~3 cm−1 which was limited by the 

spectral width of the VIS pulses and the resolution of the spectrograph. The polarizations of the 

incident light beams were controlled by zero-order half-waveplates, while a polarizer with a 
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half-wave plate was applied for the VSFG signal at the entrance of the spectrometer. VSFG 

spectra were collected in four different spectral ranges - the C-H, N-H and O-H stretching 

regions and the amide I region -, in two achiral (PPP and SSP) and three chiral (SPP, PSP, PPS) 

polarization combinations. The acquisition times ranged from 10 s to 120 s depending on the 

spectral region and polarization combination. All measurements were done in a near total-

reflection-geometry and were carried out using a home-built container seen in Figure 5. 

  
Figure 5. Schematics of the near total-reflection-geometry used in VSFG measurements. 

The CaF2 plates on which the samples were created were turned to face the inside of the 

container in which water was left in the bottom to maintain high relative environmental 

humidity throughout the measurements. The temperature was also kept at 23°C, and each 

measurement was repeated at least three times. The spectra were calibrated with a 50-µm-thick 

polystyrene film, which was inserted into the MIR beam’s path. The background’s contribution 

was removed from the spectra by subtracting a spectrum measured without the MIR’s 

contribution. The spectra were converted into count-per-second by dividing the background 

corrected spectra by the acquisition time. A non-resonant spectrum was measured on a silver 

surface which was used to normalize the sample’s VSFG spectra. This was followed by 

multiplying the VSFG spectra by the MIR’s intensity measured at the sample’s surface to get 

an absolute comparison of different spectral regions.  

The spectra were finally fitted with Lorentzian peak profile to accurately determine the 

position of the vibrational bands: 

𝐼𝑉𝑆𝐹𝐺(𝜔) ∝ |𝑃𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑖𝜙 + ∑
𝑄𝜐

𝜔 − 𝜔𝜐 − 𝑖𝛤𝜐

𝜐

𝑖=1

|

2

. (13) 
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In equation (13), 𝑃𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑖𝜙is the nonresonant contribution of the SFG signal, while 𝑄𝜐, 𝜔𝜐, 

and 𝛤𝜐 is the υth vibrational mode’s strength, central frequency, and damping factor.  

The fits were done by using global fitting method, simultaneously fitting all chiral and all 

achiral VSFG spectra, which minimized the error that would occur if the spectra would have 

been fitted separately. The spectra were fitted by a sum of Lorentzian functions based on 

Equation 13 (depending on surface and chirality). The fitted equation permits constructive and 

destructive interference between peaks, which depend on the phase of the Lorentzian oscillator. 

All fits were done using the Igor Pro 8 software.  

3.6. Optical switching 

3.6.1. Switching with an IO Mach–Zehnder interferometer  

A beam from a green laser diode (532 nm, 50 mW, Roithner, Austria) was used as a probe light 

and was coupled into a single mode home-build MZI by a single-mode optical fiber (S630-HP, 

Thorlabs GmbH, Germany), which was positioned at the MZI’s input by a micro-positioner 

(DC-3K, Märzhäuser Wetzlar GmbH & Co. KG, Germany) and was fixed with photopolymer 

glue (OP-66-LS, Dymax Europe GmbH, Germany). An additional single-mode optical fiber 

was used for outcoupling of the light from the interferometer. The GL-PYP stock solution was 

pipetted onto both arms of the interferometer in ~1 mm diameter patches and was left to dry 

before conducting the measurements. To excite different intermediates in the PYP’s photocycle 

two CW lasers were used at 445 nm and 405 nm, with an intensity of 4.44 mW and 21.7 mW 

at the sample, respectively. The duration of the excitation was varied between 2 and 14 seconds, 

depending on measurements, and only one protein patch was excited at a time. To tune the bias 

point of the MZI, a heating wire was implemented in the vicinity of one of the MZI’s arms, and 

the voltage switched on it was varied between 0–4.6 V by a variable DC power supply (VLP 

2403pro, Konrad Electronics, Germany). 

To measure the MZI’s transfer characteristics, the optical fiber at the output was coupled 

into a PMT (H5783-01, Hamamatsu, Japan) from which the signal was transmitted to and 

recorded by a digital oscilloscope (LeCroy 9310-L, LeCroy, USA). During measurements, the 

environment’s temperature was 23 °C, with a relative humidity of 33%. The schematic 

representation of the measuring setup can be seen in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Schematic representation of the measuring IO device, the MZI with the PYP 

adlayer and the heating wire for bias-point adjustment. 

3.6.2. Ultrafast switching demonstrated with transient grating technique 

For the ultrafast TG experiments, the same 6 W Yb:KGd(WO4)2 laser system was used as for 

the VSFG spectroscopy and Z-scan measurements but with minor modifications. An average 

power of 4 W (i.e., 40 µJ) was used to generate the probe pulses at 514 nm, while the remaining 

2 W was used for pumping an optical parametric amplifier (Orpheus, Light Conversion, 

Lithuania) to generate either 450 nm or 480 nm laser pulses that were used as a pump beams 

during measurement. The pulse durations were 160 fs in both of the pump and probe pulses. 

Before each experiment, temporal pulse characterization was performed using the same TG 

setup with a 1-mm thick fused silica plate, applying the transient-grating frequency-resolved 

optical gating (TG-FROG) technique [68,69]. The schematics of the setup and experimental 

method can be seen in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7. The TG setup’s schematic diagram. 
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During experiments, a simplified version [69] of the folded BOXCARS geometry was 

used [70,71]. The beams were expanded and spatially filtered by an input mask, generating flat-

top beams with a diameter of 2 mm, pulse energies between 1-12.5 nJ at repetition rate of 1 Hz. 

The two pump beamlets (1 and 2 on Figure 7) were derived from the expanded input beam, and 

then were focused on the sample by a 50 mm achromat lens to generate the grating. The pump 

beamlets were spatially and temporally overlapping in the sample, while the third beamlet 

(probe, 3 on Figure 7) was delayed with respect to the excitation pulses by using a translational 

stage with 20 fs step sizes, and had a pulse energy of 3 nJ at the sample. The time-dependent 

diffracted probe signal was spatially separated by the incident beams by an output mask and 

was detected using a miniature fiber optic spectrometer (Ocean Optics, USB2000+, USA). The 

diffracted signal could only be detected at the direction corresponding to the phase matching 

equation �⃗� = 𝑘1
⃗⃗⃗⃗  − 𝑘2

⃗⃗⃗⃗  + 𝑘3
⃗⃗⃗⃗  (where �⃗� 1−3 are the wave vectors of beamlet 1-3, respectively). 

The 450-nm and 480-nm pump wavelengths were chosen specifically to overlap with the 

ground state of PYP and were used to test the hypothesis that the photocycle kinetics differ 

depending on excitation wavelength. To create a mixture of excited states that also functions as 

quasi-steady state, an additional CW excitation was applied on to the sample with the 

wavelength of 405 nm, with various excitation intensities. 

During the TG measurements, a single shot spectrum without averaging was recorded 

from -0.8 to 10 ps, which provided the time-dependent TG signals. A background spectrum was 

measured at -1.8 ps and was subtracted from the data. The zero time position was determined 

by increasing the pump intensity and substituting the protein sample for an uncoated glass 

substrate and generating a non-resonant Kerr-type diffraction signal in the bulk substrate. Due 

to the applied spectral bandwidth of the pump and probe pulses being relatively narrow, a 

limited range of pixels were used and summed up at each delay position to generate the 

diffraction signal. 
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4. Results and Discussion  

4.1. Photocycle of the glycerol-doped Photoactive Yellow Protein film 

To consider the PYP films for IO application, an extensive knowledge of the protein’s 

photocycle is required. To characterize certain intermediates, and to consider the possible 

transitions between them due to photoexcitation while the photocycle is already in progress, 

flash-photolysis experiments were performed. Previously, PYP films without any ballast 

material have been investigated, and it was concluded that while the photocycle does take place 

similarly to that of the protein-in-solution sample at high humidities (absorption spectra of 

intermediates of undoped PYP films presented in Figure 8A and kinetics in Figure 8B), this is 

not the case when the environment’s humidity drops below 50%. Moreover, pure protein films 

tend to set on a solid substrate with surface cracking, leading to an optically inadequate film 

that is not utilizable in the long run for IO. 

 
Figure 8. Intermediate spectra (A) and kinetics (B) of undoped PYP films in 85% RH 

environment. 

To address the issues present in an undoped film, we have added glycerol to the PYP 

solutions, however, this can cause changes in the photocycle of the protein, which needs to be 

monitored. To do this, absorption kinetic experiments were performed by selecting specific 

wavelengths corresponding to photocycle intermediates and detecting the absorption changes 

over time after excitation. One of the chosen wavelengths was 430 nm to monitor the changes 

in the ground state’s concentration. The chosen 430 nm is slightly blue-shifted from the initial 

state’s maximum, to limit backscattering of the exciting light. Additionally, 360 nm was chosen 

to follow the concentration changes of the pB intermediates, while 470 nm was chosen for the 
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pR intermediates. We have found that the GL-PYP films’ photocycle – opposed to the pure 

PYP film’s one – does take place even in low RH environments, and has a rate-limiting step of 

ca. 6 s (Figure 9A). There were spectral changes taking place in the protein sample at 

wavelengths corresponding to the pR and pB intermediates, which should not have been 

possible in case of the absence of the photocycle.  

 
Figure 9. (A) Absorption kinetics measurements and (B) intermediate accumulation 

measurements taken on a GL-PYP film. In subfigure (A), the blue line corresponds to the 

absorption difference spectrum measured at 360 nm, the green line at 430 nm, and the red 

line at 470 nm. In subfigure (B), the absorption difference spectrum is shown after exciting 

the sample for 10 s with a CW laser of 410 nm at 40 mW. 

Based on the glycerol concentration present in the sample, it is estimated that the water 

activity inside the sample to be equivalent of a glycerol-devoid PYP film placed in a 80% 

environment [72], however, when comparing the PYP films’ photocycle in high RH 

environment, the GL-PYP film has a significantly slower photocycle [73]. This can be 

attributed to viscosity effects [74], opposed to water-structure mediated kosmotropic effects 

[75], which would be expected to accelerate the photocycle due to destabilization of open 

conformations - such as the pB intermediate [47,76].  

According to the accumulation measurements, after 10 s continuous illumination, the 

majority of the protein is in the pB state (Figure 9B), hence we can assume that PYP is driven 

to a steady state of pB and the initial states. The ratio of the intermediates in this steady-state is 

dependent on and adjusted by the average exciting light intensity applied during Z-scan and 

switching experiments, and specific simplified photocycle schemes will be discussed in further 

chapters relative to these parameters.  
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Due to the photocycle pathway not changing significantly (other than kinetically) 

between PYP in solution compared to the GL-PYP film in high RH environment, we can 

assume the spectra presented in [47] hold true for the above investigated GL-PYP sample. This 

is also accurate when comparing the measured absorption difference spectrum of the pB 

intermediate in Figure 9B and the difference spectrum subtracted from [47], which is previously 

shown in Figure 2A (blue line).  

4.2. Determining the linear and nonlinear refractive index of PYP films 

4.2.1. Linear refractive index 

To successfully access the Δn and n2 values of PYP from the Z-scan experiments, the linear 

refractive index values of GL-PYP films need to be determined. By applying the OWLS 

method, high-resolution scans were done by measuring the angle of incidence in the range 

where light could be coupled inside the waveguide. The measurements were first conducted 

with a bare waveguide, then followed by coating the same waveguide with the PYP film. The 

recorded signals were fitted with Gaussians to obtain the TM and TE modes. By fitting first 

only the bare waveguide, the guiding layer’s thickness and refractive index was determined, 

which was then used to calculate the PYP adlayer’s refractive index. The protein film was 

always prepared in a way to make sure its thickness was an order of magnitude larger than the 

guiding light’s penetration depth [61]. The measured and calculated values of the bare 

waveguide and the GL-PYP film can be seen in Table 2. 

 TM position [°] TE position [°] Refractive index Thickness 

Bare waveguide 15.777 19.164 1.799 195.26 nm 

GL-PYP 18.672 20.595 1.460 >5 µm 

Table 2. The measured TM and TE incident angles and the calculated refractive index 

values and sample thicknesses.  

4.2.2. Nonlinear refractive index 

Based on the findings in the previous chapter (Chapter 4.1), excitation of the initial 

ground state of PYP has negligible linear absorption at 514 nm, therefore, using this wavelength 

at low excitation intensities would not trigger the protein’s photocycle during Z-scan 
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measurements. If the photocycle is initiated at high (≥ 1 kHz) repetition rates, it would lead to 

the accumulation of the pR intermediate state.  

OA and CA Z-scan traces were recorded using 514-nm pulsed excitation at 1 kHz and 

100 kHz repetition rates, of which the CA traces can be seen in Figure 10A and B at different 

average and peak intensities. The peak-to-valley configuration of the CA traces indicates a 

negative n2 value, meaning a defocusing nonlinearity, which is in agreement with our group’s 

previously measured negative Δn value at 633 nm for undoped PYP films, and also corresponds 

to previously recorded data in the literature between 470 nm and 570 nm [77]. We have found 

that the nonlinear response is driven by the average intensity rather than the peak intensity. As 

shown in Figure 10C, the magnitude of the nonlinear refraction at an average intensity of ~4.6 

W/cm2 at 1 kHz and 100 kHz only varies within ~30%, despite peak intensities being a factor 

of thousand different. This suggests that the excitation mechanism is not two-photon absorption 

but a weak linear absorption process, which agrees with the OA measurements, which also 

show no sign of nonlinear absorption (cf. Figure 10C open symbols). 

 
Figure 10. Closed-aperture Z-scan measurements done on PYP using fs 514 nm laser 

pulses at repetition rates of (A) 1 kHz and (B) 100 kHz at various average excitation 

intensities. (C) shows the comparison of closed-aperture traces (filled symbols) and the 

open-aperture traces (hollow symbols) at the repetition rate of 1 kHz and 100 kHz. 

The nonlinear refractive indices which were calculated from the traces above can be seen 

in Figure 11A and B. The absolute value of the nonlinear refractive index is inversely 

proportional to the average intensity. In case of average intensity being in the range of 0.1 to 1 

W/cm2, n2 values fall between the range of 10-3 to 10-4 cm2/W. These results correspond to n2 

data extracted from [78] article’s Δn numbers, which yield a nonlinear refractive index value 

of -2∙10
-2

 to -9∙10
-3

 cm2/W, obtained for an average intensity between 3∙10
-3

 and 2∙10
-2

 W/cm2 

at 475-nm CW-laser excitation. The measured n2 values of PYP are several orders of magnitude 

higher than compared to values previously reported for NLO materials [4,63,79]. 
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Figure 11. Absolute value of the nonlinear refractive index of PYP at 514 nm as a function 

of (A) average and (B) peak intensity. (C) shows the absolute value of the measured 

refractive index change as the function of average intensity. 

When plotting the nonlinear refractive index values as a function of peak intensity, we 

have found that n2 values at different repetition rates follow different power laws (Figure 11B) 

– the line fitted on the values corresponding to 100 kHz clearly do not fit to the data of the 1-

kHz measurements. However, we have found that, at both repetition rates, the n2 values depend 

less on the peak intensity than they do on average intensity, with n2 being in the range between 

10-12 and 10-14 cm2/W with peak intensities of 108–1011 W/cm2. The Δn values increase as a 

function of average intensity at both repetition rates, following a weak power law, maintaining 

Δn values at same order of magnitude throughout the applied average intensity range (cf. Figure 

11C). The obtained Δn values are in agreement with those found in literature for CW excitation 

at 475 nm, in the case where the photocycle can be unambiguously initiated [78]. 

4.3. Investigation of oriented PYP films 

In this chapter, the focus is kept on the secondary structure of the PYP on top of the 

charged polyelectrolyte layers. Information on secondary structure can be deducted from chiral 

VSFG spectra, and for this reason, while measurements have been done and are shown 

occasionally in multiple polarization combinations to observe layer homogeneity, this chapter 

will be mostly focused on detailing the findings in the chiral SPP and PSP polarizations. 

4.3.1. VSFG spectra of the PYP 

To monitor the adsorption of the protein on positively and negatively charged polyelectrolyte 

films, first a hydrated PYP film was created on top of a plasma-treated CaF2 window/slab. The 

slabs were kept at constant humidity and temperature during measurements. The measured 

VSFG spectra at 80% RH can be seen in Figure 12, for wavenumbers between 2800 and 3500 
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cm-1 to see the C-H, O-H, and N-H regions; and between 3000 and 3800 cm-1 for the N-H and 

O-H region. The VSFG spectra of the thin protein films were measured at both chiral and achiral 

polarization combinations. 

 
Figure 12. Achiral (SSP, PPP) and chiral (SPP, PSP, PPS) VSFG spectra of hydrated thin 

film of PYP on CaF2 in the C-H and N-H/O-H stretching regions. Inset shows only the 

chiral spectra in the C-H stretching region. The spectra were interlinked from two 

measurement sets between 2800-3600 and 3500-3800 cm-1. 

Looking at the achiral polarizations, there are three intense bands visible for the C-H 

stretching, which can be assigned to the C-H, CH2 and CH3 vibrational modes. The CH3 

symmetric and asymmetric stretching modes, which appear at 2883 and 2958 cm-1, respectively, 

are the most intense out these bands. The Fermi resonance of the methyl group (a resonance 

between the symmetric methyl stretching and the symmetric bending overtone) also has a strong 

band at 2945 cm-1. The obtained high intensity of the vibrational modes of the methyl group 

correlates with their high number in the side chains of the protein, possessing a highly ordered 

arrangement at the air-protein interface. The high conformational order of the methyl groups is 

due to their hydrophobic nature leading them to point more upwards in the direction of the 

vapor. The contribution of the symmetric (2850 cm-1) and asymmetric (2930 cm-1) stretching, 

and the Fermi resonance (2910 cm-1) of the methylene group is relatively small. These 

observations are in good agreement with previous studies of various proteins at hydrophilic 

silica surfaces [80] or at the air-water interface [81,82]. Interference effects are also visible 

between the aromatic C-H stretching and NH3
+ modes of the side chains (Figure 12A). 

For chiral polarization combinations (SPP, PSP, and PPS, Figure 12B) four stretching 

modes are present in the measurements at 2945, 2970, 2984, and 2998 cm-1. In SPP polarization 
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additionally the methylene stretching band is also visible at 2910 cm-1, which may be a 

contribution from the Cβ-H2 methylene groups of sidechains.  

Between 3000 and 3100 cm-1, we can see chirality coming from the side chains of rings 

and NH3
+ groups in the PYP. We can see interference effects stemming from the ring’s C-H 

stretching and side-chain’s NH3
+ modes interfering with the vibration of Amide B’s. In chiral 

polarizations at 3300 cm-1, we can see bands belonging to N-H stretching, which are almost 

nonexistent at achiral polarizations. This corresponds to previously obtained N-H stretching 

spectra [52]. Around 3200 and 3400 cm-1, the chiral O-H stretching vibrations are visible and 

are coupled with the chiral N-H stretching modes of the protein backbone. This indicates that 

the secondary structure of PYP at the air-water interface is well-ordered and the interfacial 

water molecules that are H-bonded to the backbone are following the ordering of the N-H 

dipoles. Previous studies concluded that this water reorientation occurs within an interaction 

distance of about < 10 Å at the air-water interface. What we see here is likely the well-ordered 

β-sheet part of PYP, since the chirality of the Cα-H group governs the symmetry of the N-H 

moiety [55]. This β-scaffold motif stands at the end of the protein from the 88th to the 125th 

amino acid, where most of the side chains (22 out of 38) are polar or charged. This chiral feature 

was previously assigned in the literature to the C-H and N-H groups of the backbone of an 

antiparallel β-sheet also influencing the orientation of nearby water molecules [83]. On the 

measured homodyne VSFG spectra an analysis based on the maximum entropy method (MEM) 

[84,85] was performed by Dr. Zsuzsanna Heiner, from which we can assume that the anti-

parallel β-sheet part of PYP, i.e., β-scaffold, is more likely oriented parallel with the surface. 

4.3.2. VSFG spectra of PEI and PEI+PGA at the air-water interface 

To get an idea of the surfaces the PYP will be adsorbed on, first measurements were done on 

PEI and PEI+PGA polyelectrolyte layers. For more comprehensive information, each of the 

normalized VSFG spectra was fitted by a sum of Lorentzian functions based on Equation (13), 

where the number and sign of the amplitudes of the resonances were taken from the MEM 

analysis. A global fitting procedure was employed on the VSFG spectra in SPP and PSP chiral 

polarizations. The resulting curves are also shown in Figure 13 A-B. 
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Figure 13. Obtained and fitted chiral VSFG spectra of PEI on CaF2 (A) green/blue curves, 

and PGA on PEI-CaF2 (B) orange/red curves. The fitted curves based on Equation (13). 

In the chiral VSFG spectra of PEI (Figure 13A), C-H stretching bands appear at 2890, 

2900, 2925, and 2950 cm-1. This suggests secondary structural elements present in the chain of 

the hydrated layer, i.e., double helix conformational parts [86]. N-H and O-H stretching modes 

with small amplitudes are observed at around 3070, 3270, and 3320 cm-1, which resonances can 

be linked to the chiral C-H groups. The lower N-H stretching frequency indicates a strong N-

H···N hydrogen bond. 

At chiral polarizations for PGA, C-H vibrational bands at 2900, 2934, and 2960 cm-1 are 

observed. We can attribute the first and the last vibrational bands to the Cα-H stretching mode 

controlling the chirality in amino acids. This doublet was previously also obtained in the Raman 

spectra of alcohols [87]. Above 3000 cm-1 both in SPP and PSP polarizations we can see a broad 

bandwidth very weak signal, which suggests the PGA does not form in a well-ordered β-sheet 

or -helical arrangement since there is no characteristic chiral N-H stretch at ~3300 cm-1 

present. This absence of chiral N-H stretch only occurs for random coil or disordered structures, 

which implies the PGA possibly depositing in a random coil structure atop of PEI [52]. The 

overall VSFG signal decreased when PGA was adsorbed on PEI which is most likely due to 

destructive interference between the methylene modes of PEI and PGA. 

The homogeneity of the created multilayers can be improved by creating several pairs of 

oppositely charged layers [59,88]. For this reason, VSFG spectra was measured of the topmost 

layer of PGA changed when 0.5 versus 6.5 pairs of layers were built up with the LbL technique, 

using PLL between PGA layers. In each of the applied polarization combinations (PPP, SSP, 

SPP) a much higher signal was observed for 6.5-pair layers due to the higher surface 
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homogeneity. Importantly, the red-shifted O-H stretching in each polarization shows a higher 

signal which can be attributed to a well-ordered interfacial water structure near the charged side 

chains of amino acids. The results can be seen in Figure 14.  

 
Figure 14. Achiral (A and B) and chiral (C) VSFG spectra of one pair of PEI+PGA 

(orange) and PEI+(PGA+PLL)6.5 (dark red) multilayers in the C-H, N-H, and O-H stretch 

region. The topmost layer contains PGA in each case. 

4.3.3.  PYP adsorption at the air-polyelectrolyte interfaces 

Finally, the VSFG spectra of PYP adsorbed on clean CaF2, on PEI and PEI+PGA layers 

was measured. The measurements were done in the 2800 to 3600 cm-1 range in SPP polarization 

combination. The findings are summarized in Figure 15. 

 
Figure 15. VSFG spectra of PYP adsorbed on PEI or PGA single polyelectrolyte layers 

prepared by LBL method. For comparison, the corresponding spectrum of PYP film (black 

dash-dotted line) is shown. (A) shows the spectra in the 2800-3600 cm-1 range, while (B) is 

a zoomed in figure of the 2800-3100 cm-1 VSFG spectra. 

The VSFG spectra measured for PYP and PYP adsorbed on either PEI or PGA surfaces 

is different, however, only small differences in VSFG spectra were observed for the PYP 
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adsorbed on PEI or PGA. In chiral polarization, vibrational bands at 3030, 3050, and 3070 cm-1 

appear clearly without interference for each PYP sample. Looking at the zoomed-in spectra in 

Figure 15B we can see that by adsorbing the PYP on both PEI and PGA, characteristic bands 

of C-H and CH3 groups emerge at 2943, 2958, 2976, and 2990 cm-1. The vibrational bands 

corresponding to C-H and N-H stretching modes are red-shifted for PGA+PYP versus 

PEI+PYP, indicating stronger interaction, i.e., shorter bond lengths. At 2990 cm−1, the sign of 

the vibrational mode is opposite, positive for PEI+PYP and negative for PGA+PYP. These 

bands all come from various amino acids in PYP. The C-H stretching can be attributed to the 

valley at 2958 cm-1 and the local peak at 2976 cm−1. These bands show opposite signs in the 

imaginary ² spectra (figure not shown) which suggests that the C-H stretch exhibits the same 

chirality and orientation as the N-H stretch at ~3300 cm−1. From this we can conclude that these 

chiral vibrational modes can be connected to the antiparallel β-sheets with hydrogen bonds 

between C═O···H–N which are lying on the plane of the surface. The spectral shoulder located 

at 2990 cm-1 is usually connected to a C-H bond from other amino acids, most often assigned 

to lysine [55,82], which is the amino acid that is in highest number in the structure of the -

scaffold motif of PYP. The PYP’s β-sheet structure is also supported by the well-ordered N-H 

stretching and the presence of a strong chiral amide I vibrational mode, as seen in Figure 16.  

Additionally, the VSFG spectra of the 6.5 pair polyelectrolyte layers were investigated in 

the amide I region due to their improved structural homogeneity and thus larger observable 

VSFG signal. The results for these measurements in the SPP polarization combination can be 

seen in Figure 16, with and without PYP, between 1500 and 1700 cm-1. This region is suitable 

for both observing the amide I, II modes as well as side-chain vibrations. 

 
Figure 16. Chiral (B) spectra of (PGA-PLL)6.5 (orange) and (PGA-PLL)6.5+PYP (dark red) 

in the amide I region. 
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The symmetric and asymmetric bending mode of the NH3
+ group are presented on both 

surfaces with and without PYP at 1527 and 1625 cm-1, respectively. However for the PGA 

layer, these modes probably appear from the PLL layer under the PGA. For PGA, the band 

appearing at 1583 cm-1 can be assigned to the asymmetric COO─ stretching. For the PYP 

spectrum, we can see the ring mode near 1517 cm-1 which is very characteristic for protein 

absorption spectra. The band at 1590 belongs to the COO─ stretching of glutamate/aspartate 

side chains, and it is red-shifted during the interaction of PYP with PGA-surface. Since the 

stretching frequency of the COO─ moiety very sensitive to the environment, the shift can range 

between ± 40-60 cm-1 [89]. At 1610 cm-1 there is a band present for both surfaces due to a 

bifurcated H-bonding to −COOH groups on the protonated glutamic side chain. This shows 

very strong H-bonding [90,91]. Previously Raman optical activity spectroscopy studies of 

polylysine, polyglutamic acid, and some proteins presented a negative and positive signal pair 

at 1610 and 1626 cm-1, respectively, which was attributed to -sheet structures [92], and was 

later linked to the formation of β2-fibrils [93]. The fitting parameters based on equation (13) of 

both surfaces are summarized in Table 3. 

 wavenumbers (cm-1), spectral widths (cm-1), and amplitudes  

Surface PEI+(PGA+PLL)6.5 PEI+(PGA+PLL)6.5+PYP  

Band assignments   

δS NH3
+ (Lys) 1521 14.6 1 1516 14.5 3.6 

Amide II / νAS COO─ (Glu, Asp) 1554 20 4.1 1554 19.1 4.2 

νAS COO─ (Glu, Asp) 1583 20 7.1 1588 21.6 3.3 

-COOH / δ NH2 (Gln, Asn) / ν C-C (Tyr, 

Trp) 
1609 14.4 4.8 1612 15.8 9.3 

Amide I B2 mode for β-sheet - - - 1626 10.7 -17.5 

Amide I B1 mode for β-sheet, ν C=O 

(Glu, Asp) 
1668 13.9 4.1 1682 7.7 -5.7 

Table 3. Chiral vibrational mode assignments and corresponding wavenumbers, spectral 

widths, and amplitudes of vibrational resonances obtained for PEI+(PGA+PLL)6.5 and 

PEI+(PGA+PLL)6.5+PYP in the spectral region between 1500 and 1700 cm−1 at a relative 

humidity of 80%. 

As previously discussed, the PYP’s structure changes when the sample is exposed to 

different RH environment. To further monitor this in terms of the protein present in a multilayer 

structure, the chiral spectra of the PYP adsorbed on PEI+(PGA+PLL)6.5 multilayer structure in 

the spectral range from 1500 to 1700 cm-1 were investigated in high (100%), medium-high 
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(80%), and low (3%) RH environment. The measurements and the corresponding fits can be 

seen on Figure 17. 

 
Figure 17. Normalized chiral VSFG spectra of PEI+(PGA+PLL)6.5+PYP multilayer in 

different relative humidity environment, red corresponding to low (3%), dark green to 

medium-high (80 %), and blue to high (100%) relative humidity, respectively. The 

measurements were normalized to 1 to enable comparison between measurements done on 

different days. 

During lowering humidity, the PYP loses its hydrogen shell and partially its tertiary 

structure as denaturation occurs. This can be observed by the change of orientation of -helixes 

and -sheets, and the weakened H-bond structure with the shift in frequency peaks. At high 

RH, the characteristic amide I B1- and B2-modes are very narrow (8 and 11 cm-1 wide 

respectively), indicating a narrow orientational distribution of the peptide bonds -scaffold part 

of PYP. At high RH B2-mode of the -sheet structure is found at the lowest frequency from the 

three RH at 1621 cm-1, which can be explained by the strong H-bonds present. When the 

humidity decreases, the peak of the B2-mode shifts to 1626 cm-1 at RH of 80%, then to 1640 

cm-1 at RH of 3%, the latter being almost the highest frequency possible for the B2 band. As the 

humidity lowers, no broadening of the chiral B1 and B2 vibrational modes were observed, but a 

new peak arises at 1654 cm-1 which we assigned to the amide I mode for an -helix secondary 

structure. Yan and co-workers obtained no chiral amide I signal for rhodopsin, pHLIP, and 

LK14 model systems [54] which suggests that the chiral amide I mode is silent for helical 

structures, however, Ishibashi’s group found a small but significant chiral amide I band for BSA 

with a secondary structural content of 67% -helix and 10% -turn [81]. The band assignments 

are summarized in Table 4. 
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 wavenumbers (cm-1), spectral widths (cm-1), and amplitudes  

Relative humidity 3% 80% 100% 

Band assignments    

ν C-C (Tyr, Trp, Phe) 1510 30 -2 1516 14.5 3.6 
1522 16 2.8 

δS NH3
+ (Lys) 1533 9.4 -2.2 1521 14.6 1 

Amide II / νAS COO─ (Glu, Asp) 1564 12.7 -3.9 1554 19.1 4.2 1545 8 -0.5 

νAS COO─ (Glu, Asp) 1590 24.5 -9 1588 21.6 3.3 1590 13.9 -0.8 

-COOH / δ NH2 (Gln, Asn) / ν C-C (Tyr, 

Trp) 
1610 25 -60.1 1612 15.8 9.3 1605 12.5 -6.6 

Amide I B2 mode for β-sheet 1640 10.3 9 1626 10.7 -17.5 1621 11.9 39.4 

Amide I for a-helix 1654 24.7 52.7 - - - - - - 

Amide I B1 mode for β-sheet, ν C=O 

(Glu, Asp) 
1688 7.6 10 1682 7.7 -5.7 1685 11.3 8.9 

Table 4. Chiral vibrational mode assignments and corresponding wavenumbers, spectral 

widths, and amplitudes of PEI+(PGA+PLL)6.5+PYP in a relative humidity of 3%, 80%, and 

100% in the spectral region between 1500 and 1700 cm−1. 

4.4.Optical switching  

4.4.1. All-optical switching demonstrated with IO Mach–Zehnder interferometer  

All-optical switching on the GL-PYP film was first demonstrated by monitoring the intensity 

changes at the MZI’s output when the sample was excited by light. The probe light was chosen 

to be a 532-nm He-Ne CW laser beam during all of the measurements to not influence the 

sample, as this wavelength has no overlap with the ground state’s and the excited states’ 

absorption spectra, while still staying in the high-refractive index region (see Figure 2B). The 

exciting light was first chosen to be a 405 nm CW laser beam, which illuminated the sample 

for 2 seconds, then was turned off for 2 more, alternately. The changes detected at the MZI’s 

output indicate all-optical switching taking place. The bias point was adjusted to zero before 

the measurement by tuning, and then keeping the heating voltage at constant 4 V to prevent 

heat-induced fluctuations. Based on the simplified reaction scheme detailed in Chapter 4.1. and 

shown in Scheme 1B, a steady-state equilibrium forms between the ground state and the pB 

intermediate forms after 2 s of illumination, also inducing refractive index change of the 

adlayer. After suspending the light-excitation for 2 seconds, most of the protein returns to the 

ground state, which may be re-excited again, yielding the same signal as previously (Figure 

18). 
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Figure 18. Optical switching demonstrated by measuring the MZI’s output when exciting 

the PYP on one arm at 445 nm, 4 mW. The probe light was 532 nm. The blue color blocks 

indicate the time period when the light excitation happened.  

As indicated in Chapter 4.1, light-induced shortcut in the PYP’s photocycle at the pB 

intermediate gives way to another mode of all-optical switching. To demonstrate this, the PYP 

film was first excited for 3 second with a 4-mW 445-nm light, which was followed by a 6-

second break in excitation, then another 3 of illumination by the 405-nm, 27-mW light (Figure 

19A). While the latter excitation yielded a larger signal, at 445 nm, the PYP has higher 

absorption cross section, which overcompensates for the difference in applied CW intensities. 

The protein in both cases gets excited from the ground state to the pB intermediate. The bias 

voltage was kept at 2.1 V during this measurement.  
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Figure 19. MZI’s output intensity measured while (A) first 445-nm, 4-mW excitation beam 

was applied to the PYP film, followed by a cease in excitation, then another illumination at 

405 nm (27 mW) for 3 seconds. The bias voltage was 2.1 V during the measurement; (B) 

The measured output light intensity of the MZI while a strong (44mW) 445-nm continuous 

light excited the sample for the duration of 14 s. During excitation, another, 405-nm 

continuous light was exciting the sample for 4 s. The applied probe light in the MZI was 

532 nm during both (A) and (B) measurements. The color blocks indicate the time periods 

while the 405-nm (blue) and 445-nm (purple) excitation was applied to the sample. The 

states of the photocycle most prevalent and the extents of contribution to the effect are 

indicated by the size of the caption. 

To demonstrate further switching effects, first, the PYP film was illuminated for 7 

seconds with 445 nm, at 44 mW, driving most of the molecules to the pB state (Figure 19B). 

(Substituting the low, 4-mW intensity with a 44-mW high intensity illumination at 445 nm, a 

higher level steady-state was formed in the sample.) Then, a 405-nm, 27-mW light-beam 

illumination was superimposed on the same excitation area, for ca. 5 seconds, driving part of 

the PYP population to the pG state. Subsequently, the two illuminations were terminated in two 

steps, in opposite order. 

When applying low-intensity excitations, the PYP’s photocycle scheme can be further 

simplified by only keeping the rate-limiting transitions, and the pG ground state and the pB 

state. For the reactions occurring during illumination, we can apply quasi-first-order rate 

constants, namely 𝐼455 ∙ 𝜎𝑝𝐺  for the 445 nm, and 𝐼405 ∙ 𝜎𝑝𝐵 for the 405 nm CW excitation, where 

𝐼455 and 𝐼405 are the applied light intensities, while 𝜎𝑝𝐺  and 𝜎𝑝𝐵 include the absorption cross 

sections and the quantum efficiencies of the light-induced photocycle reactions at the applied 

CW excitation wavelength. When only 445-nm excitation is applied, the pG and pB states’ 

equilibrium concentration can be written as such: 
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[𝑝𝐵] = 𝑝𝐺0 ∙ 𝐼455 ∙
𝜎𝑝𝐺

𝐼455 ∙ 𝜎𝑝𝐺 + 𝑘𝑝𝐵
 

and 
(14a) 

[𝑝𝐺] = 𝑝𝐺0 ∙
𝑘𝑝𝐵

𝐼455 ∙ 𝜎𝑝𝐺 + 𝑘𝑝𝐵
, (14b) 

in which [pG] and [pB] are the concentrations of assigned the photocycle states, 𝑘𝑝𝐵 is the rate 

constant of the thermally induced decay of pB, while 𝑝𝐺0 = [𝑝𝐺] + [𝑝𝐵] and 
𝑑[𝑝𝐺]

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑑[𝑝𝐵]

𝑑𝑡
=

0. 

In the case of both blue and violet lights exciting the sample, the photocycle scheme 

develops as follows: the transition from pG to pB is now driven by the sum of the two rate 

constants 𝐼455 ∙ 𝜎𝑝𝐺 + 𝐼405 ∙ 𝜎𝑝𝐺405, where 𝜎𝑝𝐺405 is the absorption cross-section of the pG 

intermediate at 405 nm. The rate constant of the pB to pG transition will be modified to 𝐼455 ∙

𝜎𝑝𝐵445 + 𝐼405 ∙ 𝜎𝑝𝐺 . Since 𝜎𝑝𝐺405 < 𝜎𝑝𝐺  and 𝜎𝑝𝐵445 ≪ 𝜎𝑝𝐵 (based on Figure 8A), and while 

both excitation light intensities are of the same order of magnitude, the PYP states’ 

concentration can be estimated as such: 

[𝑝𝐵] = 𝑝𝐺0 ∙ 𝐼455 ∙
𝜎𝑝𝐺

𝐼455 ∙ 𝜎𝑝𝐺 + 𝐼405 ∙ 𝜎𝑝𝐵 + 𝑘𝑝𝐵
 and (15a) 

[𝑝𝐺] = 𝑝𝐺0 ∙
𝐼405 ˑ 𝜎𝑝𝐵 + 𝑘𝑝𝐵

𝐼455 ∙ 𝜎𝑝𝐺 + 𝐼405 ∙ 𝜎𝑝𝐵 + 𝑘𝑝𝐵
. (15b) 

If the PYP’s ground state is exited with high-intensity light (such as the applied light at 

𝐼455 ∙ 𝜎𝑝𝐺 ≫ 𝑘𝑝𝐵), pG and pB states form a steady-state equilibrium (described by equation 

(14a)), with pB state being present predominantly in the sample. Based on the findings in 

Chapter 4.1., the steady state forms in seconds, and as excitation stops, the PYP returns to the 

ground state. When violet light is also applied, the pB state is targeted as well, introducing a 

shortcut reaction to the pG state, shifting the concentration contribution of the intermediates 

and establishing a new steady-state, which can be defined by equations (15a) and (15a).  

The refractive index changes in the samples on the arms of the MZI, following light-

excitation with either or both blue and violet light, influence the intensity measured at the 

output. The two different steady-states induce two distinctive refractive indices, and the 

corresponding difference is detectable and utilizable for optical switching. Different routes are 

contributing to the negative and positive peaks in Figure 19B – the building negative peak 

corresponds to the accumulation to the pR during illumination with 445 nm light, before it 

transitions further into the pB state [16]; while the positive peak following the ceasing of 
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excitation corresponds to the transition to the pB state, without any short-cutting of the 

photocycle induced with background illumination.  

Since only steady-state concentrations are considered during the measurements, the 

complex differential equation system (Equation (1a)) describing the PYP’s photocycle was not 

solved, however, some general assumptions can be made for the purpose of explaining the 

experimental results found in this chapter. First, the time constant of the relaxation is 

determined by the slowest transition in the photocycle after illumination ceases on the sample, 

which is the decay from pB to pG. By fitting exponentials only on the measured data descripting 

𝑝𝐵 → 𝑝𝐺 in Figure 18 and Figure 19, we can get an idea of the time-constant of thermal 

relaxation, which was calculated to be 1.2 ± 0.2 s, and aligns with measurements done on film 

samples not containing glycerol. Secondly, for the intermediate transitions that are driven by 

light, the observed data points are always a result of several virtual rate constants (𝑘𝑣𝑖𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 =

𝐼𝑃𝑈𝑀𝑃 ∙ 𝜎 + 𝑘𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙) and correlate with the applied exciting light intensity. By fitting 

exponentials on the rising parts of measured signals, we get shorter time constants compared to 

that of the thermal relaxation’s namely 𝜏445 = 600 ± 100 ms for exciting with 445 nm, 4 mW 

CW, and 𝜏405 = 200 ± 40 ms for 405 nm and 27 mW excitation, however, for the latter case 

the intensity overcompensates the smaller absorption cross section. Light-induced back-

reactions can occur due to introduction of an additional exciting light, or exciting more than 

one intermediate at high light intensities, which further complicate the photocycle. In this case, 

the applied 445-nm beam excited both the pG and pR intermediates due to their overlapping 

spectra, thus shortcutting the photocycle and driving back a large amount of the population to 

the ground state before reaching the pR state. Because of this, the pB’s formation is 

considerably slowed down even at high illumination intensities, however, when the 445 nm 

excitation is switched off there is a 40 ms rise in the signal. The rise can be attributed to the 

excited molecules which decay to the pB state in the lack of back-reaction in the photocycle.  

From the results discussed in this chapter, it can be established that the PYP could be 

utilized in future IO applications, due to the demonstrated controllability of the photocycle by 

various illuminations. The intensity changes measured at the output of the MZI, cover the full 

dynamic range of the device, proving the GL-PYP films’ IO switching ability.  
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4.4.2. All-optical switching demonstrated with transient grating  

This chapter was reused with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C 2023, 127, 3, 1499–1506. 

Copyright 2023 American Chemical Society. 

The first measurements were done with a pump wavelength of 450 nm, which is chosen 

because of the absorption of the PYP’s ground state is at its peak here. The probe wavelength 

was chosen to be 515 nm, which was selected to monitor the fastest known intermediate of the 

PYP, pR, that has an absorption maximum near 500 nm. The measured diffraction signal can 

be seen in Figure 20 (blue line), and is collected up to 10 ps time delay. The signal maximum 

is at 140 fs, which decays to 50% of its value by 520 fs, and 10% by 1.6 ps. We have measured 

no recovery during the duration of the experiment. 

 

Figure 20. Diffracted probe intensity as a function of time. Probe wavelength was 514 nm, 

while pump wavelength corresponded to 450 nm with a pulse duration of 160 fs. 

Reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C 2023, 127, 3, 1499–1506. Copyright 2023 

American Chemical Society. 

Ground state bleaching was achieved by exciting the sample with an additional 405-nm 

CW light. This decreased the population of the PYP residing in the ground state, however, it 

also had an increase on the populations in other intermediates, such as pR0,1,2 and pB1,2, but 

mainly the pB1,2 states accumulate due to their longer decay time (cf. Scheme 1). The chosen 

405-nm excitation overlaps with the pB states’ absorption spectra (based on [47] and Figure 8 

in Chapter 4.1), and therefore can re-excite the sample, driving a portion of the PYP back to the 

ground state [43]. The diffracted probe light’s intensity has decreased with the increase of 

intensity of the applied CW excitation, however, there was still a detectable signal in all cases. 

At the highest applied bleaching intensity, at an average of 30 mW, the detected diffracted 
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signal was decreased by 91% of the original signal. By modifying the CW wavelength to be on 

the red-shifted side of the pG absorption spectrum, the diffraction intensity is expected to 

diminish to zero. These results demonstrate that sub-picosecond all-optical switching based on 

the NLO properties of PYP films is achievable and the efficacy of switching is controllable by 

modifying the steady state of intermediates in the sample. 

At 514 nm, only the pG and pR intermediates were expected to contribute to the 

absorption change within the detected 10 ps timeframe [29,31,94,95], however, during 

modelling only assuming these two intermediates, the model did not reproduce the measured 

kinetics data. By adding a Franck-Condon and one or more excited state, similarly as it was 

detailed in [29] and [96], the model in Figure 21A is proposed for the early photocycle. 

 
Figure 21.(A) Kinetic scheme for the rate equations describing the beginning of the PYP’s 

photocycle. (B) Simulation of the normalized intermediate concentrations present in the 

sample (pG, FC, ES and pR0) as a function of time after exciting with a 450-nm pump 

pulse (temporal shape can be seen with dash-dot line).  

Reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C 2023, 127, 3, 1499–1506. Copyright 2023 

American Chemical Society. 

In this model [pG] and [pR0] are the concentrations of intermediates, [FC] is the 

concentration of the Franck-Condon state, and [ES] is the concentration of one or more excited 

state. 𝜎𝑝𝐺 is the absorption cross-section of the ground state, IPUMP represents the applied pump 

beam’s intensity, while k1-4 are the rate constants. Thus, the differential equations proposed for 

the start of the photocycle can be written as such: 
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𝑑[𝑝𝐺]

𝑑𝑡
= −𝐼𝑃𝑈𝑀𝑃 ∙ 𝜎𝑝𝐺 ∙ [𝑝𝐺] + 𝑘1 ∙ [𝐹𝐶] + 𝑘3 ∙ [𝐸𝑆] (16a) 

𝑑[𝐹𝐶]

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐼𝑃𝑈𝑀𝑃 ∙ 𝜎𝑝𝐺 ∙ [𝑝𝐺] − (𝑘

1
+ 𝑘2) ∙ [𝐹𝐶] (16b) 

𝑑[𝐸𝑆]

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘2 ∙ [𝐹𝐶] − (𝑘

3
+ 𝑘4) ∙ [𝐸𝑆] (16c) 

𝑑[𝑝𝑅0]

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘4 ∙ [𝐸𝑆] (16d) 

During modeling, the detected diffracted probe intensity (𝜂(𝑡)) was assumed to be 

proportional to the sum of the squares of the peak change in the real and the imaginary parts of 

the complex refractive index across the induced excited-state concentration grating. These were 

then assumed to be in proportion with the concentration of the intermediate state normalized to 

the initial concentration of the ground state [56,57], such as: 

𝜂(𝑡) ∝  [𝑎𝑖 ∑ Δ𝑛𝑖(𝑡)
𝑖

]
2

+ [𝑎𝑖 ∑ Δ𝜅𝑖(𝑡)
𝑖

]
2

∝ [𝑎𝑖 ∑
𝑁𝑖(𝑡)

𝑁0
⁄

𝑖
]
2

 
. 

(17) 

In equation (17), Δ𝑛𝑖(𝑡), Δ𝜅𝑖(𝑡) are the change in real and the imaginary parts of the 

complex refractive index of intermediate 𝑖. 𝑖 can be any state that contributes to the detected 

signal at the probe wavelength, while 𝑁𝑖(𝑡) is the said intermediate’s concentration. 𝑁0 

corresponds to the pre-excitation concentration of pG, while 𝑎𝑖 is a constant. The diffracted 

signal’s change in time was modelled by solving the coupled differential equations for the 

concentrations, employing the least squares method, and thus summing up of normalized 

concentration-squared values for each time delay. The absorption cross-section at 450 nm was 

assumed to be 𝜎 = 1.682·10−16 cm2 [96]. The obtained rate constants are k1=1/40 fs-1, k2=1/100 

fs-1, k3=1/880 fs-1, and k4=1/5360 fs-1. In Figure 21B, the so-obtained time-dependent 

concentrations are plotted, while the comparison of the measured and modelled diffracted probe 

signals can be seen in Figure 22A and B, with light blue circles (measured) and dark blue line 

(modelled). Based on the findings, the proposed Figure 21A is a valid model for the early stages 

of the PYP’s photocycle, when the protein is located in hydrated glycerol films and is excited 

at 450 nm. 
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Figure 22. (A) The measured and the model-calculated diffracted probe intensity. as a 

function of time at an excitation wavelength of 450 nm (blue) or 480 nm (green), and probe 

wavelength of 514 nm. (B) Zoomed in version of Figure 22A showing the time delay only 

up to 2 ps. 

Reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C 2023, 127, 3, 1499–1506. Copyright 2023 

American Chemical Society. 

Shifting excitation wavelength to 480 nm, which is on the red side of the absorption peak 

of the ground state, led to considerable shortening of the switching time. The detected signal’s 

peak value dropped to 50% at 160 fs, compared to the 450 nm excitation, which reached the 

same intensity at 520 fs. The diffraction signal also reached its peak at 20 fs which is drastically 

shortened when compared to 140 fs corresponding to the 450-nm pump. The measured, 

normalized signal is shown for up to 10 ps in Figure 22A, and up to 2 ps in Figure 22B, plotted 

in light green circles.  

The modelling of the time-dependent diffraction signal was done with the same Figure 

21A model which yielded k1=1/20 fs-1, k2=1/170 fs-1, k3=1/1500 fs-1, and k4=1/4040 fs-1 as rate 

constants. This values imply a faster response from the Franck-Condon state at 480 nm, which 

can be contributed to higher stimulated-emission cross section, and following emission, 

resulting in the protein’s faster decay to its ground state, in correspondence to previous 

observations [94]. The measured diffracted signal intensity and the model fit can be seen in 

Figure 22A and B, plotted with dark green.  
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5. Conclusions  

IO is a relatively new field of study which, analogously to integrated electronics, aims for the 

miniaturization of optical structures for the purpose of information transfer and data processing, 

but in an optical manner. By circumventing electronical components, all-optical IO aims to 

narrow a circuit’s speed down to solely depend on the active material’s NLO properties and its 

changes. Currently the biggest challenge in IO is finding or developing materials that possess 

adequate NLO properties - such as large light-induced refractive index change, sensitivity, 

speed, re-excitability - that can be utilized as active components, but also are stable enough for 

long term usage. Previously, several materials – both organic and inorganic – have been 

proposed for this purpose, however, none are yet considered ideal for a variety of reasons. 

Biological materials have also been considered for IO purposes, from which the protein 

bacteriorhodopsin and more recently the photoactive yellow protein have garnered the most 

interest. 

The goal of this thesis was the investigation of photoactive yellow films in the aspect of 

future integrated optical application. To investigate the topic thoroughly, in the first part of the 

thesis, doped PYP films were investigated using a variety of spectroscopical methods, to 

monitor the changes during the photocycle. It was previously demonstrated that at high relative 

humidities, undoped PYP films have a similar photocycle to that of the protein in solution, 

however, for the PYP to be applicable in IO further down the line, it needs to be doped for it to 

remain optically homogenous, at the same time allow high protein concentration. Glycerol was 

chosen as the doping agent when creating PYP films, since optical homogeneity could be 

maintained. To get a full picture of the differences between the PYP in solution and the GL-

PYP film, the NLO properties of GL-PYP films were investigated by monitoring the absorption 

kinetics from 10 µs to 10 s. It was shown that the photocycle of GL-PYP films have a similar 

progression through intermediates to that of the PYP in solution, however, the time frame in 

which the entire photocycle takes place is longer (>10 s). Intermediate-accumulation 

measurements were performed on the films, to measure the predominant intermediate the 

protein is in when light excitation is performed for a longer time period. This yielded the result 

that the protein accumulates predominantly in the pB state when continuously illuminated. It 

was found that the GL-PYP film was appropriate for IO application, as it allows for high protein 

concentration, optical quality, and stability.  
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To further map out the PYP’s optical properties, its linear and nonlinear refractive indices 

were investigated with Z-scan technique at different intensities, to account for different 

possibilities during excitation. At low intensities (<0.1 W/cm2) Δn was measured to be ∼10–4, 

which is comparable to the Δn of the best solid-state materials. The high n2 value of ~4∙

10−4 cm2/W lends possibility to future utilization of the protein in IO, where high Δn and n2 

values are necessary. 

Miniaturization is the main issue in currently used integrated electrical devices, and IO 

faces the same upcoming problems as well. While applying proteins provides a good 

alternative, the passive structures need to also be scalable, which poses the question if we can 

create PYP films that are as close to monolayer thickness as possible. To investigate this 

possibility, PYP was absorbed onto polyelectrolyte multilayers created by PEI, PGA and PLL 

with the LbL technique, and characterized by chiral and achiral VSFG spectroscopy. While the 

initial reason to investigate the PYP on top of polyelectrolyte layers was more in terms of IO 

applicability, valuable fundamental-research results were also obtained. A thorough analysis 

was done of PEI and PGA monolayers, as well as changes occurring when building 

polyelectrolyte multilayers, such as higher homogeneity and hence signal intensity. The VSFG 

spectra of PYP were investigated when PYP was adsorbed on top of polyelectrolyte single and 

multilayers. The measurements were done in the 1400-1750 cm-1 and 2800-3800 cm-1 region. 

The chiral spectra revealed details about the -scaffold of PYP, and when compared to 

polyelectrolyte layers, the signal of C-H and C-H vibrational bands, which are characteristic 

of proteins, also appear in achiral polarization combinations, making achiral signals also surface 

specific. The homodyne N-H stretch signal shows a red shift for negatively charged PGA+PYP 

compared to the positively charged PEI+PYP layer. The relative red shift in the PGA-PYP case 

suggests that PYP keeps its tertiary structure to a higher degree when interacting with PGA than 

with PEI. The changes in the amide I and II bands in the 1400-1700 cm-1 range suggest that 

PYP loses its external hydrogen shell at low humidity, in spite of a stable beta-sheet secondary 

structural motif. At the same time, some minor denaturation is also detectable.  

IO switching on the GL-PYP was demonstrated with two techniques, utilizing different 

parts of the protein’s photocycle. First, switching using a MZI was demonstrated by 

continuously illuminating the sample on the interferometer’s arms, thus influencing the 

intensity at the output of the interferometer. By using two different excitation wavelengths 

simultaneously, the PYP molecules were first pushed to be in the pB intermediate state by CW 

excitation at 445 nm, followed by shortcutting the whole photocycle by illuminating the sample 
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by a 405-nm CW laser, which targeted the accumulated pB intermediate. The second excitation 

not only returns the protein to the ground state faster than the regular decay of the pB state, but 

enables an extra control of light-switching with the PYP. 

Ultrafast all-optical switching was demonstrated on GL-PYP films by using TG setup in 

a BOXCARS geometry. The temporal evolution of the laser-induced concentration grating in 

the films was monitored for up to 10 ps, while employing pump laser pulses of different 

wavelengths. The excitation wavelength has a drastic effect on the switching time, due to the 

varying contribution of stimulated emission from the Franck-Condon to the ground state. The 

time-dependent diffracted probe intensity was modelled with coupled rate equations. From this, 

it was established that the early stages of the PYP’s photocycle model were needed to be 

extended to obtain a better fit between experiment and theory. Based on this result, creating all-

optical logic components is possible by PYP films on a sub-ps timescale, which would enable 

THz switching speed. Different CW laser intensities at 405 nm were used to bleach the sample 

and investigate its effect on the photocycle’s dynamics.  

Based on the findings summarized in this thesis, GL-PYP films are valid options as active 

materials in IO applications. Producing PYP is cheap, and thin films made of it possess a high 

enough light-induced refractive index change; meanwhile being small enough and water-

soluble to be easily combined with nanostructured materials. Doping the PYP film with glycerol 

also maintains high optical quality and protein concentration in the films, preventing cracking 

formation and enabling the photocycle to take place even in low humidity environments, due 

to the glycerol’s water retention. The comprehensive investigation of the GL-PYP’s NLO 

properties was performed by characterizing absorption kinetics, linear and nonlinear refractive 

indices, and it’s IO switching capability. The investigation of PYP’s monolayer structure on 

PEI and PGA was also performed.  

For further practical applications, high-repetition-rate switching experiment should be 

performed. It can be done, e.g., by utilizing the photosensitivity of the primary intermediates of 

the photocycle, and driving the protein back to the ground-state conformation, similarly as 

demonstrated in some switching experiments done with MZI. Another way to accomplish high-

repetition-rate switching by PYP could utilize the chemical modification of the chromophore by 

removing the p-coumaric acid via hydroxylamine treatment, and subsequently reconstitute the 

protein-pigment complex by non-isomerizable analogues, similarly to what was shown in bR [97–

100]. 
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Abstract
In this paper, the photocycle of the dried photoactive yellow protein film has been investigated in different humidity environ-
ments, in order to characterize its nonlinear optical properties for possible integrated optical applications. The light-induced 
spectral changes of the protein films were monitored by an optical multichannel analyser set-up, while the accompanying 
refractive index changes were measured with the optical waveguide lightmode spectroscopy method. To determine the 
number and kinetics of spectral intermediates in the photocycle, the absorption kinetic data were analysed by singular value 
decomposition and multiexponential fitting methods, whose results were used in a subsequent step of fitting a photocycle 
model to the data. The absorption signals of the films were found to be in strong correlation with the measured light-induced 
refractive index changes, whose size and kinetics imply that photoactive yellow protein may be a good alternative for utiliza-
tion as an active nonlinear optical material in future integrated optical applications.

Keywords Photoactive yellow protein · Integrated optics · Biophotonics · Kinetic absorption spectroscopy · Optical 
waveguide lightmode spectroscopy

Introduction

In the past few decades, there has been an ever increasing 
demand for faster information transmission and data pro-
cessing. Achieving greater speed in state-of-the-art elec-
tronic devices requires further miniaturization of integrated 
electronic circuits and integrating more and more compo-
nents on a small silicone chip. However, scaling down the 
structure causes several problems (heat damage, crosstalk, 
quantum effects, etc.), limiting the size of the components. 
The empirical law proposed by Moore (1965), stating that 
the number of electronic components integrated on a silicon 
wafer of unit area is doubling in every 18 months, has been 

valid until recent times, but cannot be sustained for much 
longer (see Waldrop 2016 as a quick overview).

One of the several alternative solutions investigated is 
integrated optics (IO), which comprises similar elements 
to integrated electronics; however, in IO the information 
transmission and processing is done solely by optical means. 
Analogously to their electronic counterparts, IO circuits also 
comprise passive and active elements, corresponding to the 
wires, resistors and capacitors, on the one hand, and the 
transistors, on the other. The theory of integrated optics and 
the technology for manufacturing passive IO elements (i.e. 
miniature waveguides) are well established, and the main 
challenge is to find or develop materials with suitable non-
linear optical (NLO) properties that can function as active 
elements in IO circuits.

In recent works, cost-effective organic materials have 
been proposed to be tested as active IO components, as 
alternatives to the currently used semiconductor materials 
(Haque and Nelson 2010). The design and application of 
organic, pi-conjugated molecular materials generated the 
most interest (Hales et al. 2010; Hu et al. 2008; Service 
1995), but their naturally occurring, stable counterparts, 
such as chromoproteins, have also been successfully tested 
(as a recent review, see Fábián et al. (2015)). One of the most 
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researched biological materials in the field is the light-sensi-
tive protein bacteriorhodopsin (bR) (Oesterhelt and Stoeck-
enius 1971, 1973), due to its relatively large light-induced 
refractive index change (Ormos et al. 2002) and mechanical 
stability (Hristova et al. 1984). In previous works of our 
group, the usability of bR in IO circuits has been investi-
gated extensively, demonstrating the ability of fast optical 
switching and light modulation (Dér et al. 2007; Fábián et al. 
2010, 2011; Mathesz et al. 2013). In our current work, simi-
larly to bR, the expedience of the photoactive yellow protein 
(PYP) in IO circuits has been investigated.

PYP is a small, water-soluble cytoplasmic protein that 
was first extracted from the purple halophilic bacterium 
Halorhodospira halophila (Meyer 1985; Meyer et al. 1987). 
The chromophore of the PYP is p-coumaric acid, which is 
responsible for the colour of the protein that, when excited 
by light, undergoes a reversible trans–cis isomerization 
around its thiol-ester linked bond attached to cysteine-69 
(Baca et al. 1994; Hoff et al. 1994a; Van Beeumen et al. 
1993). The photoexcitation is also linked to the negative 
phototaxis detected in bacteria where the PYP is present as 
photoreceptor (Sprenger et al. 1993). Upon photoisomeri-
zation PYP undergoes a cyclic reaction series between 
quasi-stable intermediate states, accompanying transient 
protonation and conformational changes before returning to 
its original state (“pG”). The intermediate states of the pho-
tocycle may also differ spectrally. The pG initial or dark state 
has an absorption maximum at 446 nm, while during the 
photocycle, two spectrally distinct states are present: the red-
shifted pR, followed by the blue-shifted pB. Since the first 
study of the photocycle (Meyer et al. 1987, 1989), the kinetic 
and spectral properties of the intermediates have been inves-
tigated with numerous methods under various environmen-
tal conditions, resulting in several distinctive photocycle 
schemes and rate coefficients, including spectrally “silent” 
transitions, too (Borucki et al. 2006; Cusanovich and Meyer 
2003; Groot et al. 2003; Hellingwerf et al. 2003; Hoff et al. 
1994b; Ihee et al. 2005; Imamoto and Kataoka 2007; Joshi 
et al. 2005; Kim et al. 2012; Pande et al. 2016; Ujj et al. 
1998; van der Horst et al. 2005; Yang et al. 2017). A recent 
work suggests that the protein’s photodynamics also depend 
on the wavelength of the excitation light (Mix et al. 2018). 
Taking into account all internal and external factors, the pho-
tocycle can occur multiple ways.

When considering PYP for IO applications, the most 
important features are the fast spectral transitions of the pro-
tein at the beginning of its photocycle and the accompanying 
refractive index changes. Contrary to bR that is available 
in large membrane fragments, or in a detergent-solubilized 
form, PYP is water-soluble per se, which offers unique 
opportunities for its combination with passive IO elements. 
These properties make PYP a good candidate for using it as 
an active element of IO structures. For such applications, dry 

samples are preferred, because of their higher mechanical 
stability and larger photoinduced refractive index changes.

In our current work, we investigated the photocycle of dry 
PYP films and determined the accompanying light-induced 
refractive index changes at various relative humidities in 
order to evaluate their potential IO adaptability. For the 
photocycle measurements, we used an optical multichannel 
analyser (OMA) set-up, while the refractive index change 
measurements were performed with the optical waveguide 
lightmode spectroscopy (OWLS) method. Our results show 
that PYP films of controlled relative humidity are good can-
didates for utilization as active elements in IO devices.

Materials and methods

Sample preparation

PYP was a kind gift of Dr. John Fitch. The lyophilized pro-
tein was dissolved in 10 mM Tris buffer, pH 8.2, up to a 
protein concentration of 50 μM. In both experiments, 15 µl 
protein solution was homogeneously dried on a glass slab 
forming an approximately 5 mm diameter patch. For kinetic 
absorption spectroscopy, the glass slab with the dried protein 
film was placed into a plastic cuvette. Saturated salt solu-
tions were introduced in the bottom of the cuvette, without 
contact with the PYP film, to maintain the desired humidity. 
For the low-relative humidity (20%) experiments, we used 
potassium acetate, while high-relative humidity (85%) was 
achieved by using potassium chloride.

For the OWLS experiments, the protein solution was 
dried on the top of a slab optical waveguide directly over 
the grating coupler. The waveguide and the rotational table 
of the experimental set-up were placed inside a glass case, 
where the environment’s humidity was also controlled with 
the same salt solutions as used in the absorption kinetics 
experiments. An additional experiment was performed in an 
environment where the relative humidity was kept at 75% 
using sodium chloride.

Samples were prepared 1 day before the experiments to 
attain the desired humidity and hydration state of the protein.

Kinetic absorption spectroscopy

Excitation of the protein film was done by a Surelite I Nd-
YAG laser with an OPO extension (Continuum, USA). 5-ns 
pulses, with 5 mJ/cm2 at a wavelength of 450 nm, were used, 
while the white measuring light was provided by a 35-W 
high-pressure Xenon lamp (Hamamatsu, Japan), which was 
chopped by a Uniblitz digital shutter to avoid excess expo-
sure of the sample. The shutter was open for 20 ms, and a 
new recording was done every 6 s to ensure that the pro-
tein returned to its dark state between consecutive actinic 
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pulses. The excitation pulse and the measuring light crossed 
the sample perpendicular to each other. Absorption differ-
ence spectra were detected with an Andor iStar gated ICCD 
detector (Andor Technology, UK) which was attached to a 
HR-320 spectrograph (ISA Jobin–Yvon, France). The length 
of the gate pulse of the detector was adjusted depending on 
its time delay after the laser pulse, and 10–30 spectra were 
averaged at each delay.

Data analysis

The data analysis of the OMA experiments was based on 
the analysis and results in our previous article (Khoroshyy 
et al. 2013).

The measured time-resolved difference spectra were 
collected in a D

m×n matrix, where m is the number of data 
points on the wavelength scale and n is the number of dif-
ferent time delays after the pulsed excitation. Using the 
Beer–Lambert law, the matrix consisting of the difference 
spectra can be written as the product of the intermediate 
difference spectra and the transpose of their time-dependent 
concentrations.

Singular value decomposition (SVD) was performed on 
the data matrix to determine the number of spectrally dis-
tinguishable intermediates, which is equal to the rank of 
the matrix, and to reconstruct the data matrix with reduced 
noise from the significant spectral and kinetic eigenvectors. 
Assuming first-order transitions between the intermediates, 
their concentrations are composed of the linear combina-
tions of time-dependent exponentials. As a consequence, 
the temporal SVD eigenvectors are also linear combina-
tions of the same exponential functions. Multiexponential 
least squares fit of the temporal eigenvector matrix yielded 
amplitudes and phenomenological rate coefficients. The data 
matrix itself was then reconstructed as the linear combina-
tion of the obtained time-dependent exponentials.

A spectrotemporal least squares model fit was performed 
to the matrix De , i.e. the spectra that were reconstructed 
from the exponential fit of the significant SVD kinetic vec-
tors. The fitting parameters consisted of the spectra of the 
photocycle intermediates and the rate coefficients of our 
photocycle scheme obtained by Khoroshyy et al. (2013) for 
the PYP in solution, and the protein fraction entering into 
the photocycle. The spectral fitting parameters were permit-
ted to moderately vary relative to the input spectra, with 
the constraint of no negative absorption, to allow spectral 
differences between the photocycle intermediates observed 
in aqueous solution or in the dry, rehydrated sample. As 
the result of the fit, we could determine the spectra of the 
different intermediates in the photocycle and the molecular 
rate coefficients represented in our scheme and also calculate 
the concentration matrix, i.e. the kinetics of the intermedi-
ates. These data were then used in the interpretation of the 

refractive index changes during the photocycle measured by 
optical waveguide lightmode spectroscopy.

Optical waveguide lightmode spectroscopy

To determine the relative refractive index change of the PYP 
intermediates at different time delays after excitation, we 
used the optical waveguide lightmode spectroscopy (OWLS) 
method, which uses the principle that only such discrete 
modes can propagate in an optical waveguide that meet the 
criteria of the (1) and (2) mode equations.

In the above equations, λ0 is the vacuum wavelength of the 
light propagating inside the guiding layer with a refrac-
tive index of nF and thickness of dF, while the substrate’s 
refractive index is nS. The m is the mode order which was 
zero in all of our experiments. The propagating modes are 
also dependent on the refractive index of the adlayer (nA), 
which is the material that is above the guiding layer. In our 
experiments, the PYP film was the adlayer. The propagation 
properties of the guided modes can be represented by the 
effective refractive indices, which are NTE for the transversal 
electric (s-polarized) and NTM for the transversal magnetic 
(p-polarized) modes.

Our experimental set-up was arranged in a way that the 
change of the effective refractive index of the guided mode 
could be easily determined by measuring the incident angle 
of the light coupled into the waveguide. The arrangement 
consisted of a slab optical waveguide fixed on a high-reso-
lution (∼ 10−3°) rotational table. As a probe we used a HeNe 
laser (632.8 nm), which was incident on the integrated grat-
ing coupler. This wavelength stands outside of the absorp-
tion bands of all the intermediate states, so no absorption 
change interferes with the measurement of the refractive 
index change. The incoupled light intensity was measured 
by two photodiodes that were attached to the two ends of 
the waveguide.

The change in the adlayer’s refractive index alters the 
coupling conditions in Eqs. (1) and (2). Based on the meas-
ured angle shifts of the incoupling peak, the refractive index 
change could be determined up to a precision of  10−5.
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We measured the light-induced refractive index change of 
the dried PYP film with both continuous and pulse excita-
tions. For the CW excitation, a diode laser of 410 nm was 
used. The pulse excitation was done by a XeCl excimer 
laser-pumped Coumarin 450 dye laser (wavelengths of 308 
and 451 nm, respectively).

Results and discussion

Kinetic absorption spectroscopy

The absorption difference spectra were measured in the case 
of both high humidity and low humidity, but extensive data 
were only measured when the protein was in a state of high 
hydration. Our analysis is demonstrated on the high-humid-
ity environment case.

Difference spectra were recorded in the range of 250 ns 
to 1 s in 34 logarithmically equidistant time delays after 
excitation. SVD yielded a rank of 2, based on the singular 
values and the autocorrelation of the spectral and kinetic 
eigenvectors. The first 2 eigenvectors accounted for 96.72% 
of the variance of the data matrix. Similar experiments on 
PYP in solution, in the presence or absence of various salts, 
typically yielded a rank of 3 (Khoroshyy et al. 2013). As it 
became clear from the analysis, the difference is not due to 
a reduced number of intermediates, but to the lack of signifi-
cant spectral difference between certain intermediates in the 
hydrated PYP film. Global multiexponential fit was done on 
the two weighted kinetic eigenvectors. For an adequate fit, 
5 exponentials were required, similarly to the case of PYP 
aqueous solutions (Khoroshyy et al. 2013). The significant 
U spectral eigenvectors and the corresponding V vectors are 
shown in Fig. 1, together with the multiexponential fit of 
the latter.

The five exponential amplitude spectra (B-spectra) cor-
responding to the multiexponential fit (Fig. 2) are by and 
large similar to those obtained for PYP in solution (cf. 
Fig. 3A in Khoroshyy et al. 2013). This indicates that not 
only the number of distinguishable photocycle intermediates 
(5) but also their spectral characteristics and the photocycle 
scheme are similar. The corresponding phenomenological 
rate coefficients are, however, different: 4.8 ⋅ 104 , 7.0 ⋅ 102 , 
1.44 ⋅ 102 , 57 and 1.7 s−1, as compared to 3.43 ⋅ 105 , 4.0 ⋅ 103 , 
6.78 ⋅ 102 , 2.28 and 0.18 s−1 in 0.66 M NaCl, pH 8.2, 22 °C. 
Since the phenomenological rate coefficients are functions 
of the molecular rate coefficients, the latter are also expected 
to be different in the dried, hydrated PYP sample compared 
to the aqueous sample.

Due to the overall similarity of the two data sets, we fitted 
the photocycle scheme published in Khoroshyy et al. (2013) 
(Fig. 3) to the present data. As in our earlier publication,  pRO 

Fig. 1  The two significant spectral eigenvectors a U1: blue, U2: red; 
and the two significant kinetic eigenvectors b V1: blue symbols, V2: 
red symbols from the SVD analysis. Lines in b show the result of the 
multiexponential fit to the kinetic eigenvectors

Fig. 2  Consecutive exponential amplitude spectra (B-spectra) of the 
multiexponential fit: blue, first component corresponding to the first 
(fastest) time-dependent exponential (rate coefficient k1), red (k2), yel-
low (k3), purple (k4), green (k5)
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was not resolved in this experiment and not included in the 
photocycle fit.

The fit yielded the spectra and the kinetics of the photo-
cycle intermediates (Fig. 4a, b) and the molecular rate coef-
ficients of the forward and reverse transitions in the scheme. 
The obtained intermediate spectra are similar to those pub-
lished earlier (Khoroshyy et al. 2013, Fig. 4b) with two very 
similar pR spectra, with  pB1 appearing as a mixture, indicat-
ing a rapid equilibrium between the protonated and depro-
tonated forms of the chromophore, with a distinct  pB2 form 
and a spectrally silent  pG1 as the final intermediate before 
the recovery of the dark state, pG. A detailed description of 
the photocycle intermediates is presented in Khoroshyy et al. 
(2013). Briefly, the gradual conformational change (open-
ing) of the protein starts already during the  pR1 to  pR2 tran-
sition, with a very minor spectral change not clearly resolved 
in this study. The blue shift of the spectrum is known to 
be due primarily to the protonation of the chromophore. It 
has also been shown (Khoroshyy et al. 2013) that the main 
conformational change appears during the  pR2 to  pB1 transi-
tion. The existence of the  pG1 intermediate with a spectrum 
similar to that of pG, the initial form, is supported by the 
biphasic recovery of the initial form (decay of pB) without a 
clear spectral signature. The  pG1 to pG transition is expected 
to complete the recovery of the initial conformation of the 
protein without affecting the immediate surroundings of the 
chromophore. The main difference as compared to the aque-
ous sample is that  pB2 is not blue-shifted relative to  pB1. 
The approximately 15 nm blue shift in solution has been 
explained by the completion of the major conformational 

change in the photocycle, resulting in stronger hydrogen 
bonding or hydration of the chromophore (Hendriks et al. 
2003). This transition has not been observed in PYP crystals 
(Yeremenko et al. 2006), and it appears to be absent in the 
dried, partially hydrated PYP film, too. The absence of this 
conformational change in the present experiment is the prob-
able reason for the faster recovery of the dark state, already 
reflected in the one order of magnitude faster fifth phenom-
enological exponential component, 1.7 s−1 vs. 0.18 s−1. 
Table 1 lists the molecular rate coefficients obtained for the 
dried, partially rehydrated sample and the aqueous sample 
in 0.66 M NaCl, pH 8.2, 22 °C (Khoroshyy et al. 2013). 
Comparison of the rate coefficients shows that while transi-
tions up to the  pB2 intermediate are faster in the aqueous 
sample, those after the  pB2 intermediate are up to an order 
of magnitude slower.

Fig. 3  The photocycle scheme. pR and pB intermediates are red- and 
blue-shifted, respectively, relative to the initial pG states. Trans and 
cis refer to the isomerization state of the p-coumaric acid chromo-
phore of PYP, and O and OH refer to the deprotonated and protonated 
states of the chromophore, respectively

Fig. 4  The intermediate spectra obtained from the global spectrotem-
poral model fit (a) and the time-dependent relative concentrations of 
the intermediates (b). In b, thin lines show the kinetics of the consec-
utive individual intermediates and thick lines the total time evolution 
of the spectrally similar intermediates
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Light‑induced refractive index change 
of the photoactive yellow protein

With the pulsed excitation, the refractive index change of 
the sample was determined by monitoring the outcoupled 
light intensity at an incident angle of the measuring beam 
(HeNe, λ = 632.8 nm) tuned slightly off-resonance, to the 
half-maximum of the peak intensity. Measurements were 
taken on both sides of the resonance peak, and the absolute 
values were averaged. The experiments were performed at 
low- (20%) and high- (75%, 85%) relative humidity envi-
ronments. For each different environment, the change in 
refractive index was monitored at two timescales (50 ms 
and 2 s full scales) after excitation. An additional meas-
urement was taken on the sample at 85% relative humidity 
and 500 µs time scale, for the comparison of the OMA and 
OWLS results regarding the fast transition in the first part 
of the photocycle.

At low humidity (20%, data not shown) and 50 ms after 
excitation, the decay of the signal (guided light intensity 
change after the excitation of the PYP layer) was still in 
progress, and the calculated relative refractive index change 
was ∼ 10−5, which is comparable to the accuracy of our 
OWLS set-up. By 2 s after excitation, the measured inten-
sity change was negligible. Comparing the OWLS results 
to the measured kinetics of the PYP, we concluded that the 
experienced refractive index change at low humidities stems 
from the heat jump induced by the exciting light, rather than 
the protein entering the photocycle. This observation is in 
agreement with the results of van der Horst et al. (2005).

At high humidities (both at 75% and 85%, Fig. 5), after 
50 ms from the excitation a quasi-steady state is formed, 
whose refractive index is different from that of the ground 
state. The measured kinetics and concentrations at 85% rela-
tive humidity (shown in Fig. 4b) imply that at 50 ms after 

the excitation the mixture of two pB states dominates the 
photocycle, while the pR and  pG1 conformations are pre-
sent only in lesser amounts. The calculated refractive index 
change for the pB mixture state is Δn = −3 ⋅ 10−4 . At 2 s 
after excitation, a small residual refractive index signal was 
present (Fig. 6c), which is likely due to a temperature arte-
fact. At lower, 75% RH, the results were similar to those 
obtained at 85% RH.

At 85% relative humidity, an additional experiment was 
done on the 500-µs timescale, to compare the kinetic coeffi-
cients obtained from the OWLS and OMA experiments. The 
500-µs timescale OWLS data were fitted with two exponen-
tials, the second of them corresponding to the second phe-
nomenological rate constant from the OMA results (Fig. 6a), 
while the first rate constant was found slightly slower than its 
absorption kinetic counterpart ( 2.4 ⋅ 104 s−1 ). For the traces 
of 50-ms timescale, two exponentials were used, whose 
kinetic constants corresponded to the second and third phe-
nomenological rate coefficients ( 7.0 ⋅ 102 , 1.44 ⋅ 102 s−1 , 

Table 1  Molecular rate coefficients obtained from the global spec-
trotemporal fit of the photocycle scheme (Fig. 3) to the present data 
(rehydrated) and to the 0.66 M NaCl, pH 8.2 data (Khoroshyy et al. 
2013) (aqueous)

Transition Rate coefficient  (s−1)

Rehydrated Aqueous

pR1 to pR2 4.8 ⋅ 104 3.7 ⋅ 105

Reverse 2.7 ⋅ 102 1.6 ⋅ 102

pR2 to pB1 6.7 ⋅ 102 2.2 ⋅ 103

Reverse 1.0 ⋅ 103 1.8 ⋅ 103

pB1 to pB2 7.8 ⋅ 102 1.0 ⋅ 103

Reverse 1.6 ⋅ 102 2.2 ⋅ 102

pB2 to pG1 16 2.9
Reverse 7.9 0.19
pG1 to pG 2.9 0.21

Fig. 5  The measured OWLS data at 75% RH (a) and 85% RH (b). 
The data indicated are measured at the right side of the incoupling 
peak
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respectively, Fig. 6b), while the 2-s timescale data could 
be fitted with one exponential with a rate constant of 1.7 s−1 
(Fig. 6c), which corresponds to the last phenomenological 
rate coefficient obtained from the OMA’s multiexpoential fit. 

A global multiexponential fit to the OWLS and OMA data 
on the 500-µs, 50-ms and 2-s timescales showed a similar 
correlation between the kinetics of the curves measured by 
the two methods, with a goodness of fit of R2 0.96, 0.83 
and 0.99, respectively, for the three timescales. These results 
confirm that the refractive index changes of the films are due 
to conformational changes in the protein molecule following 
light excitation.

At 85% relative humidity, an additional experiment with 
a blue-light CW excitation was also performed, where a 
refractive index change ΔnpB−pG = −5 ⋅ 10−4 was observed 
at 632.8  nm (data not shown), and was attributed to a 
dynamic equilibrium between the pG and pB states. This 
value is slightly higher than the corresponding refractive 
index change observed during the photocycle ( −3 ⋅ 10−4 ), 
which might be explained by the < 1 quantum efficiency of 
the photocycle for a short flash, similarly to the BR-M transi-
tion in bacteriorhodopsin, where stationary excitation of the 
film yielded higher concentrations of the M form (Dér et al. 
2007). Based on the amplitude ratios of the kinetic OWLS 
traces (Fig. 6a, b), the transient refractive index changes cor-
responding to the  pR1 and  pR2 states are estimated to be 
even higher (about 10 and 5 times, respectively), which are 
comparable to the maximum values obtained for bR films.

Conclusions

The photocycle of dried PYP films was examined at differ-
ent relative humidities. For determining the kinetics of the 
photocycle, we used an optical multichannel analyser set-
up and compared the data to those of light-induced relative 
refractive index change measurements by optical waveguide 
lightmode spectroscopy.

At low humidity (20%), no regular photocycle takes place 
in the protein, and the small spectral changes observed are 
probably due to a temperature jump effect caused by the 
pumping laser.

At high humidities (75% and 85% RH), the photocycle is 
similar to the one measured in solution, but the rate-limiting 
steps are faster. In previous publications, a number of dif-
ferent photocycle schemes have been proposed for PYP in 
solution. According to our analysis, the simple, unbranched 
photocycle scheme containing multiple red- and blue-shifted 
intermediates  (pR1,  pR2,  pB1,  pB2 and  pG1) with revers-
ible transitions between most of the states, as established 
by (Khoroshyy et al. 2013), could adequately account for 
the photocycle of PYP in dried film at high RH (85%). With 
the time resolution of the experiments, the formation of  pR2 
from the  pR1 state is the fastest transition with a phenomeno-
logical rate constant greater than 4.8 ⋅ 104 s−1 . The spectra 
of the two pR states are similar to each other; however, they 
have sharper maxima than their counterparts in solution. 

Fig. 6  Exponential fit on the data measured in 85% RH environment 
on a 500-µs (a), 50-ms (b) and 2-second (c) timescale
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The decay of pR and the formation of pB states are slower in 
the dried protein, with the pB states being less blue-shifted, 
and  pB1 having spectral features resembling a mixture of, 
presumably, protonated and deprotonated chromophores. 
The refractive index change of blue-shifted intermediates 
is calculated to be Δn = −3 ⋅ 10−4 , while the faster phases 
of the OWLS signal indicate refractive index changes in the 
 10−3 regime, similar to the highest values of bR-based films.

The above results are expected to serve with essential 
information for future biophotonic devices utilizing the 
nonlinear optical properties of PYP or other chromopro-
teins. Note that optical film preparation at controlled pH 
and relative humidity is solved for chromoproteins like bR 
(see examples in Dér and Keszthelyi 2001 and references 
therein). According to our experience, optical-quality films 
of PYP, prepared at pre-adjusted pH, and stored under con-
trolled relative humidity conditions, keep their functionality 
for at least 6 months. PYP could substitute or complement 
bR in such applications where, for example, shorter-wave-
length operations are needed. Another distinct feature of 
PYP is that, contrary to bR, it is inherently water soluble in 
its monomeric form that allows its penetration into nanomet-
ric holes of porous silicon or other porous materials, making 
unique hybrid nonlinear optical structures possible. Most of 
all, applications in holography or integrated photonics are 
envisaged.
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Membrane-bound or cytosolic light-sensitive proteins, playing a crucial role in energy-
and signal-transduction processes of various photosynthetic microorganisms, have
been optimized for sensing or harvesting light by myriads of years of evolution. Upon
absorption of a photon, they undergo a usually cyclic reaction series of conformations,
and the accompanying spectro-kinetic events assign robust nonlinear optical (NLO)
properties for these chromoproteins. During recent years, they have attracted a
considerable interest among researchers of the applied optics community as well,
where finding the appropriate NLO material for a particular application is a pivotal
task. Potential applications have emerged in various branches of photonics, including
optical information storage and processing, higher-harmonic and white-light continuum
generation, or biosensorics. In our earlier work, we also raised the possibility of using
chromoproteins, such as bacteriorhodopsin (bR), as building blocks for the active
elements of integrated optical (IO) circuits, where several organic and inorganic photonic
materials have been considered as active components, but so far none of them has
been deemed ideal for the purpose. In the current study, we investigate the linear
and NLO properties of biofilms made of photoactive yellow protein (PYP) and bR. The
kinetics of the photoreactions are monitored by time-resolved absorption experiments,
while the refractive index of the films and its light-induced changes are measured
using the Optical Waveguide Lightmode Spectroscopy (OWLS) and Z-scan techniques,
respectively. The nonlinear refractive index and the refractive index change of both
protein films were determined in the green spectral range in a wide range of intensities
and at various laser repetition rates. The nonlinear refractive index and refractive index
change of PYP were compared to those of bR, with respect to photonics applications.
Our results imply that the NLO properties of these proteins make them promising
candidates for utilization in applied photonics, and they should be considered as valid
alternatives for active components of IO circuits.

Keywords: Z-scan, bacteriorhodopsin, photoactive yellow protein, nonlinear refractive index, saturable
absorption, photo-induced refractive index change
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INTRODUCTION

Ubiquitous applications of photonics and optoelectronics are
now penetrating into diverse areas from everyday life to the most
advanced scientific disciplines, such as optical communication,
data processing and storage, quantum computing, holography,
just to mention a few. Key elements of photonic devices are
the so-called nonlinear optical (NLO) materials, which can
actively modify light propagation or store optical information.
Examples for the use of NLO materials in photonics ranges
from all-optical signal processing (Willner et al., 2014), to all-
optical switching (Chai et al., 2017), optical filtering (Dini et al.,
2016), with the list of applications continuously growing. To
this end, one of the biggest challenges is finding materials with
optimal NLO characteristics that could be applied in photonic
devices. The development and characterization of NLO materials
(such as nonlinear crystals or chalcogenide glasses) (Adair et al.,
1989; Eggleton et al., 2011) is in current progress, because
the diverse applications require special solutions. E.g., several
aspects must be taken into account when selecting a material for
an IO application, such as mechanical stability, re-excitability,
sensitivity, but most importantly, the material has to have a
large refractive index change induced by an outer stimulus of
an electric field or light. Amongst others, the application of
molecules possessing π-conjugated electron systems have been
most favored, since they show a high (third-order) optical
polarizability, usually without two-photon losses (Hales et al.,
2010; Haque and Nelson, 2010; Hu et al., 2017). However, various
problems concerning their robustness and incorporation into
solid matrices for practical applications are still to be solved.
On the other hand, natural π-conjugated materials, such as
chromoproteins are readily available (Clays et al., 2001; Fábián
et al., 2011). Chromoproteins have been perfected by evolution
for billions of years for utilizing light as a source of energy or
information. Their protein matrix stabilizes their chromophores,
and fine-tunes their optical properties. At the same time, the
application of proteins as NLO materials in photonics also
raises non-trivial technical problems. Building up stable hybrid
structures of the protein and the passive substrate (such as a thin
film of chromoprotein on a photonic circuit), and a thorough
characterization of their NLO properties is inevitable, as well
as their optimization for a particular application, such as IO
switching, or other optical information processing tasks.

One of the most investigated candidates in the field is
the protein bacteriorhodopsin (bR), while other proteins, such
as photoactive yellow protein (PYP) have recently also been
considered as IO active materials (Krekic et al., 2019). Their
molecular and bulk optical properties (e.g., linear and nonlinear
polarizabilities, and their refractive index and its light-induced
changes) are of high interest from the point of view of potential
optoelectronic applications of chromoproteins, in general.

Bacteriorhodopsin is a membrane protein (embedded in
quasi-crystalline lipid-protein patches, the so-called purple
membranes) first discovered in the archaeon Halobacterium
salinarum (Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius, 1971; Lanyi, 2004). It
consists of seven-transmembrane alpha helices to which an all-
trans retinal is covalently attached through a protonated Schiff

base. bR is widely known to be the simplest light-driven proton
pump (Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius, 1973), hence considered as
a model for more complicated systems. One of the protein’s
most important characteristics is its photocycle. Upon light
absorption, bR enters a reaction cycle, going through quasi-stable
intermediate states (K, L, M, N, O) in a matter of milliseconds
in solution, before returning to the initial state. Each of the
intermediary states possesses characteristic absorption spectra,
distinct from the initial state’s spectrum. The difference in
absorption spectra between the intermediate states and the initial
state indicates a difference in refractive indices according to the
Kramers–Kronig relations (Nussenzveig, 1972; Wooten, 2013).

Photoactive yellow protein is a water-soluble protein
present in purple sulfur photosynthetic bacteria (Meyer, 1985),
much smaller than bR-containing purple membrane patches
(Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius, 1971; Meyer, 1985). This makes
PYP a promising candidate for incorporation into IO passive
structures (e.g., in porous silicon), where membrane-bound bR
cannot be used due to its larger particle size. When excited with
blue light, PYP enters its photocycle (Meyer et al., 1987), which
standardly consists of four intermediates (pR1, pR2, pB1, pB2)
and takes place in a matter of milliseconds in solution.

To fully consider a protein in IO applications, a conclusive
optical characterization is needed. The utility of NLO materials
for optical communication is highly dependent on the magnitude
of the refractive index change that can be induced in the
material at hand. The larger the associated change in the complex
refractive index, the larger the amplitude and phase modulation
effect will be. When combining NLO materials with passive
components, the size and energy consumption also depend on the
NLO response, hence a larger refractive index change is preferred
(Miller, 2010; Sasikala and Chitra, 2018).

In dried films of chromoproteins the light-induced refractive
index changes are orders of magnitude higher than in
suspensions, where, due to the overwhelming excess of water
(ca. 55 M water to a few 100 µM of protein in the densest
suspensions), the refractive index of water is dominating (Heiner
and Osvay, 2009). Hence, as far as photonic applications of
bR utilizing light-induced optical changes are concerned, dried
films (usually under controlled humidity), are used (Dér and
Keszthelyi, 2001; Vsevolodov, 2012 and references therein).
Exceptions are only the few applications that are based on
absorption instead of refractive index changes (Stuart et al.,
2001). From the point of view of technical applications, on
the other hand, using dried films is convenient due to their
form and stability. Combining dried films of proteins with IO
passive structures is a solvable task (see the section “Materials and
Methods”), and in such samples proteins maintain their optical
properties for a long time (several decades) (Váró and Keszthelyi,
1983; Dér and Keszthelyi, 2001; Vsevolodov, 2012).

One should note, however, that the photocycles of both
pigments do depend on the relative humidity of the films (Váró
and Keszthelyi, 1983; van der Horst et al., 2005). The general rule
of thumb is that at high-enough relative humidity (>80–90%),
the photocycles are close to the native ones, while at moderate
relative humidity (between ca. 30–50% to 80%), such transitions
that accompany large-scale conformational changes (e.g., the
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ones following M formation in the bR, or those after pB1 in
PYP) are hindered, hence the rate-limiting steps become slower.
The reason for this phenomenon is that protein conformational
flexibility is decreasing by lowering relative humidity (Fitter et al.,
1999). Further lowering relative humidity values leads to more
serious truncation of the photocycles (Váró and Keszthelyi, 1983;
van der Horst et al., 2005). Technical applications (considered
so far for bR only) normally use the higher end of moderate
humidity range, as a reasonable trade-off between maximizing
1n and having a decent photocycle kinetics (Dér and Keszthelyi,
2001; Vsevolodov, 2012). Proteins in this range show an overall
slower photocycle than native proteins, which might appear to
be less favorable for some photonic applications, however, both
proteins have fast (sub-picosecond to picosecond) transitions
in the beginning of their photocycles, which are unaffected by
humidity in bR (Colonna et al., 2005), and probably in PYP,
too (see fast kinetics detected in crystallized PYP (Yeremenko
et al., 2006; Schotte et al., 2012; Tenboer et al., 2014), but
yet to be characterized in PYP dry samples). On the other
hand, the first intermediate states of both the bR and PYP
photocycles can be driven back by fast, light-induced reactions
to the ground state (Balashov, 1995; Joshi et al., 2005; Tóth-
Boconádi et al., 2006, 2010), allowing a rapid, light-controlled
manipulation of refractive index kinetics of the films. The lifetime
of various types of dried bR films is known to be in the
range of several decades, appropriate for technical applications
(Dér and Keszthelyi, 2001).

In the past decades, several research articles have
demonstrated the dried bR film’s large light-induced refractive
index change (1n), and its utilization in optical switching
experiments and light modulation (Ormos et al., 2002;
Fábián et al., 2011; Mathesz et al., 2013). bR also shows a
large hyperpolarizability, important in frequency-doubling
experiments, investigated by NLO techniques (Naskali et al.,
2014). The nonlinear refractive index value n2 of bR-containing
samples has been extensively investigated previously under
various experimental conditions, in most of the cases using the
so-called Z-scan technique (Song et al., 1993; Aranda et al.,
1995; Jeganathan et al., 2017). The spectro-kinetic properties
and light-induced refractive index changes have also been
discussed (van der Horst et al., 2005; Krekic et al., 2019), which
further encourages investigation of the protein’s NLO properties.
There have been a few publications dealing with the nonlinear
refractive index of different PYP samples, e.g., embedded in thick
polyacrylamide matrices (Vanhanen et al., 1998; Leppanen et al.,
1999) or adsorbed to poly-methyl-methacrylate microspheres
(Lee et al., 2018), however, the results are hard to reconcile due to
the different samples and the various methods applied (Z-scan,
Michelson-interferometer, and hyperspectral quantitative phase
imaging). No experiments were done so far on a thin-film PYP
sample and with a pulsed Z-scan setup.

The single-beam Z-scan technique is a popular method for
the characterization of the optical nonlinearities of a wide variety
of materials (Sheik-Bahae et al., 1990), including organic and
even protein samples. During a Z-scan, the sample is moved
through the laser focus and the power or energy transmitted
through an aperture placed behind the focus is measured as

a function of the sample position, z. When the aperture is
small, a closed-aperture trace is obtained, yielding the magnitude
and sign of n2. When the aperture is removed or open,
an open-aperture trace is measured, providing the magnitude
of nonlinear absorption coefficients. While the experimental
realization of the technique is simple, determining all the
NLO mechanisms causing a particular Z-scan trace is often
not possible without performing additional measurements. For
example, the photocycle of bR and the related complex kinetics
make the interpretation of the associated Z-scan data difficult
(Kir’Yanov et al., 2000).

Here, we report on the NLO properties of a new type of
thin bR and PYP films, in the light of possible optoelectronic
applications of these proteins. The films were experimentally
characterized through OWLS, absorption kinetics and Z-scan
measurements. The linear and nonlinear refractive index, and
the formation and decay times of the respective intermediate
states in the photocycle of the two proteins were determined.
The nonlinear refractive index was measured using the Z-scan
technique with both 543-nm or 405-nm continuous wave (CW)
and 514-nm pulsed laser illumination at varying repetition rates
and a wide range of intensities. The determined 1n and n2 values
of bR are compared to previously published data, as well as to the
results obtained for PYP, where prior data on NLO properties are
scarce. The results are considered to have important implications
from the perspective of photonic applications – the future
utilization of these biomaterials in film format for integrated
optical switching and signal processing experiments. Compared
to non-organic NLO materials currently used and researched for
such purposes, biological materials, such as bR and PYP, offer
a readily available, cost-effective alternative, which is also more
versatile depending on the form and environment of the protein
building blocks.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample Preparation
Bacteriorhodopsin was prepared according to the standard
procedure: purple membranes separated from strain R1M1
of Halobacterium salinarum were prepared as described in
Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius (1971). Purple membranes contain
25% lipids and 75% bR, as the sole protein constituent in the
preparation (Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius, 1974). (For the sake of
simplicity, we refer to this membrane-bound form of the protein
as bR, throughout the text.) Wild-type PYP apoprotein was
overexpressed in Escherichia coli (BL21DE3) strain, isolated, and
then reconstituted with freshly synthetized pCA (coumaric acid)
anhydride in 4 M urea buffer (Mihara et al., 1997; Kamikubo et al.,
2007). The holoprotein was purified by column chromatography
(DEAE Sepharose CL6B) and concentrated/washed by 10 kDa
centrifugal filters several times.

An important requirement for photonic applications is the
optical quality of the films. Layering and subsequent drying of
protein suspensions normally leads to highly cracked samples,
inappropriate for technical applications. To prevent cracking,
some ballast materials, such as gelatin or PVA are used at
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relatively high concentrations (Vsevolodov, 2012), and the
relative humidity is often fixed at the desired values by
sandwiching and sealing the sample between glass plates (Hampp
and Juchem, 2001). In our experiments, we chose to add
low amounts of glycerol to the sample before drying. These
treatments completely prevented crack formation, at the same
time, kept the sample sufficiently humid without sandwiching,
even at low relative humidity values, such as 33% humidity,
the standard laboratory environment. According to our estimate
based on optical multichannel analyzer experiments on bR
(data not shown), the humidity inside the sample corresponded
to a ca. 80–85% relative humidity value. During the Z-scan
measurements and the absorption kinetic experiments, we
controlled the environment to avoid any errors arising from the
difference in humidity.

Each of the protein suspensions was first mixed with an 87%
glycerol solution. For bR samples, glycerol constituted 10% of the
mixture, while for PYP the ratio was lowered to 2% to achieve
optimal homogeneity and viscosity of the film. The mixtures
were first sonicated for 1–2 min to remove any microbubbles,
then pipetted to a 200-µm thick microscope cover slide to
form an approximately 5 mm diameter patch. The films were
then left to dry under an extractor fume hood for at least
12 h. Before measurements, the protein films were sandwiched
using an additional microscope cover slip. The cover slips were
made of BK7 glass. For the pulsed-laser measurements, a sample
thickness of 200 µm was achieved by embedding a 200-µm thick
spacer between the glass slabs. Similarly, for the 405-nm CW
measurement on PYP, a sample thickness of 200 µm was used.
For the 543-nm CW experiment on bR, a thinner sample was
made to accommodate the lowered average power of the applied
laser. The environment’s relative humidity was 33% during each
experiment, while the sample temperature was kept at 23◦C.

For the OWLS measurements, the protein-glycerol mixtures
were prepared using the same methods as for the Z-scan
measurements. The mixtures were pipetted to an optical slab
waveguide, and left to dry for at least 12 h before measurements.

For the single-wavelength absorption kinetics experiments,
the protein-glycerol mixtures, pipetted onto glass slabs, were left
to dry for at least 12 h, and the slabs were then placed into cuvettes
in which we set the relative humidity at 33% with a saturated
solution of magnesium chloride.

OWLS Measurements
Throughout the experiments, grating-coupled (coupler grating
width 1 mm, line density 2400 mm−1) slab waveguides
[MicroVacuum Ltd., material Si(Ti)O2, nf between 1.78 and 1.80,
thickness between 195 nm and 205 nm] on glass substrate (ns
= 1.53) were used. The waveguides were mounted on a high-
precision rotational turntable (DPS, Ealing Electro Optics), by
which the angle of incidence of a measuring light beam (He-Ne
laser, Melles Griot, 543 nm) could be adjusted with an accuracy
of 10−4 degrees. The intensity of the coupled light was detected
at the end of the waveguide by a photomultiplier tube (PMT,
Hamamatsu, Japan), whose signal was amplified by a laboratory-
built current-voltage converter and recorded by a digital
oscilloscope (LeCroy 9310-L). Under such conditions, only

two discrete modes (transversal electric, “TE” and transversal
magnetic, “TM”) of the guided light can propagate, with highly
selective resonance conditions. From the peak positions, the
refractive index of the adlayer can be determined using the mode
equations of the three-layer waveguide (Ramsden, 1993).

Absorption Kinetics Measurements
Time-resolved absorption spectra of the protein samples were
obtained with a home-built pump-probe apparatus on the time
scale of milliseconds to seconds. The pump source was a
Surelite II Nd:YAG laser with an OPO extension (Continuum,
United States) and was aligned to 514 nm and 445 nm for
exciting the initial state of bR and PYP, respectively. The pulse
energies were 2 mJ and 2.80 mJ. The source of the unpolarized
probe light was a 35-W high-pressure Xenon lamp (Hamamatsu,
Japan), filtered by narrow-band interference filters at selected
wavelengths. The pump and probe beams spatially overlapped
on the sample, and the transmitted probe light was directed to
a Hamamatsu PMT through a HR-320 monochromator (ISA
Jobin–Yvon, France). The applied repetition rate of the excitation
laser was chosen to be 0.1 Hz to ensure that both proteins
return to the initial state during each measuring cycle. The
output signals of the photomultiplier were amplified by a home-
made current-voltage converter, and recorded by a National
Instruments oscilloscope card. In total, 10 traces were averaged.

Light-excitation experiments were also done to measure the
difference spectrum of the protein state formed after illuminating
the samples with a CW laser beam for a longer period.
The experimental setup was the same as in the absorption
kinetics measurements, except that the measuring light was
filtered by a gray-colored glass filter before reaching the
sample. The measuring light was detected with a spectrograph
equipped with an iStar gated ICCD detector (Andor Technology,
United Kingdom). For the light-excitation of the bR film, a
Nd:YAG laser (DHOM-M-532-500 mW) was used with an
average power of 5 mW at 532 nm wavelength, while for PYP,
40 mW at 410 nm was applied. The samples were illuminated
for 10 s before the start of the measurements. 10 spectra were
averaged, and each measurement lasted for 1.30 s to complete.

Z-Scan Measurements
We utilized the Z-scan technique to characterize the nonlinear
refractive index of dry bR and PYP films. Both CW and pulsed
laser beams were employed to interrogate the samples. The setup
used with CW illumination is shown in Figure 1A. The closed-
aperture (CA) Z-scan traces were recorded by a PMT placed
behind a circular aperture in the far-field, while the open-aperture
(OA) traces were measured without an aperture in the laser
beam. The light source was a 543-nm He-Ne laser delivering an
average power of 0.75 mW. The power of the He-Ne laser beam
was adjusted using a half-wave plate and a polarizer. A quarter-
wave plate was placed between the polarizer and the sample
to suppress back-reflection toward the laser. Accordingly, the
laser beam incident on the samples was circularly polarized in
the CW experiments.

The setup used with pulsed excitation was a modified version
of the scheme described in detail elsewhere (Mero et al.,
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FIGURE 1 | Schematics of the experimental (A) CW and (B) pulsed-mode Z-scan setup.

2019) and is shown in Figure 1B. Briefly, the laser source
was a commercial Yb:KGW laser oscillator-amplifier system
delivering 1.028-µm pulses at adjustable repetition rates up
to 100 kHz. The fundamental pulses were frequency-doubled
yielding linearly polarized 82-fs, 514-nm pulses for probing the
samples. The temporal intensity profile of the second-harmonic
pulses was characterized using the self-diffraction frequency-
resolved optical gating (SD-FROG) technique. To reduce the
peak power, the pulses were attenuated by reflecting them off
an uncoated wedge and sending them through neutral density
filters. Further adjustment of the peak power was achieved
using a half-wave plate and a thin film polarizer. An f = 500-
mm singlet lens was used to focus the pulses on the sample
leading to a Gaussian beam waist radius of 37 µm measured
with a beam profiling camera. The minor astigmatism of the
laser beam was eliminated by an appropriate tilt of the focusing
lens. The M2 values in the horizontal and vertical planes were
measured to be ≤1.1. The pulsed Z-scan setup was also used
to conduct CW Z-scan measurements at 405 nm, using a single
longitudinal mode, TEM00-spatial-mode, temperature-stabilized
diode laser (not shown in Figure 1B). In this case, the focusing
conditions were changed leading to a Gaussian beam waist radius
of 36.6 µm. In contrast to the standard implementation of the
Z-scan measurement scheme relying on single-pixel detectors,
we employed a beam profiling camera. The open- and closed-
aperture Z-scan traces were extracted from the measured beam
profiles using image processing. Namely, the OA traces were
determined by adding the signal counts of all pixels of the camera.
The CA traces can be obtained by adding the signal counts in a
predefined 2D pixel area centered on the center of gravity of the
beam profile, which mimics a real hard aperture in the laser beam.

For samples with absorptive nonlinearities, the CA traces
become distorted compared to those containing only refractive
nonlinearities. Elimination of such distortive effects on the CA
traces is often possible by dividing the CA traces by the OA
traces. This procedure in turn allows the use of simple fit
functions applicable to purely refractive cubic nonlinearities and

a straightforward extraction of the nonlinear refractive index
of the sample even in the presence of nonlinear absorption.
However, we found that this procedure is not applicable for our
protein samples exhibiting strong nonlinear absorption. Relying
on 2D camera-based detection in our Z-scan measurements, we
developed a novel procedure to remove the distortions in CA
traces even in the presence of massive nonlinear absorption (see
section “Procedure for Separating Refractive Nonlinearities in
Closed-Aperture Z-Scan Traces”). This procedure is also useful to
significantly reduce the noise in CA traces for samples exhibiting
spatial inhomogeneity.

After the removal of nonlinear absorption effects, we fitted
the CA traces with the expression valid for a cubic nonlinearity,
negligible nonlinear absorption, thin-samples, and a peak, on-
axis phase shifts below π, according to Sheik-Bahae et al. (1990):

T(x, 〈1φ0〉) = 1− [4x〈1φ0〉] /
[
(x2
+ 9)(x2

+ 1)
]
. (1)

In Eq. 1, x = z
z0

is the sample position z normalized by the
Rayleigh range z0, while 〈1φ0〉 is the time-averaged, peak, on-
axis phase shift. The n2 values were calculated according to the
formula,

n2 ∼= 〈1φ0〉(Fλw2
0)/(Leff P), (2)

where λ is the center wavelength, w0 is the Gaussian beam waist,
Leff = (1− e−αL)/α is the effective sample thickness, α is the
linear absorption coefficient and L is the sample thickness. P
is the laser power inside the material. For temporally Gaussian
pulses P = EP/1.064 · τP, or P = E/Trep, when peak or average
power is considered, respectively. Here τP is the pulse duration
at full-width of half-maximum, and Trep is the laser repetition
period. The factor F is

√
2/4 or 1/4 when the peak or average

power aspect of the illumination is considered to be relevant,
respectively. In Eq. 2, 〈1φ0〉 is the time-averaged peak on-axis
phase shift obtained from fitting the expression in Eq. 1 to
experimentally measured CA traces. We note that we tested the
accuracy of the pulsed Z-scan setup by measuring the n2 value
of a BK7 sample (an empty substrate without a protein film)
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Closed and (B) open-aperture Z-scan traces measured for a BK7 substrate using 514-nm ultrafast laser pulses at a repetition rate of 1 kHz at peak
on-axis intensities of 48 and 145 GW/cm2.

and we obtained a value of ∼3 × 10−16 cm2/W at 514 nm
in agreement with the literature (Adair et al., 1987; Nibbering
et al., 1995; Boyd, 2003). Figure 2 shows the corresponding
closed and open-aperture traces. We note that the fluctuations
in Figure 2B, characterized by a standard deviation of 0.6%, are
indicative of camera noise, as BK7 exhibits negligible nonlinear
absorption at our applied peak intensities. We found that camera
noise had a larger impact on the open-aperture traces than
the closed-aperture traces as a result of a drift of the baseline
values, which strongly affects the total signal count from the
entire CMOS chip.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

OWLS Measurements
High-resolution scans by the angle of incidence were carried out
in the range of effective coupling, with the bare waveguide and,
subsequently, waveguides coated with the biofilms. The recorded
traces were fitted by Gaussians, in order to obtain the positions
of the TE and TM modes. First, the actual refractive index and
thickness values of the guiding layer were determined, then, using
these data, the refractive index of the biofilms was obtained,
making sure that the thickness of the adlayer was at least an order
of magnitude larger than the penetration depth of the guided
light (Ramsden, 1993). The measured and calculated values are
summarized in Table 1. These refractive index data of the biofilms
were used for the determination of their 1n and n2 values from
the Z-scan experiments. Adding glycerol to the protein solutions
before drying them modifies the refractive indices of the thin film
samples, which must be taken into account during the evaluation
of the Z-scan data.

Absorption Kinetics Spectroscopy
The absorption kinetics data of both bR and PYP were measured
at 33% ambient relative humidity. The photocycles of both
bR and PYP are sensitive to environmental parameters, such
as temperature or pH, and they are vastly different in the

proteins’ dry state at different relative humidity values. Therefore,
we conducted all our measurements under the same relative
humidity, for which we arbitrarily chose a value of 33% as
stated in Materials and Methods. In the current study, glycerol
was added to the protein suspensions before drying, which
further modifies the photocycle, via changing the microviscosity
of the medium (Beece et al., 1981), controlling water activity
inside the films and enhancing hydrophobic interactions at the
protein surface (Draheim and Cassim, 1985). To accurately
determine the intermediates which the measured n2 values
belong to, and to see how the distinct intermediates form and
decay in time, single-wavelength kinetics measurements were
carried out on the proteins. The glycerol-doped films were of
superior optical quality, showing reduced light scattering even
for the membrane-bound bR, due to quasi-matching of its
refractive index with that of bR-containing purple membranes
(Ormos et al., 2002).

For bR, four wavelengths were chosen to monitor the
absorption changes in time, to get a comprehensive picture of
the protein’s photocycle. These wavelengths were 575 nm to
observe the changes corresponding to the initial state’s transient
bleaching, 410 nm that corresponds to the absorption maximum
of the M intermediate; and additionally 500 nm and 620 nm to
gain spectral information for both the red- and blue-shifted side
of the initial state’s maximum. We found that the dry bR-glycerol
sample’s photocycle had a rate-limiting step of ca. 1 s relaxation
time, which is considerably shorter than the rate-limiting steps

TABLE 1 | The measured TM and TE positions and the calculated refractive index
values of bR and PYP samples.

TM position
(degree)

TE position
(degree)

Refractive
index

Thickness

Bare waveguide 1 15.989 19.111 nf = 1.788 205.45 nm

bR film 18.392 20.270 nbR = 1.427 >5 µm

Bare waveguide 2 15.777 19.164 nf = 1.799 195.26 nm

PYP film 18.672 20.595 nPYP = 1.460 >5 µm
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FIGURE 3 | (A) Absorption kinetics and (B) intermediate accumulation
measurements taken on a glycerol-containing bR film. In panel (A), the lines
represent the change of absorption after light-excitation measured at 410 nm
(blue line), 500 nm (green line), 575 nm (gray line) and at 620 nm (red line). In
panel (B), the difference absorption spectrum is shown, as measured after a
10-s excitation by subsequent laser pulses of a repetition rate of 2 Hz.
(C) Schematic diagram of the full photocycle of a glycerol-containing bR film
(black) and bR in water (gray). (D) Simplified diagram of the photocycle of the
glycerol-containing bR film showing only the states relevant for our pulsed
Z-scan measurements. I is the (average) light intensity exciting the sample,
σbR is the absorption cross section of the bR molecule in the initial state, at
the wavelength of excitation, and kM is the rate constant of the M-decay.

in the dry bR film’s photocycle (Tóth-Boconádi et al., 2011)
(Figure 3A). The most probable reason for this phenomenon is
that the glycerol-mediated wetting effect on the bR-conforming
purple membranes dominates over viscosity effects, which were
supposed to decelerate the decay of M intermediate (Beece et al.,
1981). By also measuring the absorption difference spectrum after
10 s of CW excitation, we found that the majority of the bR
molecules accumulate in the M intermediate state (Figure 3B).
Compared to the flash duration and the interflash intervals of the
Z-scan measurements, the decay of the photocycle is orders of
magnitude slower, even at the lowest repetition rate. At 10 ms
after excitation – which corresponds to the interflash interval
at the lowest repetition rate in our Z-scan measurements –, the
bR molecules are accumulated in the M intermediate state. Since
the absorption cross section of bR in the M intermediate state
is negligible at the wavelength of excitation (514 nm), and in
dry samples the other long-living intermediates of the normal
bR-photocycle (N and O) do not accumulate in considerable
amounts (Tóth-Boconádi et al., 2011), the subsequent flashes
hitting the sample will initiate photoreactions of the remaining
ground-state molecules only. Hence, the exciting laser-flash
train in the pulsed Z-scan experiments can be considered a
quasi-CW illumination, while the sample can be considered
to be in an average-intensity dependent dynamic equilibrium
mixture of bR molecules in M intermediate and the initial
state. Figure 3C shows the schematic representation of the

photocycle of bR, where the most relevant part (marked with
black color) corresponds to the glycerol-containing bR film.
For the higher repetition rate measurements, hence the exciting
laser-flash train in the pulsed Z-scan experiments can be
considered quasi-CW illumination, while the sample can be
considered to be in an average-intensity dependent dynamic
equilibrium mixture of bR molecules in the M intermediate
and the initial state. The corresponding simplified photocycle
relevant for our Z-scan measurements, too, is illustrated in
Figure 3D, indicating only the rate-limiting reactions. Here, I
is the (average) light intensity exciting the sample, and σbR is
the absorption cross section of the bR molecule in the initial
state, at the wavelength of excitation. The product of the two,
i.e., the probability of excitation, I·σbR, represents a virtual
rate constant driving out the bR population from the initial
state. Since the other transitions of the photocycle are much
faster, practically only the M intermediate accumulates under
(quasi-) steady state conditions, at an equilibrium concentration
of [bR]0IσbR/(km + I·σbR), where [bR0] is the concentration
of all the bR molecules (including the ones in the M and
in the initial states), and kM is the rate constant of the
M-decay. The difference spectrum of such a sample is shown
in Figure 3B, and the calculated 1n values are related to
this steady state.

Similarly to bR, the wavelengths chosen for measuring
the PYP’s absorption kinetics represent the concentration
development of different intermediates of the photocycle. The
photocycle was monitored at three selected wavelengths: 430 nm,
which is slightly blue-shifted from the initial state’s maximum
in order to limit the backscattering effect from the exciting
light, while still gaining information about the initial state’s
concentration changes; 360 nm, to monitor the pB intermediate,
and 470 nm for the pR intermediates. The rate-limiting step
of the PYP-glycerol film’s photocycle was found to be ca. 6 s
(Figure 4A). Note that in PYP films devoid of glycerol, the
photocycle does not take place at such low humidity, yet in
our current measurements there is a clear indication of spectral
changes in the wavelength range of the pR and pB intermediates,
indicating a photocycle still being present in the glycerol-doped
films (Figure 4C). Based on the glycerol concentration, the
water activity in the sample was estimated to be the same
as at 80% relative humidity without glycerol (Wheeler et al.,
2012). Nevertheless, the photocycle is significantly slower than
without glycerol (Krekic et al., 2019), which may be attributed to
viscosity effects (Beece et al., 1981) rather than water-structure-
mediated kosmotropic effects (Násztor et al., 2016), which
should destabilize open conformations, such as pB, hence they
should accelerate its decay (Kamikubo et al., 2007; Khoroshyy
et al., 2013). Note that PYP is a water-soluble protein, unlike
the membrane-protein, bR, so it is more exposed to solvent
viscosity effects. The accumulation measurements (Figure 4B)
are indicating a majority of the protein present in the pB state
after excitation, hence, similarly to bR, we can suppose PYP is
driven to a steady-state of pB and initial states, as indicated in
Figure 4D, where their ratio is adjusted by the average exciting
light intensity applied during pulsed Z-scan measurements (see
similar argumentation above, for bR).
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FIGURE 4 | (A) Absorption kinetics measurements and (B) intermediate
accumulation measurements taken on a glycerol-containing PYP film. In
subfigure (A), the blue line represents the absorption spectrum measured at
360 nm, the green line at 430 nm, and the red line at 470 nm. In panel (B), the
difference absorption spectrum is shown, as measured after a 10-s excitation
of the sample by a CW laser of 410 nm and 40 mW. (C) Schematic diagram
of the full photocycle of a glycerol-containing PYP film. (D) Simplified diagram
of the photocycle of the glycerol-containing PYP film showing only the states
relevant for our pulsed Z-scan measurements. I is the (average) light intensity
exciting the sample, σPYP is the absorption cross section of the PYP molecule
in the initial state, at the wavelength of excitation, and kPB is the rate constant
of the pB-decay.

Z-Scan Measurements
Procedure for Separating Refractive Nonlinearities in
Closed-Aperture Z-Scan Traces
Saturable absorption can drastically alter CA Z-scan traces even
if the laser intensity does not significantly exceed the saturation
intensity (cf. Figure 5A). Under such circumstances, the standard
approach of dividing the CA trace by the corresponding OA trace
is not sufficient to eliminate the effect of nonlinear absorption on

the CA trace (cf. Figure 5B). Enabled by the use of a 2D camera
in our Z-scan measurements, such effects can be removed using
the following procedure. First, a 2D Gaussian spatial distribution
is fitted on the measured beam profiles at each z position,
and the position dependent beam waists, wx (z) and wy (z),
and amplitudes, A(z), are extracted. Then, the amplitudes are
corrected assuming that the background-subtracted total signal
count (E, energy) remains constant, i.e., independent of z. This
constant is defined at a z position where nonlinear absorption is
negligible,

E = A (|z| � z0)
wx (|z| � z0) wy (|z| � z0) π

2
= constant.

(3)
The corrected amplitudes, A′ (z), constitute the corrected CA
trace with an infinitesimally small aperture (cf. Figure 5C). In
addition to separating nonlinear absorption effects from the CA
traces, this correction procedure also reduces the fluctuations due
to, e.g., sample inhomogeneity. All CA traces shown below are
corrected traces based on this procedure.

Nonlinear Refractive Index of bR
Three laser repetition rates were used at 514 nm, 100 Hz, 1 kHz,
and 100 kHz, to investigate the role of thermal effects and possible
variation in the population distribution among various states in
the photocycle of bR. CW measurements were also conducted
at comparable intensities at 543 nm. Since the photocycle of
bR is much longer than the laser repetition period (see section
“Absorption Kinetics Spectroscopy”), the material is expected to
be in a steady state, where a significant fraction of the molecules
is in the M intermediate state (cf. Figure 3D). Also, the nonlinear
response is expected to be driven by the average intensity rather
than the peak intensity. In agreement, as shown in Figure 6A, we
found that the magnitude of nonlinear refraction at an average
intensity of 0.042 W/cm2 was the same at a repetition rate of
100 Hz and 1 kHz despite an order of magnitude difference in
peak intensity. At higher intensities, we found this to be still
approximately true. The CA traces shown in Figure 6B were
recorded at average intensities of 0.96 and 1.57 W/cm2 at 100 Hz

FIGURE 5 | Closed-aperture Z-scan traces measured using fs laser pulses at 514 nm for a bR sample at an average peak intensity of 0.13 W/cm2. (A) Uncorrected
closed-aperture trace. (B) Corrected closed-aperture trace obtained by dividing the uncorrected closed-aperture trace (cf. A) by the corresponding open-aperture
trace. (C) Corrected closed-aperture trace obtained by applying our novel method described in Section “Procedure for Separating Refractive Nonlinearities in
Closed-Aperture Z-Scan Traces.”
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FIGURE 6 | Closed-aperture Z-scan traces measured on bR using fs laser pulses at 514 nm at average intensities of (A) 0.042 W/cm2 and (B) around 1 W/cm2.
The symbols are measured data points obtained at various laser repetition rates, and the lines are fitted traces based on Eq. 1.

and 100 kHz, respectively. The ratio of 1TP−V (the difference
between normalized peak and valley transmittance) of the 100-
Hz and 100-kHz traces is 0.52, while the average intensity ratio is
0.61, i.e., only 18% higher than expected. In contrast, the ratio of
peak intensities is 610.

To explore the saturable absorption behavior, we recorded
open and closed-aperture Z-scan traces as a function of average
intensity in the range of 0.04 and 0.42 W/cm2 at a laser repetition
rate of 1 kHz. The sample was 200 µm thick with an OD of 0.35
at 514 nm. Based on (Gu et al., 2006), we modeled the OA traces
by assuming saturable absorption of a homogeneously broadened
resonant transition characterized by an absorption coefficient,

α (I) =
α0

1+ I
Is

, (4)

where α0 is the linear absorption coefficient, and Is is the
saturation intensity. The results of the modeling are shown in
Figure 7A. At the two lowest intensities, the fit is relatively
good but it gets gradually worse at higher intensities. The
extracted saturation intensities are shown in Figure 7B with
a value approximately 0.1 W/cm2 at an excitation intensity of
0.04 W/cm2. The estimated error for the value of Is at the lowest
average intensity is ±20%, which includes uncertainty in the
measured value of sample absorbance, thickness, and camera
signal. The corresponding CA traces are shown in Figure 7C.
At the two lowest intensities, the peak-to-valley distances are
approximately the same with a value of∼2z0, while at the highest
intensity it is significantly larger. According to the Z-scan theory
with cubic refractive nonlinearity (Sheik-Bahae et al., 1990), the
peak-to-valley distance is ∼1.7z0 and it remains nearly constant
at higher intensities with a small gradual decrease with increasing
intensity. Therefore, at excitation intensities below 0.1 W/cm2,
we consider Eq. 1 a satisfactory model of nonlinear refraction
of our bR samples.

In Figures 8A,B, the nonlinear refractive index, n2, is shown
in a broad range of intensities. Although, we do not expect
extracted n2 values to be consistent with the approximations
implied by Eq. 1, our goal was to compare our measured n2 values
with those in the literature and to provide for us benchmark

values for the investigation of PYP (see section “Nonlinear
Refractive Index of PYP”). Our measured n2 values in the average
intensity range of 10−2 to 102 W/cm2 fall in the range of 10−1

to 10−5 cm2/W (Figure 8A) in agreement with the literature on
bR excited in the green spectral range by CW lasers (Song et al.,
1993; Kir’Yanov et al., 2000; Sifuentes et al., 2002; Banyal and
Raghavendra Prasad, 2007). The increasing gap with increasing
average intensity between the n2 values measured with a CW
and a pulsed laser may suggest that further processes, other than
a simple cubic nonlinearity are at play, such as thermal effects,
thermally induced conformational changes, and refractive or
absorptive nonlinearities of higher order. Our n2 data plotted as
a function of peak intensity are also consistent with the literature
on both bR and different retinal derivatives excited by pulsed
lasers (Bezerra et al., 1997; Rakovich et al., 2013). In our peak
intensity range of 108 to 1011 W/cm2, the n2 values are in the
range of 10−11

− 10−14 cm2/W. These n2 values are many
orders of magnitude smaller than the values obtained using CW
lasers, which is typically not noted or discussed in the literature.
As the average intensity is the main driving force behind the
refractive nonlinearities of bR even at relatively low repetition
rates (down to 100 Hz in our studies), we think that it is more
relevant to determine and quote n2 values based on average
intensities even for pulsed lasers. Interestingly, our n2 data closely
follow an intensity dependence characterized by I−1.075, where I
is the peak intensity (cf. solid line in Figure 8B). Importantly,
the n2 data measured by our CW laser are also on this trend
line. Accordingly, the corresponding change in refractive index,
1n = n2I, in the whole intensity range is approximately constant
with a value of 0.0009 to 0.0011 at 514 nm and around 0.0066
at 543 nm. This 1n value is in agreement with the refractive
index change corresponding to the transition from the bR initial
state to the M state (Song et al., 1993; Ormos et al., 2002;
Fábián et al., 2015).

The saturable absorption behavior is also driven by average
intensity rather than peak intensity. Figure 8C shows the relative
change in the normalized transmission at z = 0 as a function
of average intensity approximately following the saturation
behavior of a homogeneously broadened transition (solid line).
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FIGURE 7 | (A) Open-aperture Z-scan traces measured on bR using fs laser pulses at 514 nm at three excitation intensities at a repetition rate of 1 kHz.
(B) Saturation intensities extracted from the open-aperture traces in panel (A). (C) Closed-aperture Z-scan traces obtained at 514 nm excitation corresponding to
the curves in panel (A). The symbols are the measured data points, and lines show the fitted traces.

FIGURE 8 | Nonlinear refractive index of bR at 514 nm as a function of (A) average and (B) peak intensity. (C) The relative change in transmission as a function of
average intensity. The solid line is a fit of a saturable absorption model on all measured data.

Obviously, the data do not follow a single trend when plotted as a
function of peak intensity (not shown).

Nonlinear Refractive Index of PYP
In contrast to bR, excitation of the initial state of PYP (pG)
at 514 nm is expected to lead to negligible linear absorption
(see Figure 4). Therefore, the photocycle is not expected to
be triggered at low excitation intensities. If the photocycle is
initiated at laser repetition rates ≥1 kHz, it would lead to
the accumulation of the pR intermediate state. Once the pR
intermediate is produced, all the subsequent intermediates and
also pR will linearly absorb at 514 nm.

We recorded Z-scan traces using pulsed-excitation at a
repetition rate of 1 kHz and 100 kHz at 514 nm. Figures 9A,B
show the CA traces measured at 1 kHz and 100 kHz, respectively,
in the average intensity range of 10−1 and 101 W/cm2. Similarly
to bR, the nonlinear response of PYP is also driven by the average
intensity rather that peak intensity. In contrast to bR, the peak-
to-valley configuration in the CA traces indicates a defocusing
nonlinearity (i.e., negative n2). Note that the negative sign is in
concert with the negative 1n measured at 633 nm in Krekic
et al. (2019) and by Lee et al. (2018) between 470 nm and
570 nm. Figure 9C shows the CA traces measured at an average

intensity of ∼4.6 W/cm2 at 1 kHz and 100 kHz. Despite of a
factor of 100 larger peak intensity at 1 kHz than at 100 kHz, the
1TP−V values are within ∼30% suggesting that the excitation
mechanism is not two-photon absorption but possibly a weak
linear absorption process. In agreement, the OA traces show no
sign of nonlinear absorption (cf. Figure 9C open symbols). With
linear absorption, the photocycle can be started, and we expect
the related refractive index changes to be larger than possible
thermo-optical contributions.

The nonlinear refractive index of PYP extracted from the CA
traces in Figure 9 is shown in Figures 10A,B. The absolute value
of our measured n2 data is also inversely proportional to the
average intensity as in the case of bR (cf. Figure 8A), and these
values fall in the range of 10−3 to 10−4 cm2/W (Figure 10A) in
the average intensity range of 0.1 to 1 W/cm2. To the best of our
knowledge, these are the first n2 values provided for PYP. If one
extracts the n2 values from the 1n data provided in Vanhanen
et al. (1998), the range of −2 × 10−2 to −9 × 10−3 cm2/W
is obtained for an average intensity between 3 × 10−3 and
2 × 10−2 W/cm2 at 475-nm CW laser excitation. When plotted
as a function of peak intensity, the n2 data points follow different
power laws at different laser repetition rates (Figure 10B). The
solid line was obtained by fitting the nonlinear refractive index
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FIGURE 9 | Closed-aperture Z-scan traces measured on PYP using fs laser pulses at 514 nm at different excitation intensities at a repetition rate of (A) 1 kHz and
(B) 100 kHz. (C) Comparison of the closed-aperture traces (filled symbols) and the open-aperture traces (hollow symbols) at a repetition rate of 1 kHz and 100 kHz,
respectively, at ∼4.6-W/cm2 excitation intensity.

FIGURE 10 | Absolute value of the nonlinear refractive index of PYP at 514 nm as a function of (A) average and (B) peak intensity. (C) The absolute value of the
change in the refractive index as a function of average intensity.

data points at 100 kHz. Clearly, the 1 kHz data points do not
follow this trend. At both repetition rates, the dependence as
a function of peak intensity is weaker than in the case of bR.
The magnitude of the n2 values of PYP in the peak intensity
range of 108–1011 W/cm2 are between 10−12 and 10−14 cm2/W,
which is a factor of 10 smaller range than that obtained with bR.
Accordingly, the magnitude of the 1n values at the two repetition
rates is not constant, but also increases as a function of average
intensity, following a weak power law (cf. Figure 10C). In general,
the 1n values obtained at a particular repetition rate and average
intensity were of the same order of magnitude for both bR and
PYP. However, in contrast to PYP, the dependence of the 1n
values of bR as a function of average intensity is not monotonous
and can be considered constant centered at 9 × 10−4 in a full
range of 5 × 10−4 to 2 × 10−3 (not shown). The range of 1n
values we obtained for PYP is in good agreement with the range
obtained with 475-nm CW excitation, where the photocycle can
unambiguously be initiated (Vanhanen et al., 1998).

Nonlinear Refraction as a Result of the Photocycle
vs. Thermo-Optic Effects
Dealing with protein-containing samples, one should always
consider the possibility of thermo-optic effects, reported for

light-harvesting proteins, such as LHC complexes (Garab et al.,
2002) or bR, too (Dancsházy et al., 1999). Such effects were
shown to have a regulatory role in photosynthesis (Garab et al.,
2002). In bR, it was demonstrated that high-energy flashes in
the main absorption band of the protein can lead to permanent
photobleaching of the sample. The effects were interpreted as
a consequence of the transient increase of the temperature
in the vicinity of the absorbing chromophore by more than
10 degrees, giving rise to temperature-induced conformational
changes in the proteins. The dissipation of the heat packet was
estimated to take place in the nanosecond time regime, and the
effects showed a strongly nonlinear dependence on the peak
intensity of the flash, attributed to a threshold phenomenon
(Dancsházy et al., 1999). In the present measurements, however,
we do not see such an effect as a function of peak intensity
(this is why both the 1n and the n2 dependences measured
at different peak intensities could be reasonably unified to
common curves on the time-averaged intensity scale), neither
experienced we any photobleaching of the samples. Note, that
the pulse energies were also much lower in our measurements
than in Dancsházy et al. (1999). Of course, an effect of global
heating of the sample at high average exciting energies cannot
be excluded here, either, supporting our assumption that the
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reliable values for these parameters are those in the low
average power regime.

CONCLUSION

Our glycerol-doped thin films proved to be appropriate for
optical applications: they allow to achieve a high protein
concentration and optical quality, at the same time control
the necessary water activity for the proteins to undergo a
photocycle. They also show proper stability. A comprehensive
study of the NLO properties of the protein-containing films was
performed, by characterizing their absorption kinetics properties
from the 10 µs to the 10 s time scale, and determining
their linear and nonlinear refractive indices (n0, 1n, and
n2 values).

The novel evaluation procedure we used for the Z-scan
experiments could properly account for saturation effects that
allows the determination of n2 values for a Kerr material with
much higher precision and reliability than before. At low average
intensities, i.e., <0.1 W/cm2, our obtained 1n values, ∼10−4 for
PYP and∼10−3 for bR, are comparable to those of the best solid-
state materials. Importantly, our n2 values, 4 × 10−4 cm2/W for
PYP and 10−2 cm2/W for bR, are several orders of magnitude
higher than those reported earlier for inorganic NLO materials
(Adair et al., 1989; Kulagin et al., 2003; Eggleton et al., 2011),
highlighting the potential utilization of these chromoproteins
in special applications of photonics, where high 1n and n2
are required. Some promising experiments have already been
carried out in the fields of dynamic polarization holography
(Hampp et al., 1990; Burykin et al., 2011), image filtering (Castillo
et al., 2001), all-optical switching (Ormos et al., 2002; Topolancik
and Vollmer, 2006; Fábián et al., 2010, 2011; Roy et al.,
2010; Korposh et al., 2018) but a plethora of new applications
can be envisaged in all-optical signal processing, utilizing the
ultrafast transitions of the photocycle (Fábián et al., 2011),
e.g., in multi-wave mixing, nonlinear mode-coupling in fibers
(Xu et al., 2015), and wavelength multiplexing-demultiplexing
in IO devices.
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Abstract: Integrated optics (IO) is a field of photonics which focuses on manufacturing circuits
similar to those in integrated electronics, but that work on an optical basis to establish means of faster
data transfer and processing. Currently, the biggest task in IO is finding or manufacturing materials
with the proper nonlinear optical characteristics to implement as active components in IO circuits.
Using biological materials in IO has recently been proposed, the first material to be investigated
for this purpose being the protein bacteriorhodopsin; however, since then, other proteins have also
been considered, such as the photoactive yellow protein (PYP). In our current work, we directly
demonstrate the all-optical switching capabilities of PYP films combined with an IO Mach–Zehnder
interferometer (MZI) for the first time. By exploiting photoreactions in the reaction cycle of PYP, we
also show how a combination of exciting light beams can introduce an extra degree of freedom to
control the operation of the device. Based on our results, we discuss how the special advantages of
PYP can be utilized in future IO applications.

Keywords: optical switching; integrated optics; photonics; photoactive yellow protein

1. Introduction

Integrated optics (IO) is a new alternative method of information transfer analogous
to integrated electronics; however, the speed of the system at hand is dependent on the
nonlinear optical (NLO) material that is applied as the active element of the IO circuit.
Several materials are being developed and used in hybrid systems—mostly nonlinear
crystals with π-conjugated electron systems [1,2]. It is among the long-term goals in
optical telecommunication to find proper NLO materials that make possible all-optical IO
switching at the proper efficiencies and speeds. Earlier works suggested the consideration
of materials of biological origin for these purposes [3]. First, it was shown that (slow)
spectral changes accompanying the photocycle of the chromoprotein bacteriorhodopsin
(bR) are sufficient to achieve IO switching [4–6], making bR a promising candidate for
IO applications. Eventually, it was also demonstrated that the primary events of the bR
photocycle allow for ultrafast (sub-picosecond) switching as well [7].

The application of biological materials is appealing because of their easy availability
and exceptional NLO properties [8]. Recently, another light-sensitive biomaterial, the
photoactive yellow protein (PYP) [9,10], has garnered interest for IO applications because
of its fast photocycle in solution and its large light-induced refractive index change in
dried films [11]. PYP, being water-soluble and smaller than the bR membrane patches
used previously, potentially enables its combination with special IO passive elements
where the application of bR is not possible (e.g., in porous silicon structures). Based on
our previous experiments, the PYP in film form could be a viable option for all-optical
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switching experiments, as adding glycerol to the protein solution before drying the film
helps maintain the integrity of the photocycle even in low humidity environments, allowing
for the formation of the intermediate states [12], which accompanies refractive index
changes of the film [11]. The photocycle of PYP consists of two main intermediates, the red-
shifted pR and the blue-shifted pB (further distinguishing pR1, pR2, pB1 and pB2) [10]. By
illuminating PYP with blue light, the photocycle takes place in a matter of milliseconds in
solution. A study has shown that illuminating PYP during the photocycle’s pB intermediate
with violet light can cause a short circuit in the photocycle, making PYP return to the ground
state via a faster route [13].

In this communication, our main motivation was to demonstrate that the spectral
changes of the PYP photocycle can accompany refractive index changes sufficient for IO
switching (similar to how it has been shown earlier for bR [4]), using the combination of a
PYP film as an active NLO component and a proper integrated optical structure. Active IO
elements can be implemented by utilizing a number of structures—interferometers [8,14],
grating couplers [14,15], ring resonators [16], etc. The Mach–Zehnder interferometer (MZI)
is one of the simplest IO passive devices, consisting of a bifurcated linear IO waveguide
structure forming two arms. By adsorbing a transparent NLO material on top of the arms,
adlayers are formed that can alter the effective refractive index, thus creating a phase
difference between the arms joining at the output of the device, manifesting in intensity
changes at the MZI’s output. This principle is often used for biosensing applications, such
as sensing bacteria or proteins in action, as well [17,18]. Hence, we performed all-optical
switching experiments using an IO MZI, with a PYP adlayer as an active NLO component,
for the first time. For the excitation of the sample, we used continuous illumination with
two different laser wavelengths, targeting both the protein’s pG ground state and pB
intermediate state, demonstrating the different modalities of the switching capability of
PYP-containing IO devices. Our results underpin that, besides bR, the chromoprotein PYP
can also be considered as a promising NLO material for future, high-profile IO applications.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. PYP Sample Preparation

The preparation method for PYP has been discussed elsewhere [10,11], but a brief
summary will be given here as well. To prevent the cracking of the PYP films, 87% glycerol
solution was added to the protein solution at 1:49 ratio. It was then allowed to dry in a
laboratory environment (33% RH, 20 ◦C) for at least 24 h. By using glycerol as a ballast
material, we secured the relative humidity inside the sample at ~80%, still allowing for the
photocycle to take place [10,11].

2.2. IO Mach–Zehnder Interferometer Biosensor Fabrication

The fabrication method of the integrated optical Mach–Zehnder interferometer was
based on the process used in one of our previous works [19], following the protocol of the
manufacturer of the applied materials. The mentioned process was modified, considering
the parameters used in several steps, to reach the desired thickness of the components of
the device.

It should be kept in mind that MZIs have a sinusoidal transmission function (TMF),
allowing for an approximate linear response of the device only in the vicinity of the
inflexion points of the TMF and that this is where the bias point should be adjusted prior
to the measurements. There are several methods to accomplish this task, in most cases
via tuning the optical path length along one of the arms. Previously, we have used an
optical solution [19]; however, here, controlled heating near one of the branches of the
MZI was applied. By using a surface-sputtered heating wire close to the reference arm of
the MZI, we can modify the environment’s temperature and thus tune the device’s bias
point. According to our experience, the heating effects remained restricted to the area
of the heating wire that was more than 1600 µm away from the proximal adlayer area
(and even further away from the distal ones), leaving enough space for dissipation. This
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solution resulted in an improved stability of the bias point during the measurements. In
order to accomplish this task, a glass substrate covered by a gold heating wire structure
was used, based on the method applied for surface electrode fabrication [19]. As a first
step of the device fabrication, a 20 nm thick surface gold heating wire (1 kΩ resistance)
capable of performing MZI’s bias-point tuning was prepared on a microscope coverslip
(Menzel-Gläser, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Then, a rib waveguide
stripe (SU-8 2002, MicroResist Technology GmbH., Berlin, Germany) of 2× 2 µm was made
on the mentioned glass substrate, forming the sensing optical interferometer structure in
such a way that one of the arms was placed in the vicinity of the wire, as can be seen in
Figure 1a.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of the measuring IO device, the MZI with the PYP adlayer
and the heating wire for bias-point adjustment. (b) Simplified photocycle of the PYP film, with the
ground state (pG) and the rate-limiting intermediate (pB). (Schematic PDB-structures are indicated
for demonstration.) Long, continuous excitation with blue light results in the development of a
pG–pB equilibrium. The figure was created by Biorender.com.

In the device’s ready-to-use construction, the substrate was glued on a microscope
slide (Menzel-Gläser, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) using NOA81 optical
adhesive by exposing the layer with a mercury arc lamp (100W, HBO 100 Zeiss, Jena,
Germany). To apply the tuning capability of the heating wire, electric wires were connected
by droplets of conducting epoxy (CW2400 CircuitWorks® Conductive Epoxy, Chemtronics,
Kennesaw, GA, USA) to the side contact pads of the gold structure. These were connected
to the DC power supply (VLP 2403pro, Conrad Electronic, Hirschau, Germany), to perform
the bias-point tuning.

2.3. Experimental Setup

A schematic representation of the experimental setup can be seen in Figure 1a. As a
measuring light (referred to as a probe light), we used a green laser diode (532 nm, 50 mW,
Roithner, Wien, Austria), which was coupled inside the single mode MZI by a single-mode
optical fiber (S630-HP, Thorlabs GmbH, Lübeck, Germany). The fiber was positioned to
the MZI’s input with a micropositioner (DC-3K, Märzhäuser Wetzlar GmbH & Co. KG,
Steindorf, Germany) and its optimal position was fixed with photopolymer glue (OP-66-LS,
Dymax Europe GmbH, Wiesbaden, Germany). The same method was used for coupling
the light out from the device. The stock solution of the PYP–glycerol mixture was pipetted
on both arms of the interferometer, in ~1 mm diameter patches, before drying. To excite
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and control the PYP photocycle, we used two different continuous laser beams (445 nm,
4/44 mW and 405 nm, 21.7 mW at the sample). The scheme of the simplified photocycle
model is shown in Figure 1b. The duration of excitation was varied between 2 and 14 s.
PYP films were deposited on both arms of the MZI but only one of them was excited at a
time. For tuning the MZI’s bias point, the voltage of the heating wire was varied between
0–4.6 V.

To measure the transfer characteristics of the MZI, its output was coupled to an optical
fiber guiding the measuring light into a photomultiplier tube (H5783-01, Hamamatsu,
Japan), from which the signal was transmitted to and recorded by a digital oscilloscope
(LeCroy 9310-L, LeCroy, Chestnut Ridge, NY, USA). The voltage on the heating wire was
controlled by a variable DC power supply (VLP 2403pro, Konrad Electronics, Hirschau,
Germany). During each measurement, the ambient temperature was kept at 23 ◦C, with a
relative humidity of 33%.

3. Results
3.1. Calibration of the MZI Bias Point

We first measured the transmission characteristics of our MZI by steadily increasing
the voltage applied to the heating wire from 0 V to 3.5 V while detecting the intensity of
the 633 nm probe light at the output of the interferometer (Figure 2). The heating caused
a local thermal dilatation of the nearby waveguide area, resulting in an increase of the
effective optical path length of the reference arm of the MZI, thereby introducing a phase
difference between the light beams interfering with each other at the joint of the output side.
The MZI’s sensitivity is proportional to the first derivative of the sinusoidal transmission
function, meaning that the sensitivity is smaller at the extremes, while it is the highest at
the mean light intensity, compensated to an artificial zero output level by an offset voltage
of the amplifier (“zero-intensity points” in Figure 2), where the derivative is the largest. By
fine-tuning the power dissipated by the heating wire, one can adjust the bias point of the
interferometer, before measurements, to one of these points of maximal sensitivity. One
should note that changes in the ambient conditions (such as temperature and humidity)
might cause a baseline drift (and an accompanying sensitivity change), so a careful control
of these parameters is necessary to perform the experiments. In our case, the baseline drift
could be kept on a negligible level during the time scale of the experiments (typically the
10-s to several minutes scale) by using the method of stationary local electric heating. The
slight baseline drifts that still occurred during the present experiments could be attributed,
rather, to local heating effects due to the several-second-long illumination of PYP films.
Note that similar phenomena were observed while performing analogous experiments
with bR, too [4]. Such effects, however, should play even less of role in future fast-switching
experiments.

3.2. Demonstration of All-Optical Switching

To demonstrate all-optical switching, the intensity changes of the probe light were
monitored, while PYP was excited by 405 nm continuous illumination. Prior to illumi-
nation, the bias point was properly adjusted to the “zero” level (Figure 2) by tuning the
heating voltage to 4 V and keeping it constant during the whole period of detecting the
output intensity of the MZI over time. The wavelength of the probe light was chosen
to be 532 nm, so as to stay outside of the absorption range of the ground state and the
intermediates of the PYP photocycle, respectively (Figure S2a), while still being in the
high-refractive-index regime near the absorption peaks (Figure S2c). We used a 2 s long
illumination and a subsequent 2 s break, during which no exciting light reached the sample.
The significant changes of the measuring light level between the light and dark periods
indicate that all-optical switching works properly (Figure 3) and that the bias point at
4 V heating voltage suffered only negligible drift. According to a brief interpretation of
the observed phenomena based on a simplified reaction scheme of the PYP photocycle
(Figure 1b), a steady-state equilibrium between the ground state (pG) and the rate-limiting
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intermediate (pB) was formed about 2 s after excitation, in accordance with our earlier
results [11], establishing a corresponding refractive index change of the protein-film ad-
layer (Figure S2c). After another 2 s of the dark period, most of the protein returned to
the ground state, which, upon re-excitation, yielded the same signal as when exciting the
sample for the first time (Figure 3), demonstrating the repeatability of switching. (A more
detailed explanation of the effects is given below, in the Discussion section.)
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cycle: 50%; heating voltage: 4 V for adjusting the bias point. The blue line represents the original
signal, while the red line corresponds to the filtered one. Cyan color shades indicate the periods of
445 nm illumination.

3.3. Controlling the Photocycle of PYP by Two Excitation Lights

The photocycle of PYP contains at least one light-induced shortcutting route, namely,
a preferential excitation of pB drives back the molecule to the pG state [13], as shown
schematically in Figure 1b. This phenomenon offers another degree of freedom to control
PYP-based all-optical switching. Here, we demonstrate this opportunity by a combination
of quasi-permanent illuminations.
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First, we excited the PYP film with a weak (4 mW), 445 nm light for 3 s, which was
followed by a relaxation in the dark, then another 3 s excitation at 405 nm (Figure 4a).
Here, we can see that illuminations at both wavelengths were able to effectively excite the
protein in the ground state and accumulate pB, as explained before, in agreement with its
absorption spectrum (Figure S1a). The size difference of the two signals can be attributed
to the much higher intensity of the 405 nm light (27 mW) that was overcompensating for
the higher absorption cross section at 445 nm (4 mW).
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illuminated by a 445 nm (4 mW) excitation beam for 3 s. Then, after a dark period of 6 s, PYP was re-excited with a 405 nm
illumination (27 mW) for 3 s. The bias voltage was set to 2.1 V. (b) Measured output signal of the MZI with 14 s excitation
by a strong (44 mW) and continuous 445 nm light while, from 7 s, also exciting the film for 4 s by a 405 nm continuous
light. The blue line represents the measured data, while the red is the filtered curve. The wavelength of the probe light
propagating in the MZI was 532 nm in both cases. Color shades indicate the periods and wavelengths of illumination (cyan
and violet for 445 nm and 405 nm, respectively, striped pattern for both). To facilitate understanding of the observed effects,
we have now also indicated the states of the photocycle of PYP contributing to a greater or lesser extent (indicated by the
size of the caption) to the actual effect, represented by different phases of the registered traces.

When, however, a strong 445 nm excitation was used (44 mW), a higher-level steady
state was formed and the subsequently superimposed 405 nm excitation resulted in a
quenching of the effect (Figure 4b), demonstrating that switching effects based on PYP films
can be further controlled by a combination of illuminations. A more detailed explanation
of the kinetic effects is given in the next section.

4. Discussion
4.1. Model Calculations

To interpret the registered kinetic traces, let us consider a typical scheme for photoex-
citable disordered systems, where a primary absorption is followed by thermally driven
processes, such as the stabilization of the light-induced conformational change and a subse-
quent relaxation [20–22]. While a single-photon absorption process is considered extremely
fast, on the level of population of atoms or molecules the primary reaction is described
by a rate constant that is proportional to the excitation light intensity (I) and an efficiency
factor (σ), including the absorption cross section; on the other hand, the thermal processes
are assumed to be light-independent [7,20–22]. This general scheme holds for light-driven
chromoproteins as well; however, here, the thermally induced relaxation process is usually
more complex than, e.g., in semiconductors [7]. (For PYP, such a complex, though not
complete, model is shown in Figure S1 and the corresponding kinetic equations are shown
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in Supporting Information.) Note, however, that in a first-order unidirectional reaction
scheme, the slowest (rate-limiting) transitions dominate the kinetics. If, e.g., the I·σ for a
light-driven reaction is much smaller than the rate constants of the subsequent thermal
transitions, the contribution of the latter to the transient or equilibrium population of the
intermediate states is negligible. Hence, at the relatively low light intensity levels provided
by the continuous-wave lasers used in our experiments, we consider a simplified photo-
cycle scheme, keeping only the ground state (pG) and the rate-limiting pB intermediate,
accumulating to the largest extent under such circumstances (Figure 1b). (The differential
equation system describing the kinetics is also reduced in this case, accordingly.) For the
light-induced reactions under stationary illumination at 445 and 405 nm, we can introduce
the quasi-first-order rate constants I445nm·σpG and I405nm·σpB, respectively. (Here I445nm
and I405nm denote the continuous blue and violet light intensities, while σpG and σpB
include the absorption cross sections and the quantum efficiencies of the light-induced
photocycle reactions at 445 and 405 nm, respectively.) The rate constant of the thermally
induced decay of the pB intermediate is denoted by kpB. Under continuous blue-light
illumination (and in the absence of violet light), the equilibrium concentration of pG and
pB can be expressed as follows:

[pB] = PG0·I445nm·
σpG

I445nm·σpG + kpB
and [pG] = PG0·I445nm·

kpB(
I445nm·σpG + kpB

) , (1)

where [pG] and [pB] are concentrations of the ground state and the pB intermediate,
respectively, while PG0 = [pG] + [pB] and d[pG]/dt = d[pB]/dt = 0.

If both the blue and the violet lights are present, the photocycle scheme becomes
somewhat more complex: the pG to pB transition will now be driven by the sum of two
rate constants (I445nm·σpG + I405nm·σpG405), where σpG405 stands for the absorption cross
section of pG at 405 nm. The apparent rate constant of the pB to pG transition will be
similarly modified to I445nm·σpB445nm + I405nm·σpG. It is, however, evident from Figure
S2a, that σpG405 < σpG, while on the other hand, σpB445nm << σpB. Being the blue and
violet excitation light intensities of the same order of magnitude, we can end up with
the following formula for the approximate concentrations of PYP states under two-color
excitation:

[pB] = PG0·I445nm·
σpG(

I445nm·∗σpG + I405nm·σpB + kpB
) , and [pG] = PG0·I445nm·

kpB(
I445nm·σpG + I405nm·σpB + kpB

) . (2)

When exciting the pG ground state—which has an absorption maximum at 446 nm—
with sufficiently high light intensity (i.e., if I445nm·σpG >> kpB), a steady-state equilibrium
between pG and pB is established according to (1), with the PYP primarily being in the pB
state, since the I445nm·σpG contribution is dominating the kpB kinetic constant. From what
we have seen in previous experiments, too [12], the steady state forms in the matter of a
few seconds under such conditions, while the protein returns fully to the ground state after
excitation ceases. If we use two different wavelengths for exciting the sample, choosing
one to target, rather, pG, and another to target, rather, the pB intermediate, we can shift the
concentration ratio of intermediates in the formed steady state. By introducing I405nm·σpB
into the rate equation we preferentially excite the dominant pB state, inducing a shortcut
reaction back into pG [13]. The equilibrium concentration of pB and pG in this case are
given by equation (2). The absorption spectra of the ground and intermediate states of the
photocycle are shown in Figure S2a, from which, the corresponding difference absorption
spectra can be determined (Figure S2b) and the refractive index difference spectra can be
calculated according to the Kramers–Kronig relations [23] (Figure S2c).

The corresponding light-induced refractive index change of the PYP adlayer adsorbed
on the MZI induces a phase shift in the measuring arm of the MZI, resulting in an intensity
change at the output. The steady state, formed by using both excitation wavelengths
simultaneously, has a different refractive index than that formed by illuminating the film at
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only one wavelength. This phenomenon makes a detectable output intensity difference
between the two states, which is utilized in our switching experiments. The transient
positive and negative peaks in Figure 4b must have different routes. The latter we attribute
to a transient accumulation of pR, a red-shifted photocycle intermediate (Figure S1), at high
445 nm intensities before decaying to pB, dominating the steady state [10]. On the other
hand, the positive peak followed by the switch-off is probably due to a shortcutting effect
of the 445 nm light itself, exciting the accumulating intermediate(s) at high intensities.

4.2. Evaluation of Kinetics

Although, in the equations presented in this chapter, we deal only with steady-state
concentrations and did not intend to solve the complex, coupled differential equation
system describing the photocycle kinetics (Supporting Information), some straightforward
statements can still be made for the kinetics of rate-limiting reactions. In case of all
transitions to the dark state after illumination, e.g., the slowest rate of the thermal reactions
of the photocycle, namely, the pB to pG transition, is supposed to determine the time
constant of relaxation. In fact, the results of the exponential fitting of these phases in
Figures 3 and 4 all show a similar value within the estimated uncertainty limits of the
experiments and evaluation (1.2 ± 0.2 s). This value is actually also congruent with the
findings of earlier measurements on similar samples [12]. In the case of transitions to light-
driven equilibria of various photocycle intermediates, on the other hand, the observed
rates are always a mixture of virtual rate constants, due to the illumination driving the
initial population towards a new equilibrium (I*σ) and a thermal rate constant (k), i.e.,
kvirtual = I*σ + k, as is discussed above, too. This means that these transitions should
normally be faster than the ones discussed before. In fact, fitting the rising phases of the
light-induced signals yields shorter time constants (τrise) than the ones corresponding to
relaxations. In addition, the rates belonging to the same transitions normally increase by
increasing intensity of excitation, as expected from the above equation (τrise = 600 ± 100 ms
for the 4 mW excitation at 445 nm and τrise = 200 ± 40 ms for the 27 mW excitation at
405 nm. (Note that in the latter case, the higher intensity overcompensated the smaller
absorption cross section (σ).) The kinetics of the PYP photocycle, however, get more
complex when light-induced back-reactions are also involved, either due to a simultaneous
excitation at two wavelengths, or to an excitation of more than one intermediate by the
same excitation light (Figure 4b). The latter occurs, e.g., when a high-intensity illumination
can compete with the pR to pB decay, resulting in the accumulation of pR. However,
because of the highly overlapping spectra of pG and PR, the 445 nm excitation light drives
back a considerable population of pR to pG before being able to get further to pB, following
the normal pathway of the photocycle. This effect actually results in a slow-down of the
formation of pB populations, even at high intensities of the excitation light. Right after
switching off the strong 445 nm illumination (Figure 4b, near 14 ms), however, we see a fast
rise (40 ms), which is due to the population of molecules that have been driven out from
the ground state (pG) and, in the absence of a back-reaction, reach the pB state rapidly.

Although establishing a comprehensive model for the in-depth, quantitative descrip-
tion of the phenomena is beyond the scope of this short, application-oriented study, we
could show that the PYP photocycle can be controlled by various illuminations. This
allows for a sort of dynamic “programing” of PYP-based NLO materials by light, a po-
tentially utilizable feature in future IO applications. According to our experiments, the
light-induced intensity changes accompanying the PYP photocycle cover a major part of
the full dynamic range of the Mach–Zehnder interferometer (Figures 2 and 4b), clearly
proving the IO switching ability of PYP-based NLO films. Comparing the results with
those of switching experiments carried out on a Mach–Zehnder interferometer structure
doped by bR films also shows that the quality of the traces obtained by the two experiments
are rather similar [4].
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4.3. On the Opportunity of Increasing Switching Speed

Based on the present results and those of some recent publications [12,24], it can also
be envisioned that, similarly to the case of bR, ultrafast all-optical switching by PYP films
as NLO materials should be feasible. On the one hand, the kinetics analysis of our results
under 4.2 implies that increasing the intensity of the excitation light increases the switching
speed as well. However, we also saw that at higher light intensities, one should consider a
more detailed photocycle scheme, including the faster-forming and decaying intermediates
(Figure S1). On the other hand, Konold et al. have recently shown that large absorption
changes occur in PYP samples after a strong, 50 fs excitation, still in the femtosecond time
scale [24], where a blue-shifted intermediate (called ”ES”, after ”excited state”) develops.
On the ns to µs time scale, it transforms to a red-shifted intermediate (pR) (Figure S1), which
is known to transform later to a blue-shifted pB in the course of milliseconds [25] at room
temperature (Figure S1). The absorption spectra of the pR and pB intermediates have been
determined from kinetic experiments [25] (Figure S2a). From the Kramers–Kronig relations
of optics, connecting the real and imaginary parts of the complex refractive index, one can
then calculate the corresponding refractive index spectra [23] (Figure S2c). Although the
full absorption spectrum of the ES intermediate has not been published yet, the relative
sizes of the light-induced differential spectra of ES, pR and pB (Figure S2b) imply that the
amplitude of the refractive index change associated to the pG to ES transition will most
probably exceed those of the pG to pR and pG to pB transitions. Since the results of the
present paper prove that refractive index changes associated with the pG to pB transition
are sufficient for integrated optical switching, it can be safely stated that it should be also
true for the pG to ES transition, which takes place on the femtosecond time scale, similar to
the bR-I transition of bacteriorhodopsin [7]. Hence, it can be anticipated that an ultrafast
integrated optical switching based on the primary phototransition of PYP should also be
feasible to demonstrate at high-intensity short-pulse excitations with a proper femtosecond
setup.

5. Conclusions and Outlook

Our results demonstrate that dried films of PYP can be used for all-optical IO switch-
ing because of the favorable nonlinear optical properties of the protein film. For PYP, being
water-soluble and smaller than the bR membrane patches used previously theoretically
enables its combination with special IO passive elements where the application of bR is
not possible (e.g., with porous silicon—pSi—structures). According to a solid functional-
ization protocol developed for pSi structures, they can accommodate a variety of soluble
proteins; as it has already been demonstrated for a couple of proteins of various sizes and
compositions [26,27], so it is expected to be achievable for PYP as well.

The small size and water solubility are not the only properties that distinguish PYP
from bR and allow for its unique applications. Another important feature is the different
spectral range of the main absorption bands and refractive index changes, which are blue
shifted in PYP by ca. 100 nm as compared to bR, making a complementary spectral range
available for IO operations using biophotonic film as active, nonlinear optical materials.

For utilization in telecommunication, however, much faster switching procedures are
usually required, since the present state of the art for solid-state NLO materials is in the
subnanosecond range [28]. Similarly to the case of bacteriorhodopsin [7], the light-induced
primary photocycle reactions of PYP [24] theoretically allow for such a short switching
time regime, whose demonstration should be the subject of follow-up papers.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/bios11110432/s1, Figure S1. A simplified scheme of the PYP photocycle, including the
light-induced and thermal reactions, represented by undulated and solid arrow lines with the
corresponding rate constants, respectively. I and σ represent the light intensity and the absorption
cross sections, pG stands for the ground-state pigment and ES is the blue-shifted first excited state
forming on the 10 fs time scale at high I intensities and decaying to the red-shifted pR on the
nanosecond to microsecond time scale (Konold et al.). pR decays further to the blue-shifted pB
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on the 1 ms to 100 ms time scale (Khoroshyy et al., Krekic et al., 2019). Both pR and pB can be
driven back by photoexcitation to pG. A differential equation system describing the kinetics of the
concentrations of the photocycle intermediates is also presented. Figure S2. (a) Absorption spectra of
the ground state (pG, black), an early intermediate (pR, red) and the rate-limiting intermediate (pB,
blue) of the PYP photocycle, as determined from absorption kinetic experiments (Khoroshyy et al.).
(b) Difference-absorption spectra of pR (red) and pB (blue), as compared to the ground state (pG).
(c) Calculated change of the refractive index spectrum upon the rate-limiting pG→ pB transition
(underlying the effects described in the main body of the paper), using the Kramers–Kronig relations.
For more details, see Fábián et al.
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Abstract 

Next-generation communication networks require > Tbit/s single-channel data transfer and 

processing with sub-picosecond switches and routers at network nodes. Materials enabling 

ultrafast all-optical switching have high potential to solve the speed limitations of current 

optoelectronic circuits. Chromoproteins have been shown to exhibit a fast light-controlled 

refractive index change much larger than that induced by the optical Kerr effect due to a 

purely electronic nonlinearity, alleviating the driving energy requirements for optical 

switching. Here, we report femtosecond transient grating experiments demonstrating the 

feasibility of < 200-fs all-optical switching by hydrated thin films of photoactive yellow protein, 

for the first time, and compare the results with those obtained using bacteriorhodopsin. 

Possibilities for the practical utilization of the scheme in extremely high-speed optical 

modulation and switching/routing with nominally infinite extinction contrast are discussed. 

Introduction 

The exponential growth of Internet traffic carrying optically coded data trains (packets) 

requires telecommunication channels with Tbit/s rate and a corresponding sub-picosecond 

switching speed.1–5 At Internet nodes, where high switching speed and repetition rate are 

especially important, currently so-called optical transceiver modules are used as electrical-

optical interfaces with accompanying multiple conversions between optical and electric 

coding along an information channel. All-optical solutions are preferred to avoid any 

unnecessary delay in signal processing.3,6 Modulation and routing can also utilize nonlinear 

optical (NLO) materials exhibiting large, rapid light-induced change in their absorption or 

refractive index.7 Besides testing relatively well-known NLO solid-state materials, such as 

silicon, lithium-niobate8, chalcogenide glasses,9 and wide-bandgap semiconductor 
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waveguides5, engineering of novel 2D materials10 is also underway, but still far from practical 

applications. Another promising line of research is based on synthetic dyes of large, 

delocalized pi-electron systems showing high third-order polarizability typically without two-

photon absorption losses, albeit with sensitivity or stability issues.11,12 In contrast, natural pi-

conjugated biomaterials with chromophores embedded in a stabilizing protein core exhibit 

high light sensitivity, long-term stability, and are readily available.13–15 After photon 

absorption by the chromophore, the protein undergoes a cyclic reaction series called 

photocycle, where consecutive conformational changes occur through various intermediate 

states with characteristic absorption spectra before returning to the initial state. Since the first 

steps in the photocycle often proceed on a sub-picosecond time scale, they potentially can be 

exploited for ultrafast optical switching. 

A nontrivial technical challenge in the application of chromoproteins as NLO materials in all-

optical switching is the build-up of stable protein-substrate structures with controlled relative 

humidity that still allow the photocycle to take place. Doped chromoprotein films combined 

with passive integrated optical structures represent a convenient solution and have been 

shown to maintain stable optical properties for years.16 Since the relative humidity in such 

hybrid structures affects the protein micro-environment, an in-depth characterization of the 

NLO properties and photocycle kinetics is mandatory.  

One of the most thoroughly investigated chromoproteins for all-optical processing 

applications is the light-driven proton pump, bacteriorhodopsin (BR) - a membrane protein 

embedded in quasi-crystalline lipid-protein patches. BR has been used in a wide range of 

photonic and opto-electronic applications.16–23 When used as the main adlayer component of 

integrated optical (IO) waveguides, thin films of BR were shown to be appropriate for photo-

induced switching down to the sub-picosecond time domain.24,25 Recently, photoactive yellow 

protein (PYP) has emerged as a candidate for all-optical switching applications.26 In contrast 

to BR, PYP is a small, water-soluble protein offering much more straightforward incorporation 

into passive structures. Accordingly, the NLO properties of PYP films have recently been 

characterized15,26 and shown promise for use in integrated optical modulators.27 Nevertheless, 

utilization of the sub-picosecond photoreaction of the PYP photocycle28,29 for ultrafast all-

optical switching has not been accomplished so far. 

The photocycles of BR and PYP in solution are depicted in Scheme 1, both showing fast, sub-

picosecond to picosecond initial transitions. While the ultrafast kinetics of BR is well 

studied,30–33 the ultrafast absorption kinetics of PYP in solution and crystalline form were only 

recently investigated.28,34,35 At the same time, the role of environmental variables and 

structural details of newly engineered chromophore analogues on the ultrafast photocycle of 

PYP is still a subject of intensive research.35–37 The existence of sub-picosecond initial 

transitions in dried, doped PYP films also needs confirmation. 
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Scheme 1. Photocycle model of (A) bacteriorhodopsin and (B) photoactive yellow protein in solution 

based on Refs. 16,31,34,38–44. 

Employing transient grating (TG) spectroscopy,45,46 we show here that the photocycle of thin, 

doped PYP films with controlled humidity does contain a sub-picosecond initial step. We 

follow light-induced conformational changes over the first few ps after excitation, as revealed 

by the delay-dependent diffracted signal, and compare them with those obtained using thin, 

doped BR films. Harnessing the TG scheme itself, we successfully exploit the ultrafast kinetics 

of PYP films for the optical gating of a laser pulse with a rise and fall time down to < 200 fs 

depending on the film dopant material. The TG scheme naturally offers an arrangement for 

all-optical switching and modulation, where the diffracted signal represents the optically 

gated signal with an infinitely high nominal extinction ratio. Our experiments prove the 

feasibility of ultrafast all-optical switching using the early light-induced molecular transitions 

of PYP films. Further possibilities towards the practical utilization of such molecular transitions 

for ultrafast optical switching are briefly discussed. 

Materials and methods 

Sample preparation 

For maintaining the water content of the thin protein films, polyacrylamide (PAM) and/or 

glycerol as doping materials were used. To reduce the cracking of the BR and PYP films, which 

occurs during the drying phase of the preparation, the protein solutions were first mixed with 

87% glycerol as ballast material in various amounts, as explained in Ref26. Adding glycerol (GL) 

enables the creation of thin films in optical quality while also maintains the sample at an 

appropriate humidity, which is necessary for the integrity of the photocycle of the proteins. 

Adding glycerol to BR films secures the relative humidity inside the sample at 80-85%, based 

on our previous optical multichannel analyzer experiments.26 During sample preparation with 

GL doping, the initial protein mixtures consisted of 10% volume ratio of glycerol for BR, and 

2% for PYP. The solutions were sonicated for 1-2 minutes, then pipetted onto a 160-µm thick 

BK7 microscope cover slide. The samples were dried under an extractor fume for at least 12 

hours before measurements, then they were sandwiched by using a 160-µm thick spacer 

between two slides to maintain appropriate sample thickness. The optical densities of the GL-

doped films were 0.35 and 0.3 for BR and PYP film at our pump wavelength of 515 and 450 
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nm, respectively. The PAM-doped films were prepared based on a protocol published in Ref47. 

As a result, an 800-µm thick, 7.5 w/w % polyacrylamide layer containing the chromoprotein in 

high concentration was obtained and subsequently air-dried on a glass surface to form a 220-

µm thick, optical-quality film (OD = 0.3 at 450 nm). All TG measurements were conducted at 

23°C and at a relative humidity of 30-35%. 

Experimental setup 

For our ultrafast TG experiments, the visible optical pump and probe pulses were generated 

from the output of a commercial Yb laser/amplifier system, which delivered 180-fs laser pulses 

at a center wavelength of 1028 nm with a repetition rate tunable up to 100 kHz. Pulses at a 

center wavelength of 514 nm were obtained by second-harmonic generation from the Yb 

laser. Another portion of the 1028-nm pulses were used for pumping an optical parametric 

amplifier, which generated pump/probe pulses at wavelengths different from 514 nm. In the 

experiments discussed below, 450 nm and 480 nm pulses were employed. All pump and probe 

pulses had a pulse duration of 160 fs. Temporal pulse characterization was performed directly 

before the TG experiments based on the transient-grating frequency-resolved optical gating 

(TG-FROG) technique48,49 by using the same TG setup with a 1-mm thick fused silica plate as 

the sample. 

 

FIG. 1. Representative scheme and setup for the ultrafast transient grating experiments. 

The schematics of the experimental method and setup are shown in Fig. 1. We used a 

simplified version49 of the so-called folded BOXCARS geometry.50,51 After beam expansion and 

spatial filtering (not shown), flat-top beams with a diameter of 2 mm were generated by 

sending up-collimated beams through an input mask. Beamlet 1 and 2 (pump) were derived 

from one of the expanded input beams and were reflected off the same mirrors securing 

identical arrival times at the sample. Beamlet 3 (probe) was obtained by transmitting the other 

input beam through a third hole on the mask and was delayed in time at 20-fs steps relative 
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to Beamlet 1 and 2. An f = 50-mm achromatic lens was used to spatially combine the three 

pulses (Beamlet 1-3) at the sample, which was placed in the focal plane. Depending on the 

experiment, the pulse energy per beamlet incident on the sample was 1-12.5 nJ at a repetition 

rate of 1 Hz. The diffracted signal was collected in the phase matching direction of 

�⃗� 1 − �⃗� 2 + �⃗� 3, where �⃗� 1−3 are the wave vectors of Beamlet 1-3, respectively. An output mask 

was used to spatially separate the diffracted signal from the incident beamlets, which was 

then detected by a miniature fiber optic spectrometer as a function of delay time. The pump 

and probe wavelengths were chosen to overlap with the absorption bands of the ground state 

and the fastest intermediates, respectively. Accordingly, 450-nm and 480-nm pump and 514-

nm probe pulses were used for PYP, while 514-nm pump and 450-nm probe pulses were 

employed for BR (cf. Scheme 1). The two pump wavelengths of 450 and 480 nm in the case of 

PYP samples were used to test the hypothesis that the kinetics is different at these excitation 

wavelengths.52 To induce ground state bleaching of the samples, i.e., creating a steady state 

that differs from the ground state, additional continuous wave (CW) excitation was used at 

405 nm and 532 nm for PYP and BR, respectively. 

Data were acquired in the delay range of -0.8 – 4 ps for BR and -0.8 – 10 ps for PYP samples. 

At each delay, only one single-shot spectrum was recorded and no averaging was performed 

for any of the time-dependent TG signal curves presented below. Pump-probe scans were 

repeated at least three times and showed high reproducibility. The background spectrum 

collected at a delay of -1.8 ps was subtracted from the data. The zero-delay was determined 

by generating a non-resonant Kerr-type diffraction signal from the uncoated glass substrate 

of the sample (i.e., no protein present), at an increased pump intensity. Since the spectral 

bandwidth of the pump and probe pulses was relatively narrow in this study, only a limited 

range of pixels were used and summed up at each delay to generate the time-dependent 

diffraction signal for further analysis. 

Results and discussion 

Bacteriorhodopsin 

Glycerol-doped thin films of BR were used as our benchmark sample, since its photocycle is 

well known. The probe wavelength of 450 nm was chosen to fall close to the absorption peak 

of the I intermediate state of the protein (cf. Scheme 1A). Figure 2A shows the obtained 

diffracted probe intensity as a function of time (magenta line). The signal reaches its first 

maximum at the trailing edge of the excitation pulse and decays within 1 ps before it rises 

again. CW excitation of the sample at 532 nm almost completely diminishes the diffraction 

signal (cf. Fig. 2A, green line). Signal bleaching is due to the CW excitation creating a steady 

state population in the rate-limiting, blue-shifted M intermediate state (cf. Scheme 1) with an 

absorption maximum at 412 nm,53 which does not have absorption at the applied pump 

wavelength of 514 nm.54–56 Therefore, the bleached sample area cannot be excited by the 

pump laser and a diffraction grating cannot be formed. 

To unravel the underlying dynamics, the time-dependent diffracted probe intensity was 

modelled using the known photocycle scheme for the early intermediates of BR.25,31,57 

Following a 160-fs excitation pulse at 514 nm, only the BR, H, I, J, and K coexisting 
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conformational states of the protein are formed within 4 ps. Accordingly, our model includes 

the intermediate states and transitions, 

 

Scheme 2 Kinetic scheme for rate equations describing the initial steps of the photocycle of 

bacteriorhodopsin. 

where [BR], [I], [J], and [K] represent the concentration of the intermediates, and [H] is the 

concentration of the Franck-Condon state,31–33 k1-4 are the rate constants, IPUMP is the applied 

pump intensity, and σ is the absorption cross-section of the ground state. 

The diffracted probe intensity, 𝜂(𝑡), was assumed to be proportional to the sum of the squares 

of the peak change in the real and the imaginary parts of the complex refractive index across 

the induced excited-state concentration grating, which in turn were assumed to be 

proportional to the concentration of the intermediate state normalized to the initial 

concentration of the ground state,46,58 

𝜂(𝑡) ∝  [𝑎𝑖 ∑ Δ𝑛𝑖(𝑡)𝑖 ]2 + [𝑎𝑖 ∑ Δ𝜅𝑖(𝑡)𝑖 ]2 ∝ [𝑎𝑖 ∑
𝑁𝑖(𝑡)

𝑁0
⁄𝑖 ]

2

, (1) 

where Δ𝑛𝑖(𝑡), Δ𝜅𝑖(𝑡), and 𝑁𝑖(𝑡) are the change in the real and the imaginary parts of the 

complex refractive index, and the concentration of state i, respectively. Here, state i 

correspond to any state that contributes to the measured signal at the probe wavelength and 

ai is a constant. N0 denotes the dark-adapted concentration of the ground state. The time-

dependent signal was modelled by calculating the sum of normalized concentration squared 

values for each time delay through solving the coupled differential equations for the 

concentrations and employing the least squares method. An absorption cross-section of 

σ = 0.76×10−16 cm2 was assumed25 and IPUMP was calculated from experimental values. The 

rate constants were fitted starting from initial values obtained from the literature on BR.25,31 

The contribution of the J intermediate state to the diffracted signal was assumed to be 

negligible (i.e., a ≈ 0 in Eq. (1)) due to the fact that the wavelength difference between the 

625-nm absorption peak and the 450-nm probe wavelength is much larger than the width of 

the J-band. Figure 2B shows the so-obtained time-dependent concentrations, while the 

measured and modelled diffracted probe signals are presented in Fig. 2C. 

The above results indicate a clear dominance of the BR-I transition in the measured signal 

within the first few 100 fs. On the other hand, after a delay of a few ps, the K intermediate 

state dominates. The rate constants we obtained by modeling the experimental data are k1 = 

1/100 fs-1, k2 = 1/1500 fs-1, k3 = 1/649 fs-1, and k4= 1/1787 fs-1. These rate constant values are 

in good agreement with those published earlier.25,30,31,59–64 Thus, the obtained transient 

grating signal can be fully reproduced by the standard photocycle model of BR (based on 

Scheme 2), confirming our hypothesis. 
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FIG. 2. Dynamics of glycerol-doped thin BR films. (A) Diffracted probe intensity as a function of time at 

a probe wavelength of 450 nm. The 160-fs pump pulses were centered at 514 nm. (B) Simulation of 

the normalized concentrations of the H, I, J and K intermediates after 160-fs photoexcitation at 514 

nm. The temporal shape of the pump pulse is shown by the dash-dot line. (C) Measured and calculated 

diffracted probe intensity as a function of time. 

Photoactive yellow protein 

Measurement of the time-dependent diffraction signal was performed first on glycerol-doped 

PYP films pumped at 450 nm, which is an excitation wavelength at the peak of the ground 

state absorption and is most commonly used in the literature. In contrast to BR, the probe 

wavelength (i.e., 514 nm) was on the red wavelength side of the ground state, pG, to monitor 

the fastest known intermediate state, which exhibits an absorption peak near 500 nm. The 

corresponding measured diffraction signal up to a delay of 10 ps is shown in Fig. 3A (cf. orange 

line). The signal reaches its maximum at a delay of 140 fs and decays to 50% and 10% of its 

peak value at 520 fs and 1.6 ps, respectively, without any recovery over the measured delay 

range of 10 ps. 

As in the experiments on BR, we attempted quenching of the diffracted transient grating signal 

by bleaching the ground state using CW excitation at 405 nm. While this quenching does, 

indeed, decrease the population of the ground state, at the same time, it increases the 

populations of all other states, including pR0,1,2 and pB1,2 states. Due to their smaller rate 

constants (longer decay times), mainly the blue-shifted pB states are expected to form as in 

the case of the M intermediate in the BR photocycle. Since the wavelength of the exciting laser 

is not totally outside of the absorption band of the pB states65 (cf. Scheme 1), it can re-excite 

PYP molecules in the pB states, driving a portion of them back to the ground state.66 

Accordingly, the diffracted probe intensity decreased in proportion to the bleaching intensity 

but did not completely vanish, as shown in Fig. 3A (red, purple, blue lines). For example, at an 

average bleaching power of 30 mW, corresponding to an intensity of 1.0 W/cm², the diffracted 

signal decreased by 91 %. Using a different bleaching wavelength, for example, shifted more 

towards the red edge of the PYP ground state absorption, the diffraction is expected to be 

fully eliminated. Overall, our results here demonstrate sub-picosecond all-optical switching 

based on the NLO properties of PYP films and that the optical switching efficiency can be 

manipulated by creating a steady state of PYP intermediates. 
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FIG. 3. Dynamics of glycerol doped thin PYP films. (A) Diffracted probe intensity as a function of time 

at a probe wavelength of 514 nm. The 120-fs pump pulses were centered at 450 nm. (B) Simulation of 

the normalized concentrations of the pG, FC, ES and pR0 intermediates. The temporal shape of the 

pump pulse is shown by the dash-dot line. (C) Measured and calculated diffracted probe intensity as a 

function of time. 

Based on the literature, only state pG and pR0 contribute to the absorption change at 514 nm 

within the first 10-ps time frame.28,34,52,67 However, using a model of the time-dependent 

diffracted probe intensity assuming only the presence of the two early intermediate states, 

pG and pR0, the measured data could not be reproduced. Gradually extending the number of 

states in the model by adding a Franck-Condon and one or more excited states (similarly to 

that of the photocycle of PYP in liquid state34,68) and performing data regression based on the 

least squares method and Eq. (1), at least four states and four processes were needed for a 

satisfactory fit: 

. 

Scheme 3 Kinetic scheme for rate equations describing the initial steps of the photocycle of 

photoactive yellow protein. 

Here, pG, FC, and ES correspond to the concentration of the ground state, the Franck-Condon 

state, and the excited state, respectively. Satisfactory fit is obtained when mainly states ES 

and pR0 contribute to the diffracted signal. k1-4 are the rate constants, IPUMP is the applied 

pump intensity, and σ = 1.682·10−16 cm2 is the absorption cross-section68 of the ground state 

at 450 nm. Figure 3B shows the so-obtained time-dependent concentrations, while the 

measured and modelled diffracted probe signals are presented in Fig. 3C. 

For the rate constants, we obtained k1=1/42 fs-1, k2=1/96 fs-1, k3=1/876 fs-1, and k4=1/5364 fs-

1. Based on these results, we propose Scheme 3 for the early state of the photocycle model 

for thin, hydrated PYP films at an excitation wavelength of 450 nm. 

The film dopant material had minor influence on the switching speed of PYP films. In contrast, 

shifting the excitation wavelength from the absorption peak of the pG state at 450 nm towards 

the red side, 480 nm, led to a drastic shortening of the switching time. With GL-doped films, 

the switched diffraction signal drops to 50% of its peak value at a delay 160 fs with 480-nm 
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excitation, as opposed to 520 fs obtained with a 450-nm pump. In addition, instead of a 

delayed buildup of the diffraction signal relative to the temporal peak of the excitation pulse 

as was seen with 450-nm pumping and glycerol doping (i.e., 140 fs), we obtained a negligible 

lag of 20 fs with 480-nm excitation. Figure 4A and 4B show the corresponding measured 

diffraction intensity up to a delay of 10 and 2 ps, respectively, summarizing these 

observations. Modelling of the time-dependent diffraction signal for the GL-doped film at a 

pump wavelength of 480 nm led to the rate constants, k1=1/20 fs-1, k2=1/170 fs-1, k3=1/1500 

fs-1, and k4=1/4040 fs-1 (cf. Fig. 4C). The rate values suggest that the much faster rise and decay 

time are due to the faster response of the Franck-Condon state at 480 nm than at 450 nm. We 

attribute the faster switching speed at 480 nm than at 450 nm to a higher stimulated emission 

cross section and concomitant emission, which forces the protein back to its ground state, as 

was also observed by Kuramochi et al28. 

The initial, few-100-fs and the final, 10-ps kinetics of the PAM-doped films followed closely 

that of the GL-doped films and showed somewhat slower decay components only on the 

intermediate few 100 fs – few ps time scale (cf. Fig. 4A and 4B, lines versus symbols). We 

tentatively attribute this difference between GL and PAM-doped films to a difference in the 

relative humidity and the protein structural heterogeneity. 

 

FIG. 4. Dynamics of PYP films. (A) Diffracted probe intensity as a function of time at a probe wavelength 

of 514 nm for GL-doped (solid lines) and PAM-doped (symbols) films. The excitation pulses were 

centered at 450 nm (yellow) or 480 nm (blue). (B) Zoomed-in version of (A) showing the temporal 

dependence up to 2 ps. (C) Measured and calculated diffracted 514-nm probe intensity as a function 

of time obtained for the GL-doped film with 480-nm, 160-fs excitation. 

Summary and outlook 

Employing the folded BOXCARS geometry of third-order nonlinear optical spectroscopy, we 

demonstrated ultrafast all-optical switching with doped PYP films for the first time, with a rise 

and fall time down to that of the 160-fs pump laser pulse depending on the excitation 

wavelength. We used glycerol and acrylamide as doping materials and monitored the 

temporal evolution of the laser-induced concentration grating in the films up to a delay of 10 

ps. The film dopant material had minor influence on the switching speed of PYP films. In 

contrast, the excitation wavelength had a drastic effect on the switching time possibly due to 

the varying contribution of stimulated emission from the Franck-Condon to the ground state. 

Using coupled rate equations, we modelled the experimental time-dependent diffracted 

probe intensity and found that an extension of the early-state photocycle model of PYP was 

needed to obtain a better fit between experiment and theory. In contrast, our experimental 
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benchmark data on doped bacteriorhodopsin films could be fully explained using the known 

photocycle scheme for the known early intermediates. Our results show that an all-optical 

logic component based on PYP can be envisioned on the sub-ps timescale, enabling THz 

switching speed.  

It is important to note that the ultrafast TG experiments, we report in this paper, go beyond 

our earlier results of all-optical on/off switching demonstrated by using bR films25 and suggest 

the feasibility of a router-type all-optical packet switching by both chromoproteins (BR and 

PYP), as well, where data trains can be alternatively switched between different routes. While 

on/off switching can be used for encoding data, router-type switching is needed typically in 

Internet nodes, in order to deliver optically coded messages to the right address.3,69 The latter 

requires a latching-type switch, where the on-rate should be extremely fast, and it should stay 

on during the transport of the whole data train (“packet”).3,69 In our experiments, the switch-

on rate is following the duration of the excitation pulse (i.e., ca. 100 fs between 10% and 90% 

of maximal diffracted light intensity), while the switch stays in the “on” state until the “full” 

decay of the diffracted signal (for ca. 1 ps). We also showed that these switches can be 

temporarily inactivated by proper background CW illumination. It remains to be seen that the 

duration of the “on” state can be extended by using longer excitation pulses. Finally, the 

excited-state concentration grating employed in our scheme may also be used as an optically 

controlled diffractive element in future wavelength-selective switches (WSS). 

For practical applications, the desirable high repetition rate remains to be demonstrated. Even 

though the repetition rate was limited by the duration of the photocycles of the 

chromoproteins in the present experiments, there are at least two straightforward solutions 

to the problem. One of them is utilizing the well-known photosensitivity of the intermediates 

in the photocycles of both BR and PYP,39,66,70 namely, excitation of the intermediate states 

drives the proteins back to their ground-state conformations. In other words, the photocycles 

of both proteins are programmable by light. The other opportunity is a chemical modification 

of the chromophores. It has been demonstrated that both the retinal in bR and the p-coumaric 

acid in PYP can be removed by hydroxylamine treatment,71–73 and the apoproteins can 

subsequently be reconstituted by non-isomerizable analogues of both chromophores.36,74 In 

such chemically modified chromoproteins, only the Franck-Condon state and the quasi-

stationary excited-state intermediate (I and ES, respectively) are allowed to be formed, 

because formation of the rest of the intermediates requires isomerization.36,75 The I and ES 

excited states then spontaneously return to the ground states in the course of 10 ps (optimally 

suited for larger data packets). 

Since the production of chromoproteins is cheap and they have high enough refractive index 

and absorption change, such proteins could be good candidates not only for light switching, 

but also for building holographic memories or image filtering.76,77 In addition, BR and PYP have 

complementary advantages: BR works in a somewhat broader spectral range (between ca. 

400 and 650 nm) as compared to PYP (between ca. 360 and 500 nm), while PYP, being a 

relatively small, water-soluble protein compared to BR that is available embedded in large 

membrane fragments, can be easily combined with nanostructured devices which makes it a 

suitable candidate as an active element in e.g., nanostructured IO devices.27,78  
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Abstract 

Chiral and achiral vibrational sum-frequency generation (VSFG) spectroscopy was performed 

in the 1400-1700 and 2800-3800 cm-1 range to study the interfacial structure of photoactive 

yellow protein (PYP) adsorbed on polyethyleneimine (PEI) and poly-L-glutamic acid (PGA) 

surfaces. Nanometer-thick polyelectrolyte layers served as the substrate for PYP adsorption, 

with 6.5-pair layers providing the most homogeneous surfaces. When the topmost material 

was PGA, it acquired a random coil structure with a small number of 2-fibrils. Upon 

adsorption on oppositely charged surfaces, PYP yielded similar achiral spectra. However, the 

VSFG signal intensity increased for PGA surfaces with a concomitant redshift of the chiral C-
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H and N-H stretching bands suggesting increased adsorption for PGA compared to PEI. At low 

wavenumbers, both the backbone and the side chains of PYP induced drastic changes to all 

measured chiral and achiral VSFG spectra. Decreasing ambient humidity led to the loss of 

tertiary structure with a re-orientation of -helixes, evidenced by a strongly blue-shifted chiral 

amide I band of the -sheet structure with a shoulder at 1654 cm-1. Our observations indicate 

that chiral VSFG spectroscopy is not only capable of determining the main type of secondary 

structure of PYP, i.e., -scaffold, but is also sensitive to tertiary protein structure. 

Keywords: polyelectrolyte, vibrational sum frequency generation spectroscopy, photoactive 

yellow protein, polyethyleneimine, poly-L-glutamic acid, layer-by-layer deposition 

1. Introduction 

The interior of cells is far from being a pure electrolyte, as it contains a lot of solvated 

macromolecules and cytoskeletal components [1,2]. Under such circumstances, biochemical 

reactions are dominated by macromolecular interactions taking place at charged interfaces 

between proteins or nucleic acids and supramolecular assemblies (composed of protein 

biopolymers, planar or cubic lipid phases, etc.), inside a dynamic, aqueous environment [3–7]. 

It has been shown that the dynamics of a model peptide at the interface significantly deviates 

from that observed in the bulk [8], implying that proper characterization of the behavior of 

peptides and proteins at macromolecular interfaces, including their reversible adsorption to 

surfaces, is a prerequisite for understanding fundamental physiological processes stemming 

from intracellular reactions [9]. Upon adsorption, proteins self-assemble into viscoelastic 2D 

nanolayers [10,11], depending on the overall conditions at the interfaces, such as material 

surface parameters, surface charge, pH, concentration of proteins, etc. [12–15]. However, the 

adsorption of a protein is also highly influenced by its amino acid sequence and its higher-

order structure. 

A detailed knowledge about these complex phenomena, dominated by electrostatic, 

van der Waals, and hydrophobic interactions, is also crucial when designing biomaterials for 
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implants, medical devices, and bioelectronics. On the other hand, photosensitive coatings 

based on biomolecules are attractive due to their biodegradability and easy manufacturability 

for the conversion of light to electrical energy [16], and for integrated optics [17–19]. In such 

applications, controlled immobilization of proteins is needed to create well-ordered protein 

layers with high optical quality. 

All-in-all, understanding and controlling macromolecular interactions with 

biocompatible surfaces at the nanoscale, in their nearly natural, aqueous environment, is 

necessary from the point of view of both basic biochemistry and the development of advanced 

functional biomaterials and biosensors. In situ determination of the orientation and secondary 

structure of the adsorbed biomolecules at interfaces would be required, but the atomic-level 

description of the interacting macromolecular interfaces is also still to come. 

To this end, methods of measurement based on physical principles (e.g., infrared and 

Raman-techniques, CD-spectroscopy, neutron scattering, micro-calorimetry, electron 

microscopy, and evanescent-wave based techniques, such as OWLS and interferometry) are 

widely used [20–26], but combined chemical and surface specificity is usually missing. 

Vibrational sum-frequency generation (VSFG) spectroscopy is a powerful, label-free technique, 

which is especially suited for such investigations, as it is sensitive only to anisotropic molecular 

structures that are characteristic to the immediate vicinity of macromolecular interfaces, and, 

at the same time, it retains the chemical sensitivity of infrared spectroscopy [27–31]. In 

addition to surface specificity and structural information, the VSFG technique is also capable 

of revealing molecular chirality [32–34] and secondary structure of proteins [30,35,36], in a 

very similar manner to the methods based on vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) [37,38] and 

Raman optical activity (ROA) [39–41]. 

Photoactive yellow protein (PYP) is a molecule with a high potential for photosensitive 

coating applications. PYP is a water-soluble light-sensing protein from the microorganism 

Halorhodospira halophila. PYP is a hydrophilic, 14 kDa protein consisting of 125 amino acids 

and its structure often serves as a model for understanding biologically important 
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photoreceptors, such as rhodopsins, and receptor activation in biological signal transduction 

processes [42–44]. Recently, PYP received more attention due to its possible application in 

bioelectronics and integrated optics [18,19,45–47]. PYP belongs to the group of globular 

proteins and is the model structure for the PAS- (Per–Arnt–Sim) domain superfamily, which is 

a signal transduction α/β pathway structure commonly found in prokaryotic and eukaryotic 

organisms [48]. PAS domains are key components in sensory and signaling proteins, and they 

are an integral part of the protein-protein interactions taking place during signaling. The α/β 

pathway structure of PYP consists of a central β-sheet with five strands and helical connectors 

on both sides. On the sides of the β-sheet, the PYP molecule has two hydrophobic cores [49–

51]. The molecular surface of PYP includes several patches which have both negative and 

positive electrostatic potential since mostly polar amino acids can be found on the outer side 

that interact with solvents via dipole-dipole interactions. Being a highly soluble protein, PYP 

has all its important hydrophilic parts outside, forming a water shell. Therefore, hydrogen 

bonds as driving forces play a determinative role besides ionic interactions. In contrast, the 

apolar amino acids sit in the interior part of the protein but are also expected to play a role in 

conformational changes assumed to accompany the adsorption process [52].  

In this paper, we report on a model study carried out by using high-spectral-resolution, 

100-kHz VSFG spectroscopy [53,54] on photoactive yellow protein and its adsorption on self-

assembled layers of biopolymers of different electric charge. The macromolecular surface 

interacting with PYP was built up from polyethyleneimine (PEI) and poly-L-glutamate (PGA) 

chains via layer-by-layer (LbL) deposition, forming positively and negatively charged layers on 

the surface of a CaF2 substrate, respectively [55]. LbL-deposition is a versatile self-assembly 

technique where materials with complementary interactions are used in an alternating 

fashion to build up multilayer structures at the nanoscale [56,57]. This self-assembly process 

is most often driven by electrostatic interactions between polyelectrolytes (e.g., PEI; poly-L-

lysine, PLL; PGA; polyacrylic-acid, PAA, polydiallyldimethylammonium chloride, PDDA; and 

polystyrene sulfonate, PSS, etc.), where the alternating layers carry opposite net charge 

[10,55,58–61]. The secondary structure of the topmost layer of the films strongly affects the 
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conformation of species adsorbed onto the surface, for example, the β-sheet structure at the 

interfaces in nanoscale films supports cell spreading [62]. Here, we extensively characterize 

the conformational changes taking place upon the interaction of our model protein, PYP, with 

positively charged PEI and negatively charged PGA interfaces at the molecular level, by 

applying a self-developed VSFG setup. Chiral- and achiral-mode spectra also reveal 

orientational information of both the adsorbed protein and the water molecules at the 

interface. The results enable deeper insight into protein interaction processes at biological 

interfaces, and their generalizable implications for basic and applied sciences are briefly 

discussed. 

2. Results and discussion 

2.1 VSFG spectra of hydrated PYP films 

To determine the VSFG spectrum of PYP without the effects of the charged polyelectrolyte 

layers, PYP films were created on top of plasma-treated CaF2 slabs. These slabs were kept at 

constant humidity and temperature during the experiments. VSFG spectra measured for a 

high-humidity (RH > 85%) environment are shown in Figure 1. The spectra of the hydrated thin 

protein films were acquired in different chiral and achiral polarization combinations with the 

spectral range of the broadband mid-infrared (MIR) laser beam tuned to either 2800-3500 cm-

1 or 3000-3800 cm-1, to cover the C-H, N-H, and O-H stretching regions. The VSFG spectra 

recorded in the two cases were joined at 3500 cm-1 (cf. Figure 1). 

In achiral polarization combinations (PPP and SSP), intense C-H stretching bands are 

visible between 2800 and 3000 cm-1 that can be assigned to the C-H, CH2, and CH3 vibrational 

modes of the protein (cf. Figure 1a). The most intense bands, the CH3 symmetric and 

asymmetric stretching modes, appear at 2883 and 2958 cm-1, respectively, together with the 

Fermi resonance of the methyl group at 2945 cm-1, i.e., a resonance between the symmetric 

methyl stretching and bending overtone. The high obtained intensity of the vibrational modes 
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Figure 1. (a) Achiral (SSP, PPP) and (b) chiral (SPP, PSP, PPS) VSFG spectra of a hydrated thin film of PYP on CaF2. The spectra 

were interlinked at 3500 cm-1 from two measurement sets between 2800-3500 and 3000-3800 cm-1. The insets show the 

zoomed-in view in the 3000-3100 cm-1 (a) and the 2800-3100 cm-1 range (b). 

of the methyl group correlates not only with their large number in the side chains of the 

protein but also with their highly ordered arrangement at the air-protein interface. The high 

conformational order of the methyl groups is due to their hydrophobic nature leading them 

to point more upwards in the direction of the vapor. The contribution of the symmetric (2850 

cm-1) and asymmetric (2930 cm-1) stretching mode, and the Fermi resonance (2910 cm-1) of 

the methylene group is relatively small. These observations are in good agreement with 

previous studies at hydrophilic silica surfaces [63] and at the air-water interface [33,64] for 

globular proteins. The C-H stretching band appears at 2984 cm-1 and shows a large vibrational 

amplitude in PPP as well as in all chiral polarizations, while it is almost undetectable in the SSP 

polarization combination. Between 3000 and 3100 cm-1, three C-H stretching modes of 

aromatics, at 3030, 3050, and 3067 cm-1, and the overtone of the symmetric bending mode of 

the NH3
+ groups from the side chains are present. We can see interference effects between 

the aromatic C-H stretching and the overtones of NH3
+ modes of the side chains (Figure 1a).  

The water molecules contributing to the spectrum in the O-H region are organized in 

two extreme arrangements: the tetrahedrally coordinated (“ice-like”, ~3200 cm-1) and 

asymmetrically bonded (“liquid-like”, ~3450 cm-1) state. At ~3600 cm-1, the band belongs to a 

weakly oriented O-H group, which originates from the interaction with the ester groups of the 

sidechains of PYP. The narrow bands found at ~3660 and 3700 cm−1 can be assigned to the 
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non-hydrogen-bonded, “free” O-H stretching mode of water molecules. The “free” O-H 

stretching band is usually a narrow, single vibrational mode. Nevertheless, at the air-protein 

interface in our study, two distinct groups of interfacial water molecules with H atoms 

protruding into the vapor phase may be found exhibiting different average dipole orientations 

and O-H bond lengths at the interface. 

At chiral polarization combinations (SPP, PSP, and PPS, cf. Figure 1b), four C-H stretching 

modes at 2945, 2970, 2984, and 2998 cm-1 appear. The methylene stretching band is also 

visible at 2910 cm-1 in SPP polarization, which may be a contribution from the CβH2 groups of 

sidechains. At 3300 cm-1, we can see bands associated with N-H stretches, which are virtually 

nonexistent at achiral polarizations. This observation of chiral N-H stretching features is in 

accordance with previously assigned bands with respect to the secondary structure of 

antiparallel β-sheet or -helix structures [35]. Around 3200 and 3400 cm-1, chiral O-H 

stretching vibrations are clearly visible as shoulders on the N-H stretching band, which can be 

attributed to water. This shows that the orientation of the interfacial water molecules is 

strongly influenced by the polar sidechains of the protein. Previous studies concluded that this 

water reorientation occurs within an interaction distance of about < 10 Å at the air-water 

interface [65]. This chiral signature of interfacial water is coupled to the chiral N-H stretching 

modes of the backbone indicating that the secondary structure of PYP at the air-water 

interface is well-ordered and the interfacial water molecules that are H-bonded to the 

backbone or interacting with the polar sidechains are following the ordering of the N-H dipoles. 

Since the chirality of the C-H group governs the symmetry of the N-H moiety [32], we likely 

see here the well-ordered β-sheet part of PYP. This β-scaffold motif stands at the end of the 

protein from the 88th to the 125th amino acid, where most of the side chains (22 out of 38) are 

polar or charged. The same chiral feature we observed here was previously assigned in the 

literature to the C-H and N-H groups of the backbone of an antiparallel β-sheet (model peptide 

of LK7) also influencing the orientation of nearby water molecules [65]. From an analysis based 

on the maximum entropy method (MEM) [66,67] performed on our measured homodyne 
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VSFG spectra (cf. Figure S1), we can assume that the anti-parallel β-sheet part of PYP, i.e., β-

scaffold, is more likely oriented parallel to the surface. 

2.2. VSFG spectra of hydrated PEI and PEI+PGA at the air-CaF2 interface 

Figures 2a-d show achiral (PPP, SSP) and chiral (SPP, PSP) spectra of PEI and PEI+PGA 

polyelectrolytes at the air-water interface in the spectral range from 2800 to 3600 cm-1. While 

the achiral spectra are dominated by C-H and O-H stretching modes, the chiral features 

correspond mostly to C-H vibrational modes. In order to collect more comprehensive 

information, first, the imaginary part of (2) was calculated based on MEM from which the 

number of vibrational modes and the sign of their amplitudes can be fixed for further analysis. 

In the next step, each of the normalized VSFG spectra was fitted by a sum of Lorentzian 

functions based on Equation (1), where the number and sign of the amplitudes of the 

resonances were taken from the previous MEM analysis. We employed a global fitting 

procedure (based on Equation (1)) on the VSFG spectra in PPP and SSP, as well as SPP and PSP 

polarizations. The resulting curves are also shown in Figures 2a-d. 

In the achiral spectra obtained for PEI (Figure 2a), characteristic CH2 vibrational modes 

are visible. The bands at 2840, 2856, and 2873 cm-1 correspond to methylene symmetric 

stretching modes for variously hydrated forms of PEI (i.e., anhydrate, hemihydrate, and 

dihydrate) for which the asymmetric stretching modes appear at 2890-2900, 2914, 2925 cm-

1. Between 2940 and 2990 cm-1 two broad features can be extracted with a resonance 

wavenumber of 2950 and 2980 cm-1. Since the bandwidth of both resonances is ~25-40 cm-1, 

we assign them to the Fermi resonances of the methylene modes. In the O-H stretching range, 

two broad vibrational bands at 3120 and 3450 cm-1 are observed with damping factors of 150 

and 100 cm-1, respectively. The red-shifted mode at 3120 cm-1 shows strong, tetrahedral H-

bonding interactions with PEI which can originate from the interaction of interfacial water 

with the tertiary or secondary amine groups via Coulombic forces. Similar results were 

observed earlier in the VSFG spectra of various cationic polymers at interfaces [68,69]. The 

blue-shifted O-H 
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Figure 2. Measured and fitted VSFG spectra of PEI on CaF2 (a) and (c), and PGA on PEI-CaF2 (b) and (d). Figures on the top 

represent the achiral VSFG spectra in PPP and SSP polarizations, on the bottom correspond to the chiral SPP and PSP 

polarization combinations. The fitted curves are based on Equation (1).  

stretching mode at 3450 cm-1 corresponds to the asymmetrically bonded, i.e., less than 

tetrahedral, group of water molecules, most probably near the primary amine groups since 

this group has more flexibility in space and this group induces an H-up ordering of water 

molecules associated with a positive amplitude in the imaginary part of ² (cf. Figure S2a). In 

the chiral VSFG spectra of PEI (Figure 2c), C-H stretching bands appear at 2890, 2900, 2925, 

and 2950 cm-1 suggesting that the hydrated layer contains secondary structural elements in 

the chain, i.e., double helix conformational parts [70]. Around 3070, 3270, and 3320 cm-1, N-

H and O-H stretching modes with small amplitudes are observable which can be linked to the 

chiral C-H groups. The lower N-H stretching frequency indicates a strong N-H···N hydrogen 

bond.  
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In the achiral VSFG spectra of PGA (cf. Figure 2b) between 2800 and 2950 cm-1, several 

symmetric, asymmetric CH2 stretching, and Fermi resonance modes appear, indicating that 

the methylene groups are in both trans and cis form. We can observe a very strong band at 

2933 cm−1 and a doublet at 2952 and 2962 cm−1 which can be associated with the C-H 

stretching modes of the methylene groups. These observed CH2 vibrational modes are in good 

agreement with previous FT-Raman studies [71]. A valley detected at 2991 cm−1 can be 

assigned to the antisymmetric stretch of CH2. A weak vibrational mode appears at 3056 cm−1 

corresponding to the symmetric bending overtone of the NH3
+ group which was also obtained 

earlier by using polarized Raman and FTIR spectroscopy on L-glutamine [20]. The appearance 

of this vibrational mode is more likely due to the charged primary amine groups of branched 

PEI which are interacting with the side chains of PGA. For interfacial water, the lower-

frequency vibrational band around 3150 cm−1 (FWHM ~ 110 cm-1) corresponds to strongly H-

bonded interfacial water, namely, it reveals the Coulombic/ionic interaction between the 

COO─ group and H…O-H. In Figure S2, this band shows a negative amplitude in the imaginary 

part suggesting an H-down orientation on the top of PGA. The broad vibrational band at ca. 

3350 cm-1 (FWHM ~ 200 cm-1) is the overtone of the OH bending mode. Such a broad feature 

comes from a broad orientational distribution of interfacial water [72] which is most probably 

embedded in and between the backbone of PGA. Near 3500 cm-1, a Fano-shape resonance is 

shown which can be linked to the stretching overtone of the C=O group. Since the stretching 

frequency of this group is very sensitive to the intramolecular H-bonding, we may also see 

here the interaction of some C=O groups with water molecules. 

At chiral polarizations (cf. Figure 2d), C-H vibrational bands of PGA are identified at 2890, 

2934, and 2970 cm-1. We attribute the first and third vibrational bands to the out-of-plane and 

in-plane C-H stretching modes, respectively, governing chirality in amino acids. This doublet 

was also obtained in the Raman spectra of alcohols [21]. Above 3000 cm-1, a very weak signal 

with broad bandwidth was detected in both SPP and PSP polarizations suggesting that PGA 

does not form well-ordered β-sheet or -helical arrangements since the characteristic chiral 

N-H stretch at ~3300 cm-1 is missing. Instead, PGA most probably lies parallel to the surface of 
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PEI in a random coil structure given that the chiral N-H stretching signal is forbidden in random 

coil and disordered structures [35]. We found that the overall VSFG signal decreased when 

PGA was adsorbed on PEI which is most likely due to destructive interference between the 

methylene modes of PEI and PGA. 

Since the homogeneity of the PEI and PEI+PGA layers can be improved by creating 

several pairs of oppositely charged layers [58,61,73], we studied how the VSFG spectra of the 

topmost layer of PGA changed when 0.5 versus 6.5 pairs of layers were built up. The results 

are summarized in Figure S3. In each of the applied polarization combinations (PPP, SSP, SPP) 

we observed a much (factor of two) higher signal for 6.5-pair layers due to the higher surface 

homogeneity. Importantly, the red-shifted O-H stretching mode in each polarization shows a 

higher signal which can be attributed to a well-ordered interfacial water structure near the 

charged side chains of amino acids.  

2.3. PYP adsorption at air-polyelectrolyte interfaces 

Figure 3a-d show the VSFG spectra of adsorbed PYP on PEI and PEI+PGA layers in the range of 

2800 and 3600 cm-1 obtained in SSP and SPP polarization combinations. For comparison, the 

spectra acquired for the polyelectrolyte layers and the hydrated PYP film separately are also 

plotted. As shown in Figure 3, the adsorption of PYP on the polyelectrolyte layers of PEI and 

PEI+PGA led to significant spectral changes. The C-H stretching feature shows up as a 

shoulder at 2980 cm-1 in both achiral and chiral polarizations. This has been observed 

previously by other groups on various types of proteins (e.g., LK7, pepsin). While strong 

stretching modes of methylene groups are observed from the polyelectrolytes, almost every 

C-H stretching mode is shifted when PYP is adsorbed on the polyelectrolyte surfaces. These 

shifts are due to the vibrational modes of methyl groups from the nonpolar side chains of PYP, 

similar to what was shown in the case of hydrated PYP on CaF2. The vibrational modes 

centered at 2860, 2885, 2915, and 2945 cm-1 are previously assigned (in the case of hydrated 

PYP) to the CH2 and CH3 symmetric stretch, CH2 asymmetric stretch, and the Fermi resonance 

of the CH3 group, respectively. Between 3000-3100 cm-1, characteristic aromatic C-H 

stretching modes interfere with the symmetric bending overtone of the NH3
+ group derived 
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from PYP side chains. The VSFG spectra obtained for PYP and adsorbed PYP on both surfaces 

show a marked difference. The bands at 3030, 3050, and 3070 cm-1 appear in chiral 

polarization clearly without interference for each PYP sample, while in achiral polarizations 

the adsorbed PYP shows a valley at 3030 cm-1 with narrow bands at 3070 and 3085 cm-1 due 

to the interference between the aromatics C-H stretching with the amide B mode. 

 

Figure 3. Normalized VSFG spectra of photoactive yellow protein (PYP) adsorbed on PEI (a,c), PGA (b,d) polyelectrolyte layers 

prepared by the LbL method. For comparison, the corresponding spectrum of PYP film (black) is also shown. Panel (a,b) and 

(c,d) show achiral and chiral VSFG spectra, respectively. 

The imaginary part of (2) was calculated from the acquired VSFG spectra (cf. Figure S2) 

to provide additional information about the interfacial orientation of certain molecular groups. 

A positive/negative sign of the broad O-H stretching band in the imaginary part of (2) above 

3000 cm-1 represents a net hydrogen-up/down orientation [74,75]. Thus, the bands at 3150 

cm-1 for PEI and 3200 cm-1 for PGA suggest that water above/on the top of the polyelectrolyte 
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layers exhibits an H-down orientation. Since PGA is negatively charged, such an H-down 

orientation at the surface is expected through electrostatics, however, an H-down orientation 

at the PEI surface is not. Although PEI is positively charged at physiological pH, only an amount 

of ~30% of branched PEI amines are protonated at a pH of ~7.4 [76,77], which can be 

responsible for the deduced orientation of interfacial water. On the other hand, PEI is a weak 

hydrophobic polymer due to its ethylene-rich backbone which further controls the orientation 

of the surrounding water molecules. Upon PYP adsorption on PEI, the O-H orientation flips to 

H-up most probably due to the side chains of PYP.  

In the chiral spectra in Figures 3c and 3d, adsorption of PYP on both PEI and PGA lead to 

the emergence of characteristic bands at 2943, 2958, 2976, and 2990 cm-1, in accordance with 

the presence of C-H and CH3 groups of various amino acids in PYP. The valley at 2958 cm-1 

and the local peak at 2976 cm−1 can be attributed to C-H stretching. These bands show 

opposite signs in the imaginary ² spectra (Figure S2) suggesting that the C-H stretch exhibits 

the same chirality and orientation as the N-H stretch at ~3300 cm−1. From this information, 

we can conclude that these chiral vibrational modes can be connected to the antiparallel β-

sheets with hydrogen bonds between C═O···H–N which are lying on the plane of the surface. 

The appearance of the spectral shoulder at 2990 cm-1 is an indication of a C-H bond from 

other amino acids, most often assigned to lysine [32,78]. In the structure of the -scaffold 

motif of PYP, lysine can be found in the highest number. The β-sheet structure is also 

supported by the well-ordered N-H stretching and the presence of a strong chiral amide I 

vibrational mode (cf. Figure 4b). We observed only small differences in the VSFG spectra of 

PYP adsorbed on PEI versus PGA. However, the higher overall VSFG intensity obtained for PYP 

on PGA than on PEI suggests that a larger amount of PYP was adsorbed on the PGA surface 

possibly due to the random coil structure of PGA facilitating better PYP adhesion. The 

vibrational bands corresponding to C-H and N-H stretching modes are red-shifted for 

PGA+PYP, indicating stronger interaction, i.e., shorter bond lengths. At 2990 cm-1, the sign of 

the vibrational mode is opposite, positive for PEI+PYP and negative for PGA+PYP. 
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Next, the effect of the improved structural homogeneity of the topmost PGA layer in 

multilayer stacks on the adsorption of PYP was studied. Investigations of the multilayer 

structures using atomic force microscopy (AFM) revealed a very homogeneous surface for 

PEI+(PGA+PLL)6.5 and an increase in surface roughness upon PYP adsorption (cf. Figure S4). A 

densely packed surface was clearly discernible when PYP was adsorbed onto the PGA layer 

with a concomitant decrease in interfacial stiffness. This decrease is consistent with the 

formation of a relatively soft protein layer, which was found to be very homogeneous over 

several microns. In Figure 4, the acquired VSFG spectra of the polyelectrolyte multilayer, 

PEI+(PGA+PLL)6.5, with and without PYP adsorption is shown in the vibrational region between 

1380 and 1720 cm-1, and between 1500 and 1700 cm-1 for achiral and chiral polarization 

combinations, respectively. This region is suitable to study not only the amide I and II modes, 

but also the side-chain vibrations. The tables in the supplementary material summarize the 

assignments of the achiral (Table S1 and S3) and chiral (Table S2 and S4) vibrational modes of 

the multilayer structures without and with PYP, respectively, obtained from fitting Lorentzian 

line profiles based on Equation (1) onto the spectra.  

 
Figure 4. Achiral (a) and chiral (b) spectra of (PGA-PLL)6.5 (light red) and (PGA-PLL)6.5+PYP (dark red) in the amide I region. The 

relative humidity of the films was ~80%. 

At 1402 cm-1, the symmetric COO─ stretch from aspartate and glutamate units can be 

seen in the PYP spectrum, while it shifts to 1408 cm-1 on the polymer interface (cf. Figure 4a). 

Without PYP, huge CH2 deformation bands of polymers appear at 1425-1475 cm-1, which are 

more intense and can be seen at lower frequencies (i.e., 1425 cm-1) when next to a C=O moiety. 
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Upon PYP adsorption, these deformation modes decrease and broaden, suggesting that the 

methylene groups of PYP have random orientational distribution. The asymmetric 

deformation mode of CH3 is around 1445-1480 cm-1, while the symmetric and asymmetric 

bending modes of the NH3
+ group lie at 1527 and 1625 cm-1, respectively, and each one is 

observed for both with and without PYP. When PGA is the topmost layer, the NH3
+ bending 

modes more likely appear from the Lys layer under the PGA. For PYP, the ring mode near 1517 

cm-1 was detected which is usually very characteristic in protein absorption spectra from the 

Tyr side chain. At 1583 cm-1, a band appears in chiral polarization when the topmost layer is 

PGA, which can be assigned to asymmetric COO─ stretching. For PYP, bands at 1590 and 1610 

cm-1 are detected. The lower frequency band belongs to the COO─ stretching mode of Glu/Asp 

side chains that are red-shifted during the interaction of PYP with the PGA surface. Since the 

stretching frequency of COO─ moiety is very sensitive to the local environment, it may shift ± 

40-60 cm-1 [79]. A chiral band at 1610 cm-1 is found both with and without PYP due to a 

bifurcated H-bonding to −COOH groups on the protonated Glu side chain which reflects very 

strong H-bonding [80,81]. Interestingly, ROA studies of polylysine, polyglutamic acid, and 

some proteins also showed a negative/positive signal at 1610/1626 cm-1 for -sheet structures 

[82] which were later linked to the formation of β2-fibrils [83]. 

In the achiral spectra, the weak vibrational bands at 1640 cm-1 and 1665 cm-1 can be 

assigned to the amide I B2 and B1 mode of the antiparallel β-sheets, respectively. In the chiral 

spectrum of PYP, these amide I modes are enhanced and red-shifted, while the amide II band 

near 1560 cm-1 is also characteristic. Our observations on the chiral N-H stretching together 

with the chiral amide I and II modes confirm that chiral VSFG spectroscopy is capable of 

determining the type of secondary structure with the highest abundance of PYP, i.e., -

scaffold in this case.  

Figure 5 shows the chiral spectra of PYP adsorbed on the PEI+(PGA+PLL)6.5 multilayer 

structure in the spectral range from 1400 to 1700 cm-1 at a relative humidity of 3% and 100%. 

Tables S5 and S6 contain the assignments of the corresponding vibrational modes of the  
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Figure 5. Chiral VSFG spectra of PEI+(PGA+PLL)6.5+PYP multilayer in different relative humidity environments, orange 

corresponding to low (3%) and dark red corresponding to high (100%) relative humidity. 

multilayer structures without and with PYP, respectively, obtained from fitting based on 

Equation (1) onto the spectra. The characteristic amide I B1 and B2 modes at high humidity are 

very narrow with damping factors lying between 8 and 11 cm-1, respectively, indicating a 

narrow orientational distribution of the peptide bonds in the -scaffold part of PYP. The B2 

mode of the -sheet structure lies at 1621 cm-1, where the low frequency value can be 

explained by very strong H-bonds. When the humidity decreased, no broadening of the chiral 

B1 and B2 vibrational modes was observed. However, the B2-mode blue-shifted to 1640 cm-1 

(almost the highest frequency attainable to a B2 band) and a new peak arose at 1654 cm-1, 

which we assigned to the amide I mode for an -helix secondary structure. Yan and co-workers 

obtained no chiral amide I signal for rhodopsin, pHLIP, and LK14 model systems [35] 

suggesting that the chiral amide I mode is silent for helical structures. In contrast, Ishibashi’s 

group found a small but significant chiral amide I band for BSA with a secondary structural 

content of 67% -helix and 10% -turn [33]. The fact that we could resolve the shoulder at 

1654 cm-1 was made possible by the high spectral resolution (~3 cm-1) of our home-built VSFG 

spectrometer and its high sensitivity thanks to the employed 100-kHz laser system. Since 

globular proteins easily undergo denaturation, we expect that PYP loses the hydrogen shell at 

low humidity. Therefore, a partial loss of its tertiary structure was likely detected, which 

changed the orientation of -helixes and -sheets and also weakened their H-bond structure. 
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Detailed calculations of molecular orientation for polyelectrolyte-PYP interfaces are in 

progress. 

3. Materials and Methods 

3.1. Sample preparation 

To prepare the polyelectrolyte layers, we used branched polyethyleneimine, poly-L-

glutamic acid, and poly-L-lysine by utilizing the layer-by-layer method. All three 

polyelectrolytes were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and have a molecular weight of 600,000- 

1,000,000 (branched PEI solution, concentration of ~50% in H2O), 50,000-100,000 (PGA 

sodium salt), and >30,000 (PLL hydrochloride). The applied PEI stock solution had a 

concentration of 5 mg/ml, while the concentration of PGA and PLL was 1 mg/ml. First, PEI was 

sprayed onto an oxygen plasma-cleaned CaF2 window to fully coat the substrate and provide 

a base for subsequent layers. The deposited PEI layer was left for a minute, then the residue 

was thoroughly washed off with distilled water. In the following step, a layer of PGA was added 

and left to adsorb for 20 seconds with the residue then washed off. The PGA layer was 

followed by adding and similarly washing a layer of PLL. We continued to add PGA and PLL 

layers up to a total of six and a half pairs as this resulted in a very homogeneous surface 

[58,61,73]. A layer of PYP was added to the topmost polyelectrolyte layer by pipetting the PYP 

stock solution of 0.28 mM on top and letting it set for 5 minutes, then washing it off similarly 

to the case of the previous layers. After preparation, the samples were left to equilibrate for 

at least 10 minutes before collecting VSFG spectra. The measurements were done on PEI, 

PEI+PGA, and six-and-a-half pairs of PGA+PLL layers on PEI (denoted as PEI+(PGA+PLL)6.5). 

Additionally, PYP was adsorbed on top of PEI, PEI+PGA, and PEI+(PGA+PLL)6.5 samples. While 

repeating the measurements, the samples were held in a hydrated state by keeping them in 

a >80% relative humidity environment. 

3.2 Vibrational sum-frequency generation (VSFG) 

The VSFG setup was described in detail elsewhere [53,54]. Here, only a brief account is 

given. The pump laser employed in the VSFG spectrometer is a Yb:KGd(WO4)2 laser oscillator-
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amplifier system operating at a center wavelength of 1028 nm with a repetition rate of 100 

kHz. The pump pulses were split into two parts. One part was forwarded into a home-built 

spectral compressor which generated narrowband visible pulses at 514 nm, while the other 

part of the beam was used to generate tunable MIR laser pulses in the spectral ranges of 2800-

3800 cm-1 and 1400-1700 cm-1 via optical parametric amplification. On the path of the infrared 

pulses, a home-made purging-enclosure system was used to minimize absorption by 

atmospheric water vapor and CO2. The energy of the visible pulses was kept at 4 µJ per pulse, 

while the pulse energies of the mid-infrared pulses centered at wavenumbers of 1267, 2980, 

and 3455 cm-1 were 0.2, 0.7, and 0.7 µJ respectively. All listed pulse energies refer to the 

incident values on target. The visible and infrared pulses were focused onto the sample and 

overlapped temporally and spatially. The angles of incidence for the pulses were 68° and 57°, 

respectively. The VSFG signal was collected by a spectrometer equipped with a Peltier-cooled, 

deep-depletion charge-coupled device. The spectral resolution of the VSFG spectrometer was 

~3 cm−1.  

The polarization for the input beams was controlled by using zero-order half-waveplates, 

while an additional polarizer with a half-waveplate was employed at the entrance of the 

spectrometer for the SFG beam. Spectra in the C-H, N-H, and O-H stretching regions were 

collected in PPP, SSP, SPP, PSP, and PPS polarization combinations (the order of polarizations 

corresponds to SFG, visible and infrared beams, respectively), while spectra in the amide I 

region were collected in SSP and SPP polarization combinations. The acquisition times ranged 

from 10 s to 120 s – shorter times were applied in the C-H, N-H, and O-H stretch regions, while 

longer times were used in the amide I region. All measurements were repeated at least 3 times 

and at different sample positions to minimize and account for the effect of the environment 

on the acquired spectra. The measurements were carried out at room temperature (23 °C) 

and controlled relative humidity.  

The VSFG spectra were frequency calibrated using a 50-µm-thick polystyrene film, which 

was inserted into the MIR beam. Difference spectra were calculated by subtracting the 

background spectrum from each measurement (the spectrum without infrared excitation). To 
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convert spectral intensity into count-per-second, the difference spectra were divided by the 

acquisition time. The non-resonant spectrum measured at a silver surface was normalized to 

one and then corrected by multiplying it by the measured infrared intensity at the sample’s 

surface for the absolute comparison of the different spectral regions. The VSFG difference 

spectra were then normalized by this corrected non-resonant spectrum. Finally, the 

normalized spectra were fitted by the sum of Lorentzian functions that describe the resonant 

part of the obtained signal and a non-resonant additional part using the following equation: 

𝐼𝑉𝑆𝐹𝐺  (𝜔) ∝ |𝑃𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑖𝛷 + ∑
𝑄𝜐

𝜔 − 𝜔𝜈 − 𝑖Γ𝜐

𝜈

𝑖=1
|

2

 , (1) 

where Qν, ων, and Γν are the strength, frequency, and damping factor of the νth Lorentzian 

peak. The first element of the sum accounts for the non-resonant contribution with amplitude 

PNR and phase Φ making it possible to describe both constructive and destructive interference. 

3.3 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 

AFM images were obtained on a Bruker/JPK NanoWizard 4 operating in Quantitative Imaging 

(QI) mode. In this mode, force spectra are collected at every point in a given image area, from 

which several nanomechanical parameters such as height, stiffness and adhesion are 

extracted. The height is estimated from a setpoint force chosen during the experiment, while 

the stiffness is estimated as the slope of the approach curve. The images were obtained using 

Nanosensors PPP-NCH probes. 

4. Conclusions 

Chiral and achiral VSFG spectroscopy was performed to study the adsorption properties of 

photoactive yellow protein on positively and negatively charged, self-assembled 

polyelectrolyte surfaces and layer stacks. We demonstrated that homodyne VSFG 

spectroscopy is a viable technique for the structural study of nm-scale multilayers, where the 

orientational information is extracted by employing the maximum entropy method (MEM) 

and the standard global fitting procedure on the VSFG spectrum in conjunction. We found that 

the multilayer stack leads to a much more homogenous top layer when 6.5 layers are 
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employed than in the 0.5-layer case. Structural homogeneity was revealed by increasing 

vibrational band amplitudes and decreasing bandwidths which were further confirmed by 

AFM studies. Our data suggest that while PEI shows helical structural elements, PGA forms 

mostly random coil arrangement with a small amount of 2-fibril structure at the interface at 

physiological pH, and these structures do not change when more pairs of layers are applied.  

Due to our high spectral resolution, the C, C, and C signals can also be spectrally 

resolved during the buildup of polymer layer structures, which can be used to follow the cis-

trans changes of methylene groups. If the protein is adsorbed, the methylene modes become 

less informative as a result of interference effects. Nevertheless, the methyl groups become 

well-ordered in this case due to the air-layer interface giving a strong CH3 stretch signal. 

Acquiring chiral spectra revealed details about the -scaffold portion of PYP, while the achiral 

signal of the hydrated PYP layer was not specific to the protein. However, upon PYP adsorption 

on charged surfaces, the C-H, aromatics C-H, and side-chain N-H vibrational bands, 

characteristic of proteins, also appear in achiral polarization combinations making achiral 

signals also surface specific.  

Chiral VSFG spectra of adsorbed PYP contain a wealth of information: the homodyne N-

H stretch signal shows a redshift for negatively charged PGA+PYP compared to PEI+PYP, which 

is also confirmed by the spectra extracted using the MEM procedure. The relative redshift in 

the PGA+PYP case suggests that PYP keeps its tertiary structure to a higher degree when 

interacting with PGA than with PEI. The AFM characterization has shown that an intact PYP 

layer is formed on the PGA-terminated surface, as evidenced by an increase in surface 

roughness and a homogenous reduction in interfacial stiffness. We also found that both the 

chiral and achiral VSFG spectra obtained in the spectral region of 1400-1700 cm-1 exhibit 

significant differences when PYP adsorbed at the interface which can be linked to the amide I 

and II modes and side chain vibrations. The changes in the amide I and II bands suggest that 

PYP loses its external hydrogen shell at low humidity in spite of a stable beta-sheet secondary 

structural motif. At the same time, some minor denaturation, i.e., partial loss of tertiary 

structure, was also detectable. Our results corroborate that chiral VSFG spectroscopy can 
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determine the secondary structure of proteins which has the highest abundance and is 

additionally very sensitive to the tertiary structure of proteins. 

Supplementary Materials: Figure S1: Imaginary part of the chiral VSFG spectra of PYP in the 

C-H, N-H, and O-H stretch region calculated from the observed SPP spectrum via the MEM 

algorithm.; Figure S2: Calculated imaginary part of (2) of PEI and PEI+PYP (a, c), and PGA and 

PGA+PYP (b, d) in SSP and SPP polarizations, respectively.; Figure S3: Achiral (a, b) and chiral 

(c) VSFG spectra of one pair of PEI+PGA (light red) and PEI+(PGA+PLL)6.5 (dark burgundy) 

multilayers in the C-H, N-H, and O-H stretch region. The topmost layer contains PGA in each 

case. Table S1: Vibrational mode assignments and corresponding VSFG wavenumbers, spectral 

widths, and amplitudes of PEI+(PGA+PLL)6.5 , i.e., topmost layer is PGA, in the spectral region 

between 1400 and 1700 cm−1 at a relative humidity of 80%. Table S2: Vibrational mode 

assignments and corresponding VSFG wavenumbers, spectral widths, and amplitudes of 

PEI+(PGA+PLL)6.5+PYP, i.e., topmost layer is PYP, in the spectral region between 1400 and 1700 

cm−1 at a relative humidity of 80%. Table S3: Chiral vibrational mode assignments and 

corresponding VSFG wavenumbers, spectral widths, and amplitudes of PEI+(PGA+PLL)6.5, i.e., 

topmost layer is PGA, in the spectral region between 1500 and 1700 cm−1 at a relative humidity 

of 80%. Table S4: Chiral vibrational mode assignments and corresponding VSFG wavenumbers, 

spectral widths, and amplitudes of PEI+(PGA+PLL)6.5+PYP in a relative humidity of 80% in the 

spectral region between 1500 and 1700 cm−1. Table S5: Vibrational mode assignments and 

corresponding VSFG wavenumbers, spectral widths, and amplitudes of PEI+(PGA+PLL)6.5+PYP 

in a relative humidity (RH) of 3% in the spectral region between 1500 and 1700 cm−1. Table S6: 

Vibrational mode assignments and corresponding VSFG wavenumbers, spectral widths, and 

amplitudes of PEI+(PGA+PLL)6.5+PYP in a relative humidity (RH) of 100% in the spectral region 

between 1500 and 1700 cm−1. Figure S4: AFM images of PEI+(PGA+PLL)6.5 multilayers without 

and with PYP. Figure S5: Histogram of stiffness values from AFM images without and with PYP. 
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